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ABSTRACT

CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT AND HIV/ AIDS IN

SOUTH AFRICA

BY

Renitha Rampersad

This dissertation presents the results of an analysis of corporate social investment and

HIV j "\ids programmes in South African corporations.

The study measures the growing debate onr the responsibilities of business and the

examination of Corporate Social Im"estment (CSI) programmes and communication

strategies used in HIV j Aids awareness programmes by the top 100 listed companies on

the Johannesburg Stock Exchange ([SE).

The first part of the study re,-iews theories and literature rele,-ant to defining the

understanding and the impact of HIV j Aids on businesses, the idea of corporate social

in,"estmentjresponsibility and the business response to "\IDS.

Subsequent chapters describe the construction of a survey instrument emploYed to

measure and enluate the extent of CSI and HI\I\ids in South .\frican corporations and

the findings of the surve,".

Penultimate chapters blend the insights gained from this literature re,-iew to interpret the

results, obtained through the quantitati,-e research meLhodolog'", to describe a set of

conclusions and recommendations in the contexr of applving corporate social in,-estmem

-and HI\- / .\ids to the South .\£.rican business em-ironmem.
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WRITING CONVENTIONS

The following conventions are used in this study:

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

An abbreviated style of referencing is used in this study, for example Whiteside

and Sunter (2000:23), meaning Whiteside and Sunter 2000, page 23.

When reporting current events from the print media the name of the

publication is presented, followed by the date of publication in brackets as in

(Daily News, 08/03/06).

Illustrative tables and figures are all given as Figures 1 - 30 and Tables 1- 54 in

their chronological sequence of appearance.

A conscious effort has been made to limit the use of footnotes as far as

possible in otder to facilitate the uninterrupted reading of the dissertation.

For commonly used terms full terms are used in headings. Acronvms are used

in paragraphs.

Relevant material relating to Corporate Social Investment and HIV(\ids was

tracked down from websites. Such website addresses are included in the

dissertation, both for verification purposes, and for acknmdedgement of the

source of information. An example of a typical website address is:

http://www.cliffedekker.co.za/literamre! coWgm-!indcx.hun.The World \Vide

\Veb (\V'\V'\V~ is transient and e,-er changing, therefore one should expect that

websites from which information is gathered will be offline or ma,- alter the

contents of the website a period of time.

In instances where the electronic document has been downloaded from a

website, the author is given, followed b,- dle website address as in Global

Philanthropy (200S: www.global-l.hilanmropv.mgi.

The bibliograph,- has been separated into authored and non-aumored

references.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION, PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES

THE RATIONALE FOR THE PRESENT STUDY

This study focuses on the conceptual assessment to which organisations have implemented

HIVIAids programmes into their corporate social invesOll-,nt programmes. This study will

focus on evidence of concrete strategies and plans of action available for the effective

management of HI\'IAids in the workplace and will highlight government legislation and

the input of othet role players.

According to Ellis and Terwin (2004) the HI\'IAids pandemic is now a global crisis, and

constitutes one of the most fotrnidable challenges to development and social progress.

Most corporations are ensuring that employees are educated and trained in HI\'I_\ids

telated issues and are in possession of facts relating to the HI\' virus. Corporate South

Africa sees HIVIAids as a crirical part of the management agenda, therefote the challenge

is fot companies to rake the moral initiative, and the failure to do so may damage the

company's reputation.

According to Global-PhilanthroPY (2005: www.global-philanthrop\.org) HI\'I-\ids has

given nse to immense social clliillenges in South ,\frica. Individuals and business

world",-ide haw come togethet to meet these clliillenges. A grO\v-ing numbet of large

businesses hav'e come up ",-ith a fascinating example of raking a social and moral

tesponsibility beyond their legal requirements in allocating resources to address one of the

most serious pandemics, HI\'/,\ids. Twenty ,'ears after the first clinical ev-idence of

Acquired Irnmuno Deficiency Smdrome (AIDS) was reported on the global front,

HI\'(\ids has emerged among the great health, dev'elopment and securitv issues in human

histor)". One third of the estimated 40 million people \iv'ing with HI\-I ,\ids on the global

frOnt are between 15-24 ,'ears old.

_\ccording to _\vert (2005c: http: .. w'ww.averLor,,/around,Yorld.htm) ",hen _\IDS first

emerged as a disease over rwenn' ,""ars ago, few people could ha"e predicted how the



pandemic would evolve. Towards the latter part of 2001 it was noted that 21.8 million

people around the world had already died from this deadly virus, 4.3 million of them were

children. Nearly twice that many - 40 million are now living with HIV, the virus that

causes AIDS. The most recent UNAIDS/\'{!J-IO estimates show that, in 2003 alone,S

million people were newly infected with HIV.

According to a CNAIDS (2006) study, South Africa is currently experiencing one of the

most severe HIV pandemics in the world. By the end of 2005, there were five and a half

million people living with HIV in South Africa, and almost 1 000 AIDS deaths were

occurring every day, according to UNAIDS estimates.

According to Rockey (2002: 179), the repeated calls for business to lead the way in

combating the pandemic results in part, from the void cteated by government vacillation

on the issue, and also because the private sector has the tesources and expertise to make a

real impact. The private sector is motivated by a number of factots, not least the need to

assess the impact of HIV/ Aids on wotkplace productivity and recognition of their

responsibility toward workers. In particular, they ha,-e a moral obligation where workplace

practices have amplified the spread of the disease, such as in the mining industry which is

characterized by migrant labour and single sex hostels, and in the road transpott industrv,

where long-haul drivers face nights away from home in HIT prevalent ennromnents.

_""side from any moral or business imperative, HI\-/--\ids is appealing for corporate

compaSSIon.

It is therefore essential for organizations to ha,-e a clear strategic emphasis on the structure

of their HI\T/ Aids plans and programmes. This study examines and ev-aluates criteria in

order to determine if a particular strateiS'· will be considered successful or nor. (These

criteria are essential for the organization's survi,-al in the long tenn). The role of important

stakeholders also fonns a crucial part of this study. Management will be confronted with

,-arious options in detennining a proper strateg'- or action plan that will effective\\- and

efficiend, combat and manage the spread of the pandemic within the wor~l'lace (Rocke.·

2002: XI\l.
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A study by L"NAIDS (2004: http://w''iw.unaids.org!ba~kok2004!GAR2004html!

ExecSununaryen!ExecSummen06.htm#P29536?29) shows that in most countries, HIV

pre,'ention, AIDS treatment and care are complex problems that exceed the capability of

anyone sector. The study confirms that for an effective response, it is important to:

•

•

•

•
•

Combine strong national leadership and ownership;

Ensure good governance, resource mobilization, multisectoral planning and

coordination;

Reinforce capacity to use resources well and implement programmes;

Closely monitor and evaluate the AIDS response;

Significandy involve communities, civil society and the private sector.

The UNAIDS study (2004: http://www.unaids.org/bangkok2004/G~\R2004html/

ExecSummarwn/ExecSummen06.htm#P?9536??9) also reveals that political

commitment has recendy increased in the hardest-hit countries. In sub-Saharan Africa, as

well as some countries in Asia and the Caribbean, more leaders have taken personal

responsibility for implementing the national AIDS response. For example, in Lesotho in

March 2004, Prime i\Iinister Pakalitha Mosisili and more than 80 senior civil sen-ants were

publicly tested for HIV, in an attempt to break the stigma that discourages testing.

However, in many countries where HI\' is spreading quickly, such as those in ~\sia and

Eastern Europe, a lack ofleadership may result in a delayed response. Furthermore, in low

pre,-alence countries where the pandemic is concentrated in key populations at high risk,

such as sex workers and injecting drug users, mall'- senior political leaders remain detached

from the response to ~\IDS.

The study therefore concludes that onh- 20% of transnational companies ha,-e adopted

comprehensive workl'lace policies on _\IDS. At country level, implementation of

workplace policies is generally poor. _iJthough workplace .\IDS programmes are

increasing in many affected countries, employers and trade unions could still pla,- a much

larger role. It is evident that business can contribute to the ~\IDS response at different

le,-els (2004: http:; !www.unaids.org ·bangkok2004.·G~\R2004htmLExecSummanen

ExecSummenOG.htrn;:;:P~9536")9).



CONTEXTUALISATION

The South African Situation

In South Africa accountability and duties of business are highlighted, especially since the

country is faced with severe social, political and economic rtibuIations, including the

legacies of apartheid. Business is facing growing pressure and demands from society to

become part of the solution to these problems and particularly the problem of HIV/ Aids.

Dickinson (2004-: 1), reports that an account must be taken of inescapable tensions that

tangibly link internal and external envitonments in wavs that pte-date and exist

independendv of any strategy seeking to respond to HIV/ Aids. FOlit such tensions are

identified: political, moral, industrial relations, and socio-economic. \V'hile progress has

been made bv business in responding to HIV/ Aids, these conflicts remain significant.

Dickinson (2004-) further beliews that a critical question is whether companies can resolve

wider socio-economic tensions - a necessity if they are to protect workers and theit skills.

In contrast to unitarist calls for a 'war' on AIDS, offering an appropriate corporate

response presents a complex and formidable challenge, but also an opportunity for South

African management to establish a new role within the post-apartheid order.

Mersham (1992a: 54--55) draws attention to the aspect of social responsibility as a national

development philosophY with a moral (normative/ethical) imperative in the South _\frican

context:

Social investment calls for the acceptance of the idea that an organization is socially

accountable - that it can see more than just making a profit, and mm its actions and

operations to the benefit of the communitt and to the ",-ider socien- in which it

functions ... the concept of social responsibilin- includes an organisation's relationship ro

the socien- in which it operates, and its involvement in the problems of national

significance that face that socien-.

Corporate Sociallm-estment (CS!) is a major issue in South .-\frica. Several companies are

in,-oh-ed in CSI acn,-ities, which support a cross-secnon of projects throughout South



Africa. HIV/ Aids programmes are one of those investment projects that source funding

from the South African business sector. HIV/ Aids in South Africa is a source of personal

suffering and affects every level and every sector of society. It is also a cause of serious

productivity problems in business. Bloom et aL (2002: 6), report on a study by Tyler and

Shah (1997), on nearly a thousand firms in Sub·Saharan Africa.

The study found the replacement of professional staff to be one of the most significant

problems, with firms taking 24 weeks to replace a deceased professional, compared to 2 to

3 weeks for less skilled staff.

Rockey (2002: 193) maintains that from a community perspective there is a strong moral

obligation for business to contribute to combating the virus. The challenge now is to link

corporate social investment to assist in the fight against HIV/ Aids, in order to optimise

impact, both for the business and for the community at large. There exists the need for

business to mm'e from the 'awareness' stage into the 'action' stage. "\s HIY/ Aids becomes

more visible, companies are experiencing 'multiple loss' (more than one death), which can

lead to lowered staff morale.

Increased costs arise from increased staff turnover, training costs, medical health,

insurance and funeral costs. Cnless, companies act quickly with new strategies HI\'/.\ids

costs will escalate. In the area of manufacturing and distribution, companies are facing

ongoing absenteeism, which inevitably leads to lower productivin', and a higher cost of

production. Higher production costs if absorbed lead to lowered profitabilin-.

Absenteeism IS one of the primary forces of rising costs and declining productivity

(Rockey, 2002: 193).

Business leaders are still grappling ,vith the impact of HI\'/ .\ids specific to their firms.

"\ppropriate management of HI\'/ .\ids requires leadership and an understanding of the

impact of the pandemic. Long·te= sustainable responses will only be achiend if all

stakeholders ate commced of the business rationale for action. \X-ithout sufficient

stakeholdet acceptance of HI\'/ Aids as a strategic pnonn', the development of an

HI\-/ .\ids policY ,,-ill be hampered and the implementation of programmes will be

jeopardised (Rockey, 2002: 193).
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Richard Feachem, Director of the United Nations backed Global Fund to fight Aids,

Tuberculosis and Malaria, is cited as saying that South Africa has the highest number of

victims in the world, with estimated infections of 5.3 million among its population of 45

million. The UN organisations, UNAIDS, estimated that 26.6 million people in sub

Saharan Africa are infected (Feachem: 2004).

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

HIVIAids has become a harsh reality for South African business. According to Brown

(2004: 3) the HI\'IAids pandemic is Africa's most serious de,-elopment crisis, with

Southern Africa bearing the brunr with one in seven of the adult population living with

HI\'I Aids. The scale, severity and impact of HI\'IAids on these societies is threatening

the capacity of governments and communities to function effecti,-elY.

The pandemic has already reached the level where it will seriousl, affect the production

capacity of the country. The average life expectancy in South .\frica is expected to fall

from 60 years to around 40 ,ears between 1998 and 2008. Towards the end of 1998, 50

percent of all new infections in Southern "\frica that occurred that \'ear, were in South

Africa, and evenroally caught up with neighbouring countries such as Botswana, Namibia,

Swaziland and Zimbabwe (1foore, 1999: 3).

According to Kinghorn (2000: 23), it is absolutely imperative, that management play an

active role in formulating suitable strategies for implementation in the shon, medium and

long term. The importance of this study lies in the investigation of strategies and methods

to reduce the impact of HI\'I Aids on the economy and more imponandv, in the

workplaces of organizations. ?-.fore effective management methods are needed to produce

a positi,-e impact on employees and operation processes within the business em-ironmem.

Comprehensive responses to the implementation of action programmes and cost-effecti,-e

strategies will benefit business clirecdv and will ha,-e wider benefits in communities and

society at large.

\Vhile a great deal of research has been carried out on the many and complex aspects of

the pandemic, few srodies ha,-e addressed the question of how South _\frican business is

addressing the pandemic within the Corporate Social Responsibilin" and Triple Bottom
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Lne frameworks. The findings from this study will be an important benchmark ill

describing how the private sector is responding to the pandemic.

In addition, a comprehensive study of this llilture MS not, to date, been undertaken among

South African Corporations. New knowledge ought therefore, to emerge with regard to

the communication methods that are employed in such programmes and the effectiveness

of such methods.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE FIELD OF STUDY

The results of this study are applicable to listed and non-listed companies in the private

sector, namely, corporate organizations. However, these findings could have broadet

implications for other stakeholders. Professional bodies, tertiary educational institutions,

companies in the public sector, corporate strategists, external interest groups and the

international communin· will be able to access crucial information on the communication

strategies that exist for dealing with HIV / }..ids at a corporate level.

Specific contributions that relate this study to the fields of corporate communication and

public relations are:

•

•

•

•

•

It provides a holistic empiricallv based theory that describes the management of

HI\' / Aids policies in the corporate sector.

It determines exactly what procedures the corporate sector is undertaking at

present.

It prm-ides a benchmark against which South African companies can compare their

existing policies and strategies.

It prov-ides empiricallY researched data that South .\frican companies can use when

assessing and writing new strategies for their organizations.

It prov-ides academics with a well-researched guideline for teaching post graduate

students about strategies and corporate communication, so that when these

students take on management positions in indusm· they will be able to make use of

these contributions to make informed decisions for their company.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Against the background of this study the following general research question can be asked:

What is the role ofbusiness in supporting HIV/ Aids programmes in South Africa,

through their CSIprogrammes?

The purpose of this study is to investigate and examine the corporate social investment

programmes of the top 100 listed companies on the Johannesburg Stock exchange (JSE)

and to determine the extent to which their programmes strategically include an HIVI Aids

component. The following questions wete exploted:

•

•

•

To what extent do companies and otganizations commit resources to this effort?

\Vhat are the ctiteria and policies, relating to CSI and HIVIAids ptogrammes

that come into play in an organization?

How do large private sector organisations VIew their policies and CSI

tesponsibilities in the current political, social and economic circumstances?

This study is nnportant in order to examine tealistic strategies that exist and to ensure that

the gap in South African organisations in terms of the pandemic is addressed. Such

strategies would ensure competence ",~thin all organizations in the interest of producti,~ty

and long term sustained growth.

Specific research questions are:

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

Does the company have a strategic corporate social investment programme ill

place and if they do, what is the nature of the programme?

What percentage of the budget is allocated to HIVI ~\ids;

Does the compam have an HIVIAids policy in place and what is the nature of

such a policy?

How are the policies and activities communicated to stakeholders;

\'V'hat is the proportion of corporate business support for HI\"I _\ids awareness;

W"h-'lt is the proportion of corporate business suppOrt towards HI\·I Aids

treatment for its emplm-ees;

\\nar are the other funding initiati,-es of the company-;
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• What general and specific theoretical conclusions can be drawn from the Mersham

et al. (1995) model for corporate social investment and development

conununication?

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The central objective of this study is:

To highlight the role of business in supporting NIV/Aids in the South African

society where evolvingpolitical. socialand economic issues are ofsignificance.

Specific objectives are:

• To establish the scope of the HIV/ Aids pandemic and provide a chronological

outline of growing awareness of the problem in the business sector.

• To describe the development of Corporate Social Responsibility in South Africa

and its specific characteristics in the context of the country's social, political and

economic development.

• To describe how HIV/ Aids programmes initiated by the business sector are

situated in the context of theit CSR programmes.

• To examine how CSR has become incorporated into the Tripple Bottom Line

(TBL) and therefore how HI\-/ Aids programmes are included in TBL reporting.

THEORETICAL ARGUMENTS

To conceptualise this studY, the theoretical approach emplm-ed the communication model

for dewlopment proposed by ~fersham (1992b). Communication equality between

communicator and recipient in this graphic communication model for development and

public telations is debated. The model allows for a heuristic approach to e,-aluating the

different components of the communication process in the CSI context (Mersham, 1992b).

Based on the above the srud,- focused on an investigation of corporare social in,-estmem

and the communication strategies/policies used for HIV/_-\ids awareness programmes in

South _-\frican organisations.



The following were examined:

•

•

•

•

•

•

Analysis of the Communicator

Analysis of recipients

Analysis of the :Message(s) and the signs and symbols of the coding process

Interaction between participants

Media used in the process.

Interpretation and expression of messages

The socio-cultural circumstances of communicators and recipients in the broader context

of South African society were also examined.

In most companies the public relations practitioner (pRP) or corporate social inyestment

co-ordinator are the communication champions. They facilitate the communication of

messages between the stakeholders and the organization. In this case the PR practitioner

or the CSI coordinator will monitor the communication process between the employees

within the organization and the external stakeholders regarding the HIV/ Aids scenario.

Mersham's (1992b) graphic communication model for deYeloprnent prm-ides a basis for

evaluation of the corporate social innstment opportunities and HI\'/ Aids

strategies/policies of the sample.

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION

As this is a quanrttam-e stud,-, the data collected formed the empirical research. A

structured questionnaire was administered to the sample of 100 companies. The sample

was selected from a special supplement in the Sunday rim,,', Business Times sun-eY on the

Top 100 Companies listed on the JSE. The companies were chosen based on their

financial performance and other factors ,,-hich included, corporate gm-ernance,

empowerment comnntment, strength of management, innstability (,-alue buy and

tradabilin-). A detailed discussion on the research methods is found in Chapter Six.
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UTERATURE STUDY

For the initial survey a Nexus search was conducted to determine the nature and extent of

research regarding Corporate Social Investment and HIVIAids in South Africa. The

search revealed that there is no ongoing or completed research in South Africa regarding

Corporate Social Investment and HIVIAids among the top 100 listed companies on the

JSE. These facts were taken into cognisance when the researcher initially formulated the

research problem for this study.

The literature was also used to compile theoretical guidelines and to determine the context

in which South African corporations function in terms of HIVI }lids policies. The

literature was furthermore studied to obtain background information on the companies

that are included in the study.

DEFINITION AND CLARIFICATION OF CONCEPTS

The terminolo~'used throughout the study is explained below:

AIDS

"\ccording to Wruteside and Sunter (2000), AIDS is an acronym for "acquired immuno

deficiencv svndrome". It is the clinical definition gi\'en to the onset of certain life

threatening infections in persons whose immune svstems have ceased to function properh'

as a result of being infected with HI\'. Wruteside and Sunter (2000), explain the acronvm

as follows:

• The 'N stands for "\cquired. Tills means that the virus is not spread through

casual or inadvertent contact like flu or chickenpox. In order to be infected, a

person has to do something which exposes them to the virus.

• 'I' and 'D' stand for Immuno Deficienc\'. The ,-irus attacks a person's immune

sYStem and makes it less capable of fighting infections.

• 's' is for Svndrome. ,\IDS is not just one disease but it presents itself in a number

of diseases that come about as the immune svstem fails.
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Antiretroviral Theraphy (ARVs)

According to Redribbon (2006: http:/ hww.redribbon.co.za) Antiretroviral Treatment

includes ethical and clinical and specialized laboratory support to patients. With significant

improvements in the cost and availability of antiretroviral theraphy (ARVs), more and

more companies are now clirecdy treating their employees and dependents. ARVs require

ongoing monitoring and supemion by trained medical personnel with access to the

necessary clinical tests. ARVs are a long term commitment their considerable benefits

continue for only as long as they are taken.

Corporate Social Investment (CSI)

Leoka (1985: 71) defines CSI in the South African context as the "conscience of the

capitalist system". J\fersham et aL (1995: 89) further suggests that this is not a view that is

necessarily shared by all members of big business in South Africa. Visagie (1993: 1) argues

that CSI "is neither an admission of guilt for their share of the agony of the deprived, nor

is it implying responsibility for the sOelo-economic welfare of the country".

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

Hopkins (2004: 1) articulates that CSR is concerned with treating the stakeholders of the

firm ethicallv or in a responsible manner. 'Ethically or tesponsible' means treating

stakeholders in a manner deemed acceptable in civ-ilized societies. Social includes economic

responsibility. Srakeholdets exist both within a firm and outside. The natural environment

is a stakeholder. The wider aim of social tesponsibility is to create higher and higher

standards of living, while preserving the profitability of the corporation, for peoples both

within and outside the corporation. CSR therefore means the ethical behaviour of

business towards its constituencies or stakeholders.

Pandemic

"\ccording to the Online Dictionarv" and Enev"clopaedia (2006:http:!· \\"\\"\\".answers.

corn/topic pandemic) a Pandemic is the occurrence of cases of disease in excess af what

is usuallv expected far a given period af time. Pandemics are cornmanl\· thaught to inv"ah-e

outbreaks of acute infectious disease, such as measles, polio, or streptococcal sore throat.
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l\!ore recendy, other types of health-related events such as homicide, drowning, and even

hysteria have been considered to occur as "pandemics."

In contrast to pandemics, endemic problems are distinguished by their consistendy high

levels over a long period of time. Lung cancer in males has been endemic in the United

States, whereas the surge of lung cancer cases in women in the C nited States represents an

pandemic problem that has resulted from the increase in cigarette smoking among women

in general A pandemic is closely related to an epidemic, but it is a problem that has spread

over a considerably larger geographic area; influenza epidemics are often global.

HIV

According to International-Health (2006: www.international-health.org/AIDSEconomics)

HI\' stands for Human Immuno Deficiency VimJ (HI\'), the virus which causes Acquired

Immuno Defidency Syndrome (AIDS). HI\' attacks and slowlv destroys the immune system by

entering and destroying the cells that control and support the immune response and

system. After a long period of infection, usually 3-7 years, enough of the immune system

cells have been destroyed to lead to immune deficiency. The virus can therefore be present in

the body for several years before symptoms appear. Wnen a person is immuno-deficient

the body has difficulty defending itself against many infections and certain cancers, known

as "opportunistic infections". It is possible to monitor the de,-elopment and degree of

immuno-deficiencv, and while the impacts of the disease can be mitigated with proper

treatment; there is no cure for AIDS once a person is infected with HI\'.

HIVTesting

According to Anrt (2005d: http://www.avert.org/testing.htm) HI\' testing is a medical

test to determine a person's HI\' status. The standard HI\' test looks for antibodies in a

person's blood. \'{nen HI\' (which is a '-irus) enters a person's bod,-, special proreins are

produced. These are called antibodies. ~\ntibodies are the bod,"s response to an infection.

So if a person has antibodies to HI\- in their blood, it means they have been infected with

HI\'. The only exception might be an HI\- negati,-e baby born to an HI\- positive

mother. Babies retain their mother's antibodies for up to 18 months, so ma,- test positi,-e

on an HI\- antibod,- test, e,-en if they are actuall,- HI\' negative.
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King Report on Corporate governance

According ro Cliffdekker (2005: http://w\\lw.cliffedekker.co.za/literature/coq1gm)

index.htm) the King Report is South Africa's own ground-breaking voluntary code of

conduct relating to company governance. In 1994 the King Report on Corporate

Governance (King I) was published by the King Committee on Corporate Governance,

headed by former High Court judge, Mervyn King S.c. King I, incorporating a Code of

Corporate Practices and Conduct, was the first of its kind in the country and was aimed at

promoting the highest standards of corporate governance in South Africa. Over and

above the financial and regulatory aspects of corporate governance, King I advocated an

integrated approach to good governance in the interests of a wide range of stakeholders.

Although, groundbreaking at the rime, the evolving global economic environment together

with recent legislative developments, have necessitated that King I be updated. To this end,

the King Committee on Corporate Governance developed the King Report on Corporate

Governance for South Africa, 2002 (King II). King II acknowledges that thete is a move

away from the single bottom line (that is, profit fot shareholders) to a triple bottom line,

which embraces the economic, environmental and social aspects of a compan\-'s acti,-ities.

Corporate Govemance

~\ccordingto the University of Technology in Sydne, (2006: h"p:/ /www.ccg.uts.edu.au/

corpotate...gm-ernance.htm), corporate gm-ernance is the system b, which business

corporations are directed and controlled. The corporate governance structure specifies the

clistribution of rights and responsibilities among clifferent participants in the corporation,

such as the board, managers, shareholders and other stakeholders, and spells our the rules

and procedures for making decisions on corporate affairs. B, doing this, it also prm-ides

the structure through which the company objecti,-es are set, and the means of attaining

those objectives and monitoring performance. Hmw,-er corporate gm-ernance has wider

implications and is critical to economic and social well being, firsd, in ptm-iding the

incentins and performance measures to achieve business success, and secondly in

prm-iding the accountability and transparencY to ensure the equitable clistribution of the

resulting wealth. The significance of corporate gm-ernance for the stability and equity of

society is captured in the broader definition of the concept offered b,- the \\/orld Bank:

"Corporate gm-ernance is concerned with holding the balance between economic and
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socw goals and between individual and communal goals. The governance framework is

there to encourage the efficient use of resources and equally to require accountability for

the stewardship of those resources. The aim is to align as nearly as possible the interests of

individuals, corporations and society."

Tripple Bottom Line (IBL) Reporting

According to Environment.SA (2006: hrw: / /,,"Ww.environment.sa.gm-.au/sustainabilitv /

ttipplebottomline.html) the ttipple bottom line is a measure of sustainability in terms of

economic social and environmental performance of an organization.

Businesses are usmg a range of approaches to achieve cost savmgs and improve

environmental performance. Among these is cleaner production, environmental

management systems (S'vlS) and, more recentlv, ttipple bottom line (TBL) repotting. TBL

repotting to stakeholders focuses on the economic, socw and environmental aspects of

corporate activities.

Knowledge, Attitude and Perceptions (KAP)

According to Accountancy SA (2005: hrw:/ /\nnv.accountancna.org.za) implementation

of the so-called KAP survey, can enhance the design of training programmes. The (KAP)

survey assesses the following in respect of both employees and management respectiv-ely.

Knowledge: Insight into HIVIAids, how it is transmitted and how It can be

prevented.

Attitudes: Perceptions of petsonnel risks towards the disease.

Practices: Sexual behaviour in the community, as well as discriminatorr behaviour.

Such a progr:unme, therefore, plays an important role and is also seen as the most

important stage towards the development of an effective "\ids training strategv.

Prevention, Education and Awareness

_'>.ccording to Redribbon (2006: hrw:' ",n\".redribbon.co.za) company education

programmes need to set out clearlv how HIV can and cannot be contracted so that staff
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can ann themselves with infonnation for protection purposes. Such programmes play a

vital secondary role in fostering more supportive working environments for employees

who may be infected with HN. Companies should incorporate strategies into their

HN/ Aids programmes and policies that are sensitive to the specific needs of female and

male workers.

Non - DiscriminatoryPolicy

According to Redtibbon (2006: http://w.."..W.redtibbon.co.za) A non-discriminatory policy

is a document that sets out an organisation's position on a particular issue. The

establishment and implementation of a non-discriminatory policy is the cornerstone of any

effective HI\' workplace program, underpinning campaigns to promote the take up of

voluntary counselling and testing as well as treatment. A Company should state clearly that

its employees will not be discriminated against on the basis of their actual or perceived

HN status. Policies should also guarantee the confidentialitv of infected or affected

employees.

Monitoring and Evaluation

According to Business Fights Aids (2006: http://www.businessflghtsaids.orghvpptool.asp)

monitoring and evaluation are traditionally essential parrs of public health internntions to

demonstrate the effecti,-eness of any given programme. Companies han de'"eloped

indicators to suit their own individual business environmenr, such as rates of sexually

transmitted infections, numbers of sraff accessing services such as VCT (Voluntan"

counselling and Tesring), condom distribution and regular Kc-\P (Knowledge, Attitude and

Perceptions) srodies.

Stigma

Online Dictionarv and Encvclopaedia (2006: http://www.answers.com/topic/aids) reyeals

that _-\IDS stigma exisrs around the world in a vatietv of fonns, including the ostracism,

rejection, discrimination against and avoidance of HI\" infecred people; compulson" Hn"

testing without prior consenr or prorection of confidentialih"; ,-iolence against Hn"

infected individuals or people who are perceived to be infected with HIV; and the

quarantine of Hn" infected individuals.
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Strategy

Steyn and Puth (2003: 2) confer that the word strategy is often (nils) used by corporate

communication practitioners to describe something 'important' (as in strategic messages,

strategic direction) or to describe 'activities' (as in communication strategy).

An effective strategy should provide the following:

•

•
•

Leadership of thought and activity processes for all communication programmes

The context, and a guiding principle, for all communication activities

The link between the 'why' and the 'how'; the logic that binds objectives and

ractics together

Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) Index

According to the JSE (2005: www.jse.co.za/sri/docs/BackgroundandCriteria.

final.?003.pd!) the SRI Index is a Socially Responsible Investment Index on the JSE

Securities Exchange, comprising a list of companies that conform to a range of social,

environmental and econonnc susrainabilitv lssues. The list was launched in the first

quarter of 2004.

Voluntary Counse11ing and Testing (VeT)

According to Redribbon (2006: htt.p:l hnnv.redribbon.co.za) Yoluntan" Counselling and

Testing (VCT) is quite separate from anonymous prevalence testing campaigns, and forms

the priman' entry point for successful prevention and testing progranrmes. Because of the

sensitivities, need for confidentiality and potential concerns of staff, YCT can also be the

hardest component of a workplace strategy to implement. Yet poor rake up of \'CT by

staff, b, definition, significantly reduces the number of sraff raking ad'"anrage of other

company HIY services, particularly treatment. It is therefore crucial for companies to

develop acm"e campaigns to encourage their emploYees to seek \TT.
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WeUness Programme

According to Absenger (2006: htt;p: / /w\\w.amacf.org/2006 / 11/approaches to ? l.html)

The purpose of any wellness program, in any company, is to control and/or prevent at-risk

workers from developing chronic diseases stemming from poor nutrition, lack of exercises,

high blood pressure, obesity, and stress. Eventually the program should cover disease

management of rare chronic conditions.

To develop a cost effective wellness program, the needs of the program should be based

on employee demographics and medical cost drivers. Most companies should focus on

wellness for all workers rather than disease management for a relative few:

Workplace program=e

Workplace programmes focus on the prevention of new HIV infections through formal

education of all employees about HIV/ Aids and through peer education to effect safer

se,,<la1 practices. In addition, supervisory training programmes ensure a workplace that is

free of discrimination or stigmatization, while contributing towards effecti\-e and fait

performance management.

ABBREVIATIONS

Abbreviations listed below have been widelv used in this study.. .

AIDS

ART

CBOs

CEO

CSI

CSR

DOE

DOL

E_\P

HIV

HRC

ILO

Acquired Immune Deficiency Smdtome

Anti-Retroviral Therapv

Community Based Organisations

Chief Executi\-e Officer

Corporate Social Investment

Corporate Social Responsibilitv

Department of Education

Department of Labour

Emplovee _\ssistance Programme

Human Immunodeficiency Virus

Human Rights COIUIDission

International Labour Otganisation
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KAP

KZN

MRC

MTCT

NAC

NACOSA

NAPWA

NDA

NGOs

1';1'0

PBOs

PPPs

PWA

RSA

S.\

SAGA

S"\S

SMEs

SPSS

SRI

STDs

TB

TBL

D,

CN-Aids

YCT

W'HO

Knowledge, Attitudes and Practices

Kwa-Zulu Natal

Medical Research Council

Mother ro child transmission

National Aids Council

National AIDS Co-ordinating Committee of SA

National Association of People Living with HNI Aids

National Development Agency

Non-Governmental Organisations

Non profit organisations

Public benefit organizations

Public-private partnerships

People with HIV infections or AIDS

Republic of South Africa

South Africa

South African Grantmakers Association

Statistical Analvsis System

Small Medium Enterprises

Statistical Programme for Social Sciences

Socially Responsible Index

Sexually Transmitted Diseases

Tuberculosis

Tripple-bottom line

Cnited Nations

Joint Cnited '\Jations Programme on HIYIAids

Volumary HIV Counselling and Testing

\\;'orId Health Organisation.
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OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

Chapter Two: Corporate Governance

This cllllpter defines and discusses tripple bottom line repotting among South African

Corporations and the effect HIV/ Aids has on the economic bottom line of a company.

The reader is also introduced to new concepts that have evolved from the JSE.

Chapter Three: The Development ofCorporate Social Investment

In Chapter Three an in-depth analysis of the theoretical grounding for corporate social

investment globally and nationally is provided. This chapter deals \vith pertinent concepts

of development and how they fonn the basis for corporate social investment.

Chapter Four: The Impact ofHIV/ Aids in South Africa

Chapter Four describes the research frame,votk. The HIV/ Aids pandemic in South Africa

and abroad is examined. The impact of the spread of the pandemic and its socio-economic

impact on South Africa are discussed. This chapter further focuses on an investigation of

the communication strategies/policies employed for HI\' /Aids awareness programmes in

South African organizations.

Chapter Five: Communication Model for CSI andHIV/ Aids in South Africa

Chapter Five presents discussion on a model for measuring corporate response to the

pandemic. The primary aim of this chaptet is to highlight and anal,·se the descriptive,

normative and analytical interpretations of the communication strategies/policies used for

HIV/Aids awareness programmes in South African organizations, by UllIking use of

Mersham's Communication Model for de,-elopment.

Chapter Six: Research Methodology related to the study underinvestigation

Chaprer SL, discusses the research design and methodolo~- used and explains how the

respondent sample was drawn. It includes a detailed discussion of the collection of rhe

primary data for the empirical srodv. The chaprer discusses the reliabilir:- and yalidiry of

this stud,- and the importance thereof.
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Chapter Seven: Analysis ofresults

Chapter Seven presents an analysis of the results. This c!lJlpter discusses appropriate

statistical testing that was used in this study.

Chapfer Eight: Findings

C!lJlpter Eight presents the findings related to the yanous paradigms in use in South

African organisations. These findings will integrate the results of the data collection

methods. The chapter also discusses the findings in relation to Mersham's

Communication model for Deyelopment.

Chapter Nine: Conclusion and Recoll11Dendations

The conclusions 'with salient findings "rill be provided with recommendations for further

use among South African organisations.

CONCLUSION

It is anticipated that the results from this study ,,'ill prow useful to South African

corporanons. This chapter has outlined the research objectives of the study which

underpins the commitment of top companies towards HI\'!-\ids programmes. Chapter

Two highlights Tripple Bottom Line reporting among South African corporations and the

effect that HI\'/.\ids has on the economic bottom line of a company.
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Chapter2

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

INTRODUCfION

Tbis chapter presents an overview of how corporate social responsibility and corporate

social investment have become incorporated into tripple bottom line reporting and

therefore how HIV/ Aids programmes are included in tripple bottom line reporting. Tbis

chapter ,vill focus on the importance of corporate governance, Tripple Bottom Line

Reporting (TBL) and the socially responsible investing Index (SRI) and their impact on

South African business.

Du Toit and Goetsch in Rockey, (2004: 223) believe that CSI is about corporate

commitment to internal and external communities. With the rising statistics surrounding

people with HIV/ Aids, companies are now responding to the crisis and are experiencing

rapidly growing interaction that extends from workers to the wider community

The researcher agrees with Du Toit and Goetsch (2004: 223) that companies are now

undertaking Corporate Social Im"estment for more than Just generous reasons.

Corporations are now conscious of being recognised for doing good work bl' the

community, go,-ernment and their peers.

CSI is no longer treated as a phiIantropic add-on, but is recognised as being integral to

business strategy, and a potential driyer of corporate sustainability. Tbis approach has the

potential to enhance not onlv social and environmental development, but also the business

bottom-line. CSI programmes that build sustamability are founded on multi-stakeholder

consultation, and are planned to serye the public good, as well as the business growth

requirements of the corporation. Grounding CSI programmes in principles of good

governance is the recipe to ensure relevant strategy, ethical practice, and effective

programme management and implementation (Du Toit & Goetsch in Rockel", 2004: 224),

Skinner et "I. (2001), sketch two scenarios for the future of CSI.



In the first scenario, companies may cut back on cotporate social investment spending 

estimated at R2.35 billion a year - because of the many other "non-financial" obligations

they face.

The preferred alternative is that social investment becomes an important pillar of

cotporate citizenship and the sustainability agenda. "For a start, contributions made on a

voluntary basis provide sound evidence of cotporate commitment to the country's

development, supporting government's efforts in spite of transformation". To achieve the

second scenario the handbook argues that CSI must "be prmcided as part of the

transformation agenda, as an element of cotporate citizenship, and as integral to the

company's sustainability reporting".

Skinner et aL (2001) further claim that mam- comparues' cotporate social in,'estment

programmes now focus on sustainable de,'elopment by:

• Aligning their programmes "cith national priorities;

• Making capacity building centre to their approach thus enabling more meaningful

social transformation;

• Forging meaningful partnerships "cith non-governmental orgaruzatlOns,

government and media; and

• Improving alignment of initiatives "cith their business strategL

According to Metcalfe (2004) the HIV/ Aids pandemic is real The problem is huge and

the consequences are dire. Yet, it is but another challenge faced bv companies in South

Africa and in the global economL Strategic planning for this threat is an urgent priorin' for

top management. With solid planning, strong leadership, immediate action and

collaboration among companies, NGOs and gm'ernment, the impact of HI\'/.\ids can be

minimised and managed.

'\fetcalfe (2004) concludes that companies are being pressurised bv a ,,;ide range of

stakeholders, including current and potential innstors, their emplm-ees and the labour

unions, as well as government and the community, to repon on the effects of HI\"/ .\ids in

the wor~1'lace, the costS in,'oh-ed and the strategies implemented to manage the issue. The

Global Reporting Initiative (2006) is currend,' dev'e1oping a resource document on
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reporting on HI\'IAids, and these reports will be included with the companies' customary

annual reports. The resource document will enable stakeholders to compare the

performance of various companies using an internationally accepted and credible

benchmark, and "ill include performance indicators such as strategic planning and risk

management, evaluation, workplace conditions and the depth, quality and sustainability of

HNIAids programmes.

This trend is echoed by the 2002 King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa,

which underscored the importance of annual corporate reporting on HI\'I Aids and

reported that companies should detail the policies implemented to manage the effect of

HNI }lids on their businesses, and regularly monitor performance and teport on such

issues to stakeholders.

Mervyn King, chairman of the King committee, tited in Business Day, said that investors

require forward~looking financial information from which they can draw conclusions and

that the non~financial aspects of a business are critical (Metcalfe, 2004).

Kirbv (2003: 14), believes that some of these corporate giants that focus on the above,

employ more people and generate more profit than the gross domestic products of some

smaller countries. Kitby (2003: 14) further elaborates that it is therefore not surprising that

the attitudes of corporations ha,-e a significant influence on the manner in which society

deals with the issues that ate troubling it.

This is certainh- true of the attitudes held bv a society, such as South .\frica, on how to deal

with HI\'IAids. The recognition that attitudes held bv corporations have on South

African corporate society and its ability to deal with issues such as HI\'I Aids is recognized

in the King Report on Corporate Governance, dated .\larch 2002 (Kirbv, 2003: 14).

CSI has been put centre srage bv the King 11 report with its emphasis on the economic,

social, and environmental added ,-alue of organizations - the tripple bottom line. King

11's importance, however. lies in more than raising the profile of CSI: it is one of the firSt

attempts bv an ~\frican nation to define responsibility for itself (Blowfield & Saffer, 2002:

32).
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The King Report on Corporate Govemance (2002), reports that a corporation cannot exist

without a healthy workforce, and therefore relies on two factors. Firsdy, the profit that the

company generates, and secondly its ability to generate that profit. All of these factors rely

on a productive and healthy workforce. The King Report (2002) (Integrated Sustainability

Reporting) encourages corporations to take cognizance of all threats to the health of

stakeholders. Corporate Governance practices should reflect a commitment to preventing

occupational diseases.

Corporate governance has an impact on how companies operate, and specifically on what

is reported. Although not legally compulsory, most large companies have to commit to the

strict regulations of the King Commission on corporate govemance (King Report, 2002) as

compliance to King Report is a prerequisite for companies listed on the JSE Securities

exchange.

Corporate govemance 15 an emergmg authorirv and has become an issue of global

Importance.

Definition of Corporate Governance

According to Naidoo (2002: 1), corporare gm-emance is essentialh- the practice by which

companies are managed and controlled_ It encompasses:

• The creation and ongoing monitoring of a sysrem of checks and balances to ensure

a balanced exercise of power within a company;

• The implementation of a sysrem to ensure compliance by the company with its

legal and regulatoIT obligations;

• The implementation of a process whereby risks to the sustainabilin- of the

companv's business are identified and managed within agreed parameters; and

• The development of practices which make and keep the company accountable to

the broader socien- in which it operates.

Corporare gm-ernance, then, is essenriall,- about the responsible leadership of companies.

This is leadership thar is transparent, answerable, and accountable towards the company's

identified srakeholders.
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The corporate governance structure in any organization spells out the rules and procedures

for making decisions on corporate affairs. It also provides the structure through which the

company objectives are set, as well as the means of attaining and monitoring the

performance of those objectives (2006: http://www.ccg.uts.edu.au/

corporate governance.htm).

AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Recent Developments

In the 19th Century, state corporation law enhanced the rights of corporate boards to

govern withour unanimous consent of shareholders in exchange for statutorv benefits like

appraisal rights, in order to make corporate governance more efficient (2006:

http://,vww.ccg.uts.edu.au/corporategm-ernance.htm).

Reed (2002: 223-247), supports the above statement. Over the last two decades, issues of

corporate governance have gained increased prominence in countries around the globe. In

the developed world, part of this increased attention to gm-ernance issues has been

provoked by questionable business practices and scandals (e.g., in the L'.K. the BBCI

bankmptev and Robert Ma"",ell's raiding of pension funds, and in the CS the Savings and

Loans scandal). In some instances these events sparked a direct and specific response

(Bm-d, 1996). In de,eloping countries too, there has been no shortage of scandals and

questionable practices to incite inrerest in gm-ernance issues. The impetus for gm-ernance

refo=s, howe,er, has deeper roots (both in developed and deyeloping countries) that

relate to the larger historical experience of the countries in question and structural changes

in the global political econom,·. These deeper roots also affect the nature of gm-ernance

refo=s

According to Naidoo (2002), Tripple Bottom line Reporring (TBL), also referred to as

Susrainabilirv Reporting, has been gi,en impetus as a result of the South _\frican King

Report (2002) on Corporate Go,ernance. Simplv put, TBL means that corporate

"citizens" now have a responsibililT to report to all Lheir srakeholders (i.e. more than jusr

their shareholders) on more than just their financial results. There is nm'- a need also ro

report on their ongoing sustainabilin- as organisations in rerms of Em-ironmenral
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Responsibilities as well as their interpretation of and response to their Social

Responsibilities.

Naidoo (2002) further clarifies that integrated sustainability is a phrase which we are going

to be hearing increasingly as corporate citizenship becomes an established fact in the South

African business environment. The parallel development is the need to report accurately

on non-financial activities, and sustainability issues.

Naidoo (2002) concludes with the view tru.t if reporting on TBL issues is becoming a

standard requirement, then it implies that corporate citizens need to have a VlSlon, or

strategy for dealing with these issues. This means that board commitment is necessary, to

deal with matters extending from socio-economic type investment to pollution and

effilSSlOns, from HIV/ Aids to employee safety. A clear sense of purpose and values is

necessary to integrate sustainabilirr management into the core strategy of the organization.

According to Frankenral (2001: 18-23), the term "bottom line" in relation to the

performance of companies, is referred to as financial profit. The significance of the tripple

bottom line is that if companies are audited according to their environmental and social

impact, and penalised if they do not perform, along the principle of the polluter pays, then

financial markets will begin to judge companies according to their wider impact on society.

Share prices will then reflect the ethical dimensions of a company's operations. \Vithout a

tripple bottom line, corporate social responsibility cannot be reinforced by market

mechanisms, which means that it simply cannot happen.

Franketal (2001: 18-23), furthermore belieYes that there is a lack of a clear definition of

CSR. CSR is a vague and intangible term, which can mean anything to am'bod,', and

therefore is effectively without meaning. He further explains that the lack of a precise

definition reflects the fact that CSR, or corporate citizenship as it is increasingly referred to

these da,'s, is an e,-oh-ing concept, which emerged originallY' in the Victorian era in the

form of paternalistic gestures to consolidate company relationships ",-ith particular

commurunes. He belie,-es that most CSR was not philanthropic but was moti,-ated by a

desire for an evenmal return. Comemporarv conceprs of CSR h",-e mo,-ed a long way'

from genuine philanthrop'-. There have been recenr anempts co develop benchmarks with

regard to certain aspects of CSR.
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PriceWaterhouseCoopers (2000: http:/hvww.pwcglobal.com/za/eng/

ins-soIlpub/tax/cOl;puirt.html) have developed a "reputational assurance framework"

which according to its literature "enables companies to identify measure and manage their

corporate responsibility and accountability processes". The framework includes

performance indicators relating to a company's impact on different stakeholders across

different fields of activity including human rights. It is available as a self assessment

software package. Shell's Social Accountability Team are currently benchmarking the

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, considering which rights different aspects of their

operations might impinge upon and attaching appropriate performance metrics (Shell,

2000).

A turning point in the recent evolution of CSR has been Shell's partial change in this area,

following its sobering clash with civil society in 1994-1995. First foiled by Greenpeace in

its plans to dispose of the Brent Spar oil platform at sea, then criticized internationally for

its oil operations in Nigeria and apparently cosy relations with the military junta, Shell has

been forced to rethink its strategy and has diverted enortnous resources into responding to

non-governmental organisational (NGO) concerns. Shell was one of the first major L'K

corporations to produce a social report illustrating its impact on society across a range of

dimensions. A number of listed companies, i.e. Coca Cola, Edgars Consolidated stores,

Impala Platinum Holdings, Goldfields, BHP Billiton PLC, Santam and Harmony Gold

~Iining Company are now commirred to producing annual social reports. This IS a

reflection of the persistent mm·ement towards greater transparencY and disclosure.

A SOUTH AFRICAN PERSPEcrIVE

CSI is a subsystem of tripple bottom line reporting and has impacted on the fact that

HI\'IAids affects the economic borrom line of a company. Therefore, all corporations

should ensure that their emploYees should be their priman- concern. It is becoming

apparent that support for the virus needs to be far reaching and all CSI projects should

include an HI\'I.-\ids element.

_-\ccording to Du Toit and Goersch (2004), CSI contributes to susrainabilin- if its polic,

and planning are founded on the strategic alignment of business and social goals. They

add that CSI is nor regarded as a philant.hropic add-on in this instance, but is regarded as
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integral to business strategy, and a potential driver of corporate sustainability. Such an

approach has the potential to enhance not only social and environmental development, but

also the business bottom line.

Kitby (2003: 13) notes that the King Report (Integrated sustainability reporting)

encourages corporations to "take cognizance of all threats to the health of stakeholders

that are material. Corporate govemance practices should reflect a commitment to

preventing occupational diseases." In addition to this encouragement, the King Report

recommends that corporations should familiarize themselves with the impact that

HIV/ Aids is having on the South African economy in particular as well as the South

African society in general.

The King Report (2002), as a yardstick for corporate governance in South Africa, further

recommends that boards of directors:

•

•

•

•

Create awareness both among themselves and their employees concerning the

effect that HIV/ Aids is having on South Africa in everr respect,

Adopt an appropriate strategy, plan and policY to address and manage the potential

impact of HI\'/ Aids on business actiYities,

\Tigilantly monitor economic indictors and other measure in order to assess the

impact of HI\' / Aids and

Report regularly to the stakeholders in the nrious spheres in which that

corporation or company operares including but not limited to, bargaining councils,

unions, employee organizations, social structures and gm-emment.

Kitby (2003: 13) further believes that employers and corporations are in the best position

to deal \vith and assist in dealing with the effects of HI\' / .\ids on the indiyidual emploYee.

Corporations therefore have a wider obligation to the conununin- in which they operate

nor only to prm-ide employment in terms of existing legislation but also to contribute to

the social fabric of which that compam or corporation is a pan and without which it

would otherwise not exist.

The principles of fairness, accountabilin', responsibilin- and transparencY are common to

all three Pillars of the tripple.bottom-Iine. These principles are also the fundamental

concepts that underpin corporate goyemance. It can therefore be said that corporate
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governance is the foundation in which each pillar of the tripple bottom line is embedded.

Consequently it is dealt with separately on the Index (Luclrnan, 2003).

TheThreePiIlars

According to Ludman, (2003) the Index is srructnted along the three Pillars of the tripple

bottom line, ruunely environment, society and economy. A company must address each of

these Pillars if it is truly to be said to have integrated sustainabilitv into its business

practices.

Pillar 1-Environmental sustainability

Africa has a rich and critical resource base, which needs to be wisely used if it is to provide

any sustainable support to the de,-elopment of South Africa and its people. This need has

been recognised by the South African government and ratification of the many

international conventions that relate to sustainability and also its pledge along with other

African leaders to the New Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD) (Ludman,

2003).

All companies have an impact on environmental resources, only the extent varies. The,

therefore need to de,-elop strategies to measure and monitor their impacts and implement

svstems that ensure that these resources are used in a sustainable manner.

Pillar 2- Economic sustainability

Economic sustainability is often regarded as a svnonym for financial performance. \'\bile

financial performance is certainly an aspect of economic sustainability, it is not necessarih

a reflection oflong-term growth but often reflects short-term companv performance.

Companies need to be able to adapt to macro-economic dri'-ing forces through balancing

the use of resources against short-term profits and should further be focused on working

towards long term growth and sustainabilirr through measuring their economic impacts in

their sphere of influence (Ludman, 2003).
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Pillar 3- Social sustainability

A company is a key component of modem society, often representing a more immediate

presence to many citizens than the government or civil society. Today, companies can no

longer engage with only their shareholders, but are required to develop and maintain

positive relationships with a far wider structure of stakeholders, including staff and the

community generally. As a direct consequence, a company is increasingly called to account

for a culture that reflects non-discrimination, inclusivity and fairness in all aspects of the

company's business (Ludman,2003).

Ludman (2003) reports further, that compames use the three pillars to measure and

evaluate their programmes. Today, corporate governance is the watchword, which applies

to all CSI departments. It is therefore negligent of any company to spend money on

development projects without first having evaluated and measured the impact of the

intended project.

Successful governance, as advocated by the King Report on Corporate Governance for

South Africa (2002) and as also for purposes of the Index, requires companies to adopt a

more inclusive approach to business, with greater emphasis on the non-financial aspects of

performance.

To achieve an integrated/inclusive approach, companies should displa" good corporate

governance standards in all their acti\~ties both in principle and in practice. The key

challenge is to achieve a balance between petformance and compliance while taking

account of stakeholder expectations, and this is done bv using the follO\\mg guidelines

(2002: hm?:! !www.cliffedekker.co.za/literature!corpgo\·!index.htm).

GUIDELIl\TES TO CONDUCT

According to the JSE (2002: hm?:! ! www.cliffedekker.co.za!lirerarure/corpgm-! Lndex.hrm)

the challenge facing companies is to integrate the principles emerging from each of the

three pillars and from corporate goyernance into their existing frameworks of gm-ernance

and business ptactice. Companies ,,~shing to be included in the Index should de\-elop a

vision for the company and ensure that they understand each of the aspects of the three

Pillars. The criteria will meaSUIe companies along the following business practices.
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•

•

•

Policy and strategy

A companies must establish policies that identifY the environmental, economic and

social challenges that the company faces, and that commit to the use of reasonable

targets for improved performance and for successfully integrating long-term

considerations in relation to each pillar into their business strategies.

Alanagement systems andperformanl~

Companies must establish management systems at central and operational levels

to ensure that policies are implemented, and that the achievement of targets set in

such policies are monitored and measured.

Reporting

Companies should identify and engage kev stakeholders and disclose as much data

as possible in relation to the targets set in policies. The company's performance in

relation to such targets should be regularlv, accurately and timeoush- reported_

The JSE will be using increasing amounts of performance information to validare the

assessment undertaken in accordance with the three pillars_

INCLUSION AND CONTROVERSY

~-\ccording to the JSE the criteria required for inclusion in the Index as well as the score

required in order to qualify for inclusion in the Index will be changed o,er ame to

encourage and respond to continuous improvement in corporate performance_

No ,,"stem of criteria can cater for e,ery e\-entualin-. The Advison- Committee will

consider major events or conrroyersies at its meetings and may review the criteria used or

the constitution of the Index at any time if individual events or contrm-ersies suggest a

necessity for review (2002: hrr:p:! !",,-w.cliffedekker.co.za!literature!corpgm-!inde,,_hrrn).
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THE SRI INDEX

What is the Social Responsibility Investment Index

Schueth (2003: 189-194), traces the origins of SRl to early biblical times. However, the

contemporary notion of using the power of financial markets to signal displeasure with

certain corporate practices or to encourage others dates to the 1920s, when various

religious groups stipulated that their investments not be used to support "sin" shares, e.g.

liquor, tobacco and gambling. SRl gained more widespread appeal in the 1960s, when the

Vietnam War, civil rights and women's movements, environmental concerns, and other

controversial political and social issues became factors in investment decisions. SRl is an

investment approach that uses both financial and non-financial criteria to determine which

assets to purchase, but whose distinguishing characteristic is that it includes non-financial

criteria. In SRI, investors typically look at a company's internal operating behaviour (such

as employment policies and benefits) and external practices and policies (such as effects on

the environment and indigenous people), as well as its product line (such as tobacco or

defence equipment) to determine whether they should become in,-estors in the firm.

According to Finlay, (2004: 1) "Socially responsible business" has become a buzz-phrase in

corporate circles. He explains that the country's first SRl index was launched on the

Johannesburg Stock Exchange in Julv 2004, putting South Africa in line with global trends

in corporate governance. Companies are now able to applY to be listed on the index, and

have to meet the conditions of 94 criteria gauging, among other things, a business's

commitment to black economic empowerment, tackling HI\-/ Aids in the workplace,

labour policies and em-ironmental practices.

The barometer of sustainable business practice is the King Report's code of good

corporate governance - or the "cripple bonom line" principles of em-ironmental, social

and financial sustainabilitv.

"\ccording to Bonorchis (2005), the cripple bonom line is a measure of sustainabilitY in

terms of economic social and environmental performance of an organization. "lam

programmes are built on these three pillars of the cripple bottom line.

For some time now, South _\frican companies hm-e had to consider how to meet the

requirements of in,-esrors and ciyil socie~ for companies to demonstrate more socially
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responsible behaviour and hence for companies ro embrace the tripple bottom line of

environmental, economic and social sustainability.

Ludman (2003) clarifies that the SRI Index has been structured to reflect the complex

nature of social responsibility in South Africa and hence it has detailed criteria for each

part of the tripple bottom line. In addition, the SRI Index identifies criteria for corporate

governance, which is the foundation on which each of the tripple bottom lines rests as

good corporate governance plays a major role in ensuring that sustainability issues are

identified, managed and resolved.

According to Ludman (2003) the SRI Index is constituted from companies that form part

of the FTSE/JSE All Share Index and which meet the criteria. The Criteria are determined

by the SRI Index Advisory Committee and will be reviewed from time to time to reflect

the continuous development of both the concepts and practices of SRI and sustainability.

Company's need to demonsttate core business strategies that are linked to internal

management systems and key performance indicators aimed at promoting the social

uplifttnent, de,-elopment and poverrr reduction of their staff and the communities in

which they operate. Emphasis also needs to be placed on diversity (including gender and

disability diversity), employment equity, black economic empowerment, fait labour

practices, employee health and safety, development of human capital and trulnaging the

impact of HIY/ }>.ids on the company's activities.

Nicky Newton-King Deputv CEO of the JSE, explains this approach b,- adding that "This

is a Proudly South African Index. It's something that will show what South African

companies are doing in this area. It's an opportunity to praise them for what they do as

opposed to criticizing them for what they are not doing," She further explains that the

success of the SRI Index is not guaranteed but if implemented and monitored stringendy

with sufficient attention paid to the ideals set out in the GRI report this index can be a

great success. However the main issue that must be managed in order to ensure the

success of the SRI Index is to ensure that benefits do flow to the companies who are

spending large sums of money in order to comply w~th the criteria set and also to collate all

of the requited information for in,-esrors (Ludman, 2003).
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AN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) is attracting attention as a way to indicate approval

for socially responsible behaviour. When deciding where to place their money, investors

consider not only profit potential but also the company's commitment to social

responsibility. SRI was first practised by religious groups that invested in companies

having the same values, but today it has spread to a wide range of investors, who consider

such factors as ethical behaviour and social responsibility exhibited through environmental

conservation and community relations.

SRI is becoming prevalent not only because of its good performance, but also because of

its influence towards corporate behaviour.

It represents a significant change in the relationship between consumer investors and

corporations 2002: hm': I ;""vw.keidanren.or.jp Icbccl englishl report/"0030114).

According to Global Reporting (2006: hm'=! Iwww.globalreporting.org/Reporting

Framework/G30nIine), the role of business in South Africa and abroad is a hot topic

among public policy makers, NGOs, trade unions and the business communin' itself. The

New Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting Guidelines give a clear

assessment of how increasing numbers of corporations are expressing the aspiration of

addressing the tripple bottom line in their policies, strategies and practices. Global

Reporting states that this growing business group was mainly led bl' global corporations

\vith retail premium brands, Howe\'er, more recendy, this group has been joined by

increasing numbers of less visible corporations that ha\'e been direcdv or indirecth'

affected, often negatively, bv rising public concern and anger.

Stipp (2003: 1T) supports the fact that the JSE will not demand the disclosure of HI\

prevalence, He further, explains that if pre\'alence cannot be accuratelv determined there

would be no point in disclosing the cost; however, companies would need to disclose how

HI\'/ Aids is managed. He further believes that companies should properh' innstigate the

impact ofHI\-/,\ids on their business, with the assistance of reputable consultants,

Swift and Zadek (2002: 9), declare that the changing role of business in socien' has come

to mean mam' things. Corporate sustainabilin', corporate social responsibilin', and
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corporate citizenship are but a few of the new tenns trun have emerged to describe this

period and process of challenge and change. They further state that there is however an

emerging consensus that the scope of the challenge is not confined to philanthropic

activities, and moreover extends beyond the more obvious legal responsibilities to include

for example labour standards in supplier facrories, the accessibility by poor people to life

saving drugs, and the basis by which and transparency of how management decisions are

made. (See Figure 1).

• Human rights
• \'i;·orking conditions

• Equalitt and diversirr

• Consumer protection

• Environmental and health impacts

• Econottllc de\-e!opment

• Ethical busmess ptacnces

• Lobbying and political influence

• Businesses' role in conflict zones

Source: www.globalreporring.org (2002:11)

Figure 1: Dimensions of Corporate Responsibility

According to Swift and Zadek (2002:11) the shifting role of business in sOCIety has a

complex relationship to the matter of law. The European Commission, for example, has

identified CSR as where companies "integrate social and environmental concerns in their

business operations and in their interaction ",-ith their stakeholders on a \-OluntalT basis".

Corporate Responsibility will continue to face mam- challenges as it mm-es be.ond the

margins of business actinrr. Many questions exist, for example,

• What is the telationship between corporate responsibility and mainstream public

policies in addressing ponm- and inequalit.-
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•

•

Can corporate responsibility be scaled-up beyond the level of individual businesses

in order to make a difference as a productive facror in economic competitiveness?

Can corporate responsibility be part of the problem for smaller businesses and

economically weaker co=unities? It is in this context that the relationship

between corporate responsibility and economic competitiveness becomes so

important (Swift and Zadek, 2002:11).

Figure 2 highlights the under-explained relationships between public policy, economic

competitiveness, corporare responsibility strategies and practi~es and social outcomes.

Public
Policy

Economic
Competitiveness

Source: Swift & Zadek (2002:12)

Figure 2: The Core Policy Question

According to Weiset and Zadek (2000), the business case for 'doing good' is the hoh- grail

of the corporate responsibility movement. Zadek (2002: 9-33), further elaborates that

most businesses acti,e in driving forward \·isible approaches to corporate responsibility are

focused primarily on a,oiding short-term reputation-related risks, making ,err small

expenditures as an extension of their traditional corporate phiIanthropl·, or mereh- re

branding good business practices.
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A growing number of companies are seeking to go beyond this low-level business case to

the 'third generation' of corporate responsibility (see figure 3 below). For these companies,

corporate responsibility is becoming closely integrated into key aspects of their business

strategy and practice. It is therefore becoming important for companies seeking to recruit

and retain people with the best talents who will increasingly discriminate between potential

employers with better social credentials.

Tools & Processes

3nI Generation
Remolding 11ulti-stakeholdet standards and partnerships.
Compeciti\-e insttrurion building. eR-oriented ad\'ocaC\' and
,-\m-ant:lgC public polia.

:2Th..1 Generation
Strategic Product and

. .
busmes.:;process mnoyanon. new

Corporate and corporate go\'emance models, long-term
Responsibility sustainabilirr.

1~ Generanon
Low-Level Phihntbrop,. short-term risk management.
Business Case tndus= standards.

Legal
Compliance Regulanon covermg tax. health and safety,

workers nghts. consumer rights. emnonmental
regulations.

Source: Adapred from Zadek, Fostater & Raynard (2002: 14)

Figure 3: Generations of Corporate Responsibility

Zadek, Fostarer and Ramard (2002: 14), are of the opinion thar ir remains uncertain

whether these 'second generation' companies will deliyer qualitati\'ely different business

models and outcomes. It is toO earl". to see what are the real implications of BP's

comminnem to go 'beyond petroleum', or the Ford Motor Corporation's \;sion of being a

pronder of mobiliIT. Howe\'er, e\'en if these \;sionary statements prO\-e accurate, the

successful transformation of one compam', howeYer large, cannot b,' itself shift the basis

of a nation's competitiye economic am-antage. "lany corporations are realizing the
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benefits of closeh- illtegratmg their corporate responsibilit\~ into key aspects of their

business strateg'~.

This challenge according to Zadek, (2002: 15), has been referred to elsewhere as the 'third

generation' of corporate responsibilirr. At this stage, public polic> objecti,~es are addressed

by moying be,~ond indiyidual compam- initiatiyes and driying the underlying principles of

corporate responsibility into the fabric of the economy. The challenge is of course, how to

mm~e beyond the simple business-case and make this third generation a reality.

International Socially Responsible Investment (SRI) - Standards and Norms:
Present Situation, Future Challenges

~\CCOtding to CSR \\'ire (2005: hrrp:. !",n,.cm,~ire.com·sfatticle.cgi'id=o IOW) the Sociall,·

Responsible Im~estment is attracting attention as a way to indicate apprm~al for sociall,'

responsible beha\~iour. \X'hen deciding on where to place their money, im~estors consider

nor onlY profit potential but also companies' commitment to social responsibilin. SRI was

first practiced b,~ religious groups that inyested in companies haYing the same \~alues, bur

today it has spread to a ·wide range of in\-esrors, \yha consider such factors as ethical

beha\~iour and social responsibilin~, exhibited through em~ironmental conset\~ation,

commurun~ relations, ere.

SRI is becoming more pre\-alent not only because of its good performance, but also

because of its influence on corporate beha\-iour. Ir represents a significant change in the

relationship between consumer-ill,-estors and corporanons. People lookin·y
b for

employment are increasingly likely to examine a company's CSR programme. In other

words, a compam~ ,,"irh a good C:SR reputation is better placed to attract talented

emploYees.

Some countries in Europe han amended legislation to promote greater CSR and SRI. In

Britain, the amended Pension ~-\cr (enacted in July 20(0) encourages r...he m\-esrrnent of

man~- pension funds along SRI lines. This w.1ri::ni\-e was followed in France, with

enactrnent of legisluion reforming employee sa\~ings schemes and the Pension Reser:e

Fund Law, in February and June 2(lOl, respecri\-el~.-. In _--\ugusr Lhe same year, the

~-\u'StIafun goye:IT1..-menr passed the financial Sen~ices Reform _-\Ct to aclueye si....mil:u goals



In the C.s, Europe and Japan the scope of CSR generallv includes compliance to laws and

regulations, protection of consumers, conserranon of the enruonment, respecting \vorkers,

ensuring health and safen~, prevention of corporate corruption, honouring human rights,

in"estments and contribution to the local communirr, Howe,~er, it should be noted that

not all parts of the world regard these actions as ha,-ing the same degree of importance or

pnonty, The introduction of a socially responsible index by \Iorningstar Japan is a

significant milestone in the development of SRI in Japan,

Sociallv responsible in,~esting, which is slowh' gaining a foothold in Japan, recenth' got a

major boost with :-Iorningstar Japan's launch to SRI index covering the Japanese market

exclusi\ely. The index screens companies on their performance in fiye areas of corporate

social responsibility, corporate gU'i.-emance, employment, consumer sen.~1Ces, the

en\~ironrnent,and social conrribunon (2005: hrm: \\'\"'W.CSI\yltc.

corn' sfarticle.cgiOid=l "09).

CONCLUSION

South _-\frican corporarions haye come IO realize that they need to rake a stance on their

corporate reputanon. The management of Corporate Soc13.1 [nyesanent/ISocial

Responsibilin' has also come under t..he spotlight, and much emphasis has been placed on

these management issues. Companies are now facing up to the moral challenge and do nor

wish to fail as thjs might discourage in,~estment and might damage the compam"s integrity

and repuration.

In implementing corporate sociallin'esunenr projects. companies are now fully guided by

corporate gm~emance protocols and principles spelt our in the King Repon and in the

Global ReportLng Initiatin (GRI) guidelines. The alignment of their communitv

de\-e1opmenr prioriries and practices with international regulatory requirements and

goyel"U-menr policies of social dc\-elopmenr are clearly publicized in corporare social

in\"esanenr ((Sf: policies.
". / .

This chapter focu~ed on an o\~en~ew of CSR and eST and ho\\- each of G~es( areas ha~

become hlcorporared mto rnpple boaom line reporTi--1lg. The chapter ab:o a~sessed the
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importance of Corporate Go,ernance, TBL reporting and the SRI Index and their impact

on South _\frican and imerrultional business. Since the JSE Securities Exchange in South

.\frica launched its firSt Socially Responsible Inyestmem Index, the index has aimed at

increasing awareness and 1lliI.nagemenr of sustainable business practices, in particular

through adopting the tripple bottom line, as a \yay of doing business. The process,

ul\-olyed a derailed assessment against criteria relating to participants' policies, strategies

and aCTIYicies in respect of corporate goYemance, the en,~ironment, me economy and

societ\-. "Iam- companies ha,e qualified for inclusion in the Index and haye recei,-ed

recognition for their commitment and performance to date_

Chapter Three will concentrate on the de,-e!opment of Corporate Social Innstment in

South .\frica. In this chapter attention will be gi,-en to a discussion on the O\-en-iew of

corporate social in,-estment both nationally and globalll-_ The histon- and current practices

will be examined.



Chapter3

THE DEYELOF\IENT OF CORPOR...\TE SOCL\L INYEsnIE'\JT

INTRODUCTION

This chaprer reyiews and examines the broad de,~elopmenrof rhe ideas behind Corporare

Social Inyesrmenr (CS!) / Corporare Social Responsibilin~ (CSR) in South cUrica and irs

specific characteristics in the conrext of the counrn~'s social, political and economic

dewlopmenr.

According to the .\1:illennium Poll on Corporare Social Responsibilin~ (Em~ironics

Inrernational Lrd, 1999) corporare spending on social causes is an age~old practice which

has been "ideh~ practised rhroughout the world, more so among the corporate sector,

which has plawd an important role in lending suppon to mam~ wonhy causes. The

democratic gm~ernmenrof South Africa srill faces Jrulm~ challenges. \\bile the focus in rhe

firSt £lye \~ears ma\~ haye been dedicated ro polic\~ formation and the establishment of new

processes and approaches, in the second £l,~e years the focus has shifted to deli\'en~ on

promises in order to create a better life for all.

The .\1:illennium Poll £unher emphasises thar South ~\fr:ica faces a m\~r:iad of social

problems thar gm~emmentalone cannot soh-e. Hmwwr, WIth rhe Yar:ien~ of problems rhar

need to be tackled, no single company or organisation alone can bring abour change and

solUTIons to these issues. Ir 15 therefore up to all - go,,-ernment, corporations, and

indiyiduals - to pla\~ a role in facilirating such change and make rheir contribution to r..loe

uplifrment of South .\frica (Em;xonics International Lrd, 1999).

Rocke\~ (2003: 8') con:tLrms that CSI is no\\- pan of a ne\y and much broader dOffialll,
~ . .

brought on b:- external deYelopment5 Lhat phce it \\-ithin a COnteST of empo\\-ennenL

transformaTion and busLness 5ustainability. There is growing acknowledgement that CSI is

nor accompanied by rransfo.rmanon. BusLT1ess is therefore being compelled [0 generare

susrainable profits. but in so doing lS required to address the m[erests of a far wider



spectrum of stakeholders. In short, business is now being asked to look closelv at its

'sphere of influence', to mitigate negatiw impacts on society, and to build ",m~win

relationships with all stakeholder groups. From a globaI point of view businesses haw

been investing and trading internationallv for as long as history.

GlobaIisation according to Carle (2001: 1) is a term that describes, the acceleration for

better or for worse of this economic integration, and corporate social responsibility has

become a hot topic tor business, governments and the communitv at large. Todav, there

are calls for business to take on more responsibilitv for humall rights, the em'ironrnenr, for

social conditions, pm'env reduction and even for education. But in fact, corporate

responsibilin' has aIw'a,s been fundamental to a compam" s competiti,'eness and long term

success.

Carle (2001: 1), further emphasizes that through their inYesrment choices, research

programs, personnel policies, manufacturing processes, and customer sen~ice orientation,

international firms have led the ,,"aV on many fronts. Companies have been and continue

to be ke,- pla,'ers in promoting innm'ation and sustainable growth and are significant

agents of positi,'e change at allle,'els.

"\ccording to -"loir (2001), Corporate Social Responsibilitv is about the voluntarv measures

that a company rakes to de\~elop good management s~-srems. which in rum enhance a

company's ability to sustain meir franchise, build a record of sustained growth and do so

b," engaging positi,'elv with the societies in which the'" operate.

Rockev (2003) concludes that, an increasing number of companies are todm" in,'esting

significant resources to communicate to the public rheu good management systems, \\-hich

aim at itnplementing good compam' practices and policies related IQ em-ironrnental health

and safet:'", qualin" of the working em"ironmem. emplm"ee benefits and communir:

reluions, all essential to the p.ri~ate seCTor's role in contributing to economic deYelopmenr.

~fanaging corporate repuration has become a necessity for the entire company and is not

just the domain of the public relations depanment" Ir begins \\"ith good producrs,

impeccable sernce and effecti~-e deliycry, without which Lhe company's reputaTIon is sure

to be flawed. Ho\\~eYer. good reputation requires companies to go further D\-

derrlonsuating melr responsibiliry as good and cornpassionate corporate citizens.



DEFINING CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBIUTY

~\ccording to Yan Den Ende (2004: 2) CSR is viewed as a comprehensive set of policies,

practices and programmes that are integrated into business operations, supply chains, and

decision making processes throughout the company. The issues that represent a

company's CSR focus Vary bv business, b,- size, by sector and even bv geographic region.

She further emphasizes that CSR "1'icallv includes issues related to business ethics,

commurun~ illyesunent, en'\-TIonment, goYemance, human rights, marketplace and

workplace.

Frankental (2001: 18-23), contends that there is a lack of a clear definition of CSR. He

belie,-es that CSR is a vague and intangible term, and hence can mean anything to am'bodv,

and hence is effectiveh- without meaning. He further emphasizes that if CSR was nor just

an in,-ention of Public Relations then it would ha,-e cenain characteristics, these being:

• "\ commonly understood definition (within and across companies);

• A common set of benchmarks to measure the attainment of corporate social

responsibility;

• Established processes in place to achie,-e these benchmarks;

• .\ system of intemal auditing;

• ~\ s'-stem of external \-erificanon by accredited bodies.

CSR he believes is an evoh-ing concept, which emerged originally in the Victorian era in

the form of patemalistic gestures to consolidate company relationships with panicular

COTIlffiUmues. In those days company gestures were ffiaLnly for philanthropic reasons,

howe\-er these da\-s most CSR is mori\-ared by a desire for an eyenrual rerum.

Cannon (1992: 32), discusses me deYelopmenr of corporate social responsibility ,-ia the

historical de\-elopmeru of business in\-olyement leading to a post-\\-ar re-exammaUon at

the narure of Lhe rebuiofisrup bern~een business, sOClety and go\~ernment. He identifies

that the primary role of business is to produce goods and serriccs that society \yants and

needs: howe\~er there is inter-dependence between business and society Lfl the need for a

stable enYITonment \\~th an educated \\"orkforce.
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Cannon (1992: 33) cires Lord Sieff, the fonner chairman of -"larks & Spencer plc,

"Business omy contribures fully ro a sociery if it is efficienr, profirable and socially

responsible". Similarh', Wood (1991) srares thar "the basic idea of corporare social

responsibility is that, business and society is intenvoyen rather than distinct entities".

What are the social responsibilities of business?

.'\ccording ro -"loir (2001: 1), the area defioed by ad"ocares of CSR increasingh- cm'ers a

"ide range of issues such as plam closures, emplm'ee relarions, human righrs, corporare

ethics, communirr relarions and the emnonmenr. Indeed, CSR Europe, a membership

organisarion of large companies across Europe, in its reporting guidelines looks at the

follm,mg areas:

•

•

•

•

•
•

workplace (emplm'ees);

markerplace (cusromers, suppliers);

en\1Ionmenr;

commullity;

ethics; and

human righrs.

\\'herher or nor business should, underrake CSR, depends upon rhe economic perspecri"e

thar is adopred. Those ,yho adopr the neo-c1assical ,iew of rhe compam' would belie"e rhar

the omy social responsibiliries ro be adopred b,' business are rhe pnwision of emplm'menr

and pa"mem of raxes.

Skinner d at: (200-+: 2""""'5-.2"·..,6) rrulintain that ilie field at corporate social invesrrnenr has

e,oh'ed our of a broader field called corporare social responsibiliry. Corporare social

responsibilin' can be defioed as an area of management action which has de"eloped in

response to the changes and dernand~ of societ'": at large and ll\-olves business,

government, and communicies in the following areas:

•

•

Socio-econorric, ethic3.1 and moral responsibiliries of companies~

Compliance V·:iLh. legal and ,-olunrary requirements for bUSlIless and professional

practlce:



•

•

•
•

The company and its employees;

The natural environment;

The challenges posed bv the needs of the economically and socially disadnntaged;

Responsible management of business activities.

Thus corporate social responsibilit\' encompasses the responsibilit\- of a company to

ensure n:

•

•

•
•

•

Produces safe products for human use;

~lanages itself responsibly and to the adnntage of its cmplm-ees and societ:,;

Contributes to the sustainable de,-e!opment of the namral em-rronmem;

Contributes towards the deYelopment and upliftmem of disad,-antaged people;

Is managed ,,-ithin the moral, ethical, and legal frameworks and rules of society.

Corporate social im-estmem itself is defined as the funding of, and im-oh-emem in, socio

economic upliftment. _\ccording to Skinner et a/. (2004: 27 S-276) it eoccludes emploYee

benefits and spon sponsorships, and usuall,- concentrates on the following areas of

invol...-emenr:

• Education

• Housing

• Health

• \X'elfaIe

• Job creanon

• Commu.city development and empowennent

• Small business de,~elopmenr

• _\ns and culture

• En\~ironmenral conser;~ation

• Rural de,-elopmem

.\ccording to WatTS and Holme (1999: 21)

CSR 15 me conrinuing com.rritment by business to beha,e trhicalh- and contribute [0

eCOnOfIl..1C deYelopmenr \\-r2e L'TIpron.ng [he qua1.iry of life ot L~e \\-orkforce and [Dei.!
fanlilies as \\-ell as of Lhe local COrE...-rnunlry and sociery <It large.



Frederick (1994) further emphasizes the understanding of CSR on the global front as an

examination of "corporations' obligation to work for social betterment."

Freemantle and Rockey (2004) argue that e,'er since the 2002 World Summit on

Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, the quest for sustainability has captured South

Africa's corporate imagination, pointing to a plethora of social and environmental

considerations that were overlooked in the past. In the same year the "King 11" corporate

governance recommendations gripped local business headlines and have since altered the

country's chief executives to a wider compass of corporate responsibility.

Skinner et al. (2004: 285), report that according to Ethical Corporatioll Maga';jne, Corporate

Social Responsibilitv is on the rise across the world. E,'en' self-tespecting companY now

has a CSR policy, and more than 75% of the FTSE 100 produce CSR repons. One can

therefore view CSR as the expression of a company's purpose and values in all its

relationships.

On the international front Corporate Social Im'estment is popularl\' referred to as

Corporate Social Responsibilitv and is fast becoming a prominent issue in Europe, North

America and elsewhere. The main reasons for this growing interest are:

•

•

•

•

globalization and rapid advances in information technologies;

the greater importance of citizen-driven activities, best seen in the work

performed b\' non-gm'emmental organizations (NGOs);

greater social awareness among consumers~

increased competition among corporations.

The growing interest in CSR issues has motinted entities - such as the Cnited Nations,

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), and assessment

organizations in Europe and North America - to establish and enhance standards that will

serve as a benchmark for multinational corporate behaviour, and to strengthen

mechanisms evaluating that behaviour (2002: http: •• www.keidanren.oLlp/CBCC/enflish

tepon/2003(114).
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The introduction has given a brief view of CSIjCSR and how these concepts have

developed around the world. The next section will look at a brief history of CSI in South

Africa and how it has developed.

BRIEF HISTORY OF CSI

According to Alperson (1995: 3) corporate social investment in South Africa has had a

relatively short but dynamic history. The first notion of business' obligation to contribute

to the well being of people beyond the factory gate was inuoduced by Meyer Feldberg,

then a professor of business at the Cniversitv of Cape Town. In 1972, he exhorted

business leaders to learn from the model of their US counter-parts: to get invoked in the

communities in which they operated and sold producrs, or from which they drew

employees. This view based on the common-sense, good-for-business notion that socially

responsible behaviout is fundamental to the long tenn growth, prosperity and profitabilitv

of the company.

A SOUTH AFRICAN PRE-DEMOCRACY GLIMPSE OF CORPORATE
SOCIAL INVESTMENT

Rockey (2004: 1), points out that as South Africa celebrates ten years of democra8-, it is

highly appropriare to reflect on t.he corporate sector's contribution to address societal

imbalances through its social in,-estmem initiati.-es. Throughout the world, charitable

giving is widely practiced b,- indi,iduals, communin- organizations and businesses. The

corporate sector plaYS an important role, commonh- lending support to worthy causes in

cash or perhaps through product donations or even 'sweat-equin-'. Typically, this support

varies considerably between countries, industry sectors, and from one business to another.

Rocke,- (2004: 1) further suggests that in South Africa, the business contribution to

communin- de,-elopment is termed corporate social im-estmem. For some companies, CS]

is a rehri"'\e1: ne-u- notion that is only no\,- attracting execuuyes' attention. For others, it is

not only a familiar concept but has been activeh- supported and refined m-er se,-eral

decades. Early adopters typically came from the banking, mining and oil industries, and as

CSI has become increasingly recognized for its valuable role, there has been a discernible

progression in companies' approach and in the range of companies embracing it. Post
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1994 business in South Africa began looking at how their peers classified CSI. They also

began comparing the quantum of their CSI expenditure against that of their peers, and

whether their peers' published CSI expenditure included or excluded the administrative

costs of running a CSI programme.

TIME-liNE OF CSI EVENTS

The time-line of CSI events is adapred from Rockey (2004: 6-19) who tracks prominent

milestones in South African histone.

The early 19305 were characterized by the 'Camegie Poor White Investigation'. Cntil then,

most welfare activities had been carried out bv churches and private organizations. This

new department sought to co-ordinate civil society's philanthropic work with government

welfare activities.

In 1977 the Sullivan Principles were introduced as a "oluntary code of conduct for CS

companies and their business partners operaring world",~de. Thev comprised eight values

to promote social, economic and political justice, using the term 'Corporate Social

Responsibility'.

In 1983 the Dewlopment Bank of South .\frica (DBS"\) was established to prm'ide

finance for large dewlopment projects. Over the past decade, it has transformed itself

from an 'agencY of apartheid' to a strategically focused de,'elopmem finance institution

that has created m'er 92,000 jobs and disbursed RZO billion (Rockev, 2004: 6-19).

In 1988 private CS.\ foundations committed an estimated CSS18 million to non-profit

organizations in South .\frica.

In 1989 the .Hail e:- Guardian launched its Inwsting in the Future _\wards to recognize the

time, money and effort that South .\frican companies, foundations and ""GOs channel

into social-inYesunenr programmes.

In 1994 Government instituted its Reconstruction and De,'elopment Programme (RDP)

to dismantle apartheid's social inequalities. Government's programme has since e'olved ro
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achieve its aims atound five themes: governance; social development; the economy; safety

and security; and international relations. This momentous year heralded the 'dawn of

democracy' for South Africa, with its first ever non-racial democratic elections held from

18-27 April, the ANC installed as the ruling patty and Nelson Mandela invested as the

country's first black president. In the same veat the South African Granrmaker's

Association (SAGA) was launched as a voluntary non-profit association of organizations

and individuals involved in development funding. Now with a membership of 105

organisations, the association continues to play an active role. Private CSA foundations

committed an estimated CSS45 million to non-profit organizations in South Africa

(Rockey, 2004: 6-19).

In 1995 l\fyra Alperson published FOltndatiomfor a New Demo,rary: Corporate Soda! InveJtment

in South J'lInea, the first CSI book focusing exclusively on the South African em-ironment,

reflecting a cleat need for information on the subject.

Bilateral funding agreements between South Africa and other countries began to take place,

so re-routing valuable foreign funding directly to the new democratic gm-ernment, therebY

creating a funding crisis in the non-profit sector.

The National Business Initiative (NBI) atose as a non-profit organization that uses

business leadership and resources to meet the challenges of a counm' in transition.

Through the mandate of 150 member companies, it focused on competiti,-eness as a key

to sustained growth.

In 1999 supported by 145 companies and funded to the tune of RI bn, the Business Trust

was established as a fi,-e-\eat initiari,-e to focus on human capacity development, job

creation through tourism, and crime reducrion. Funds were mobilized from private

companies on a voluntatv basis against 0.15 percent of matket capitalization, Ot two

percent of after-tax earnings. Developed in consultation with its members, S_\G"\

produced Guidelines for Good Grantrnaking to ad,-ance the releYance, efficiency and

impact of grants, and to further ethical and professional funding practices (ROCkCI', 2004:

6-19).
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In 2002 The King Report on Corporate Governance in SA was launched, superseding the

1994 King Report. Importandy for CSI, the report recommended that social and

developmental reporting as part of the tripple bottom line, be afforded priority equal to

that of regular financial reporting.

In 2003 the JSE launched its Socially Responsible Investment Index to track listed

companies' responsiveness to socio-economic and environmental challenges. In its first

round of assessment, the top 160 listed companies were eligible for evaluation, of which 74

companies applied and 51 were accepted onto the index in April 2004.

In 2004 the Business Trust's five-year trumdate ended, but its life was extended until 2010,

with the objective of combining business and government resoutces in areas of common

interest, particularly around enterprises, the unemployed and communities in need of

rehabilitation.

The draft Information and Communications Sector (lCT) Charter came close to

finalisation, advocating 0.5 percent of pre-ra.x profit aimed at accelerating access to ICT

and training for previously disadvantaged people (Rocke,-, 2004: 6-19).

Alperson (1995: 3) clarifies that a massive boost to the corporate community giving mores

was the introduction in 1977 of the Sullivan Principles. This code of conduct applied to CS

companies operating in South "\ftica. They were required to contribute a goal-oriented

percentage of panolls to charitable causes, as a means of justifl-ing their continued

presence in a country that was clearly in breach of international human rights standards.

\V'hile the code was notionally voluntary, constant scrutinv by shareholders and anti

apartheid activists back home made the voluntariness almost moot_ This giving brought

fonmility to the practice of corporate-communin- deyelopment in South .\ftica. It also

spawned a set of skilled CSI practitioners, who were able to dedicate their efforts to

understanding the field of development, and who ultimately helped raise the bar for

professionalism in the social in,"estrnenr industrY.

\-an Den Ende (200+: 13) elaborares that it is onI\" in the laSt three decades, thar great

emphasis has emerged in the area of CS I. This has resulred in a growing interaction

bern-een goyemment, busLness and society as a 'whole.
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In the past business concerned it-self primarily with the economic results of it decisions.

Today, business must also consider and weigh the legal, ethical moral and social impact

and repercussions of each of its decisions.

Early foundations

Rockey (2004: 3) states that between the late 1970s and mid 1980s, a number of leading

South African companies also formed charitable trusts and foundations as a way to

manage their donations. These brought a sense of prestige to the corporate-giving

programme, and an opportunity to appoint high profile trustees or broad members. A

foundation was a convenient mechanism to distance the CSI activities from mainstream

corporate business, often serving as the social conscience of the business, and also

providing a place to house dedicated skills that could tackle social problems that the

business itself was ill-equipped to address. Names such as the Anglo American and De

Beers Chairman's Fund (now treated separately), the Gencor De,-elopment Trust, Gold

Fields Foundation and the Liberty Foundation were prominent at the time. But while

South African business became increasingly responsive to social de,-elopment needs during

the 1970s and early 1980s, there was simply too much political undertone within the trade

union and NGO systems, which raised government's hackles. For this and other reasons,

companies contributed to CSI acti,-ities but did not, or could not, promote their efforts

widely. Nelson Mandela's release in February 1990 triggered rapid political change. Here

again, business leaders acknowledged the importance of collabotating - both to play their

part in the country's orderk transition, and to contribute to its socio-econornic

development.

Rockey (2004: 6) e"p!ains that in the pre-democraC\- ,-ears CSI programmes catered to the

needs of a multirude of worth,- causes, mosth· a host of ~GOs. At that time many

companies set up systems to deal ,,-ith the coundess funding requests they received,

howe,-er once funds were allocated to projects, the companies began to spend more time

on monitoring these projects. The approaches of each companY at that time lacked

consultati,-e efforts with commlHuties and led to basic mistakes. Their focus was wrong as

they seemed to put emphasis on inputs (whether their funds were spent as intended) rather

than on outputs (what they achieved in de,-elopment terms). _\lthough these programmes
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were underpinned by rbe right motives and did good work, rbeir impact was often weak

and !Jlcked strategic direction.

A Top Companies survey in Rockey (2004), revealed that since Sourb Africa's transition to

democracy, rbe corporate sector's actual contribution to development through CSI has

accumu1Jlted to approximately R18 billion, which rrans!Jltes to R24 billion and represenrs

an average of R2.4 billion per year over rbe past decade. Figure 4 below gives an

indication of rbe acruaI CSI e"'pendirure up to 2004.

Actual CSI expenditure: 1994 to 2004

R(bn)

2.5
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CSI expenditure

Graph I
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Source: Rocker (2004: 77)

Figure 4: Actual CSI Expenditure: 1994 to 2004

According to Rocker (2004: 7 ,Tria]ouge's database of Top 100 CSI programmes

accounted for approximatel, R1.3 billion of all corporate de,elopmenr funding in rbe !JlSt

firuulci"j ,ear, representing a 2.35 percent growrb on rbe prenous ,ear. CSI budgets in this

group of companies ranged from abour R2 miIlion to R80 miIlion, and tended to include

rbe rnajorirv of leading companies rbat ha,e community giving programmes.

Figure 5 ilIusaates rbat, SL, companies each spent o,er R40 miIlion on rbeir CSI

programmes, while almost twO rbirds of top 100 CSI programmes each spent between RI

miIlion and R10 miIlion.
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Size of top-JOO CSI budgets: z004
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Figure 5: Size ofTop 100 CSI budgets

Theobald (2002: 24) believes that 45 petcent of CSI budgets are determined with the active

involvement of the CEO. The teasons he says ate wide-ranging. Firsdy, South African

organizations have come to understand that they need to widen their consumer base.

Secondly, government's empowerment efforts have put pressure on organizations to meet

employment equity targets. In many industries this is not possible, gi,·en the skill shortage.

Organisations that cannot find black professional employees in the marketplace are

investing in skills development .

Thirdly, investors are taking a closer look at corporate governance. The King 11 Report

on corporate governance, the standard for South African business, highlights an

organization's responsibility to aid social transformation. CSR has become a prerequisite

to attracting investment (Theobald, 2002: 25).

Finally, consumers particularly in Europe, are increasingly lobbying orgaruzanons on

environmental and social issues. Manv of these campaigns have hit reveOue lines. Because

skills are at the heart of the matter, the lion's share in terms of CSI in South Africa goes to

education (38%) as can be seen in figure 3.3 (Theobald, 2002: 25).



Although Education seems to be the mam beneficiary of social spending, spending

priorities are changing and are moving more in favour of the HN/ Aids virus. The

following figure bears reference to this (Figure 6).

• Sports & recreation Rl22m .Welfare Rl43m

oHealth R184m [] Job Creation R204m
.Traning R224m • Other R388m

• Education R778m

Source: Theobald (2002:25).

Figure 6: CSI Spending in South Africa

Government stance on CSI

According to Rockey, (2003: 235), as government sought to address social issues and

infrastructural backlogs, the trend towards public-private parmerships (PPPs) began to

grow. There were, and still are, many compelling reasons for the corporate sector to

parmer with government in this wa,. These might differ bem-een companies and economic

sectors, but include: achieving project credibilirr; leveraging exposure; harnessing e"pemse;

following government's 'footprint'; ensuring project susrainabilirr; and not least of all,

u,-inning gO\-ernment favour. And not all is one-sided - through its relationship u-ith the

private sector, government can be equally re,,-arded by: access to capacin·; development of

skills and e:,-pertise; additional funding; and the opporrunin- to com-en polic, into practice.
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Not surprisingly, astute CSI programmes have engaged in successful interventions with

gove=ent, so producing many of these benefits. Public - private partnerships therefore

continue to be an important ingredient of successful CSI and development.

Critical success factors for the partnership

Rockey (2002: 90), reports that partnerships with gove=ent are complex, there is no

definitive formula, and each has its own unique mi.x. Some are successful because of the

high degree of trust and good fir between people in the partnering entities; others work

because of tight inregration and synergy; others have built lasting, profitable relationships

out of a strong sense of shared values between partners.

Allie (in Rockey 2002: 90), suggests that partnerships are successful through a combination

of impact, intimacy and vision. The following figure is adapted from Rockey (2002: 90).

VISION
A compelling picture

of the possibilities

IMPACT
Adding real value!

making a difference

INTIMACY
Closeness, sharing,

and mutual trust

Source: Rockev (2002: 90)

Figure 7: Impact, Intimacy and Vision: Critical success factors for partnering
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•

• Impact - the capacity to deliver tangible results is the raison d' etre of evety

good partnership. Successful partnerships increase output, add value and

ultimately improve results.

Intimacy - conjures up images of people relating on an intensely close

level. That's exactly what successful partners are doing in a professional

context.

• Vision - 1t IS not enough to increase results and achieve closeness.

Successful partnerships have a compelling picture of what the partnership

can achieve and, specifically, how it is going to get there.

Partnerships between corporanons and gm-ernment require a balanced contribution,

without which there can be no loyaltv or commitment and no basis for collaboration

(Rockey, 2002: 90).

Government's mon from the traditional welfare model to one which places more

emphasis on social de\-elopment is becoming increasingly entrenched, and is embodied in

the Department of Social De\-elopment's Ten Point Plan. The Plan emphasizes the causes

of powrty and their social manifestations (Rocke\', 2003: 235).

Government's Ten Point Plan

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

De,~e1op a comprehensiYe social security system;

Ensure accessibilirr to social welfare services;

Implement an integrated pm-ert\, eradication strategy;

Commit to cooperati\-e gm-emance in all work undertaken by the Department;

Rebuild family and communit\' by empowering mung, old, disabled and women;

Address \'iolence against women, children and elderl\';

Reduce youth criminalin' and unemplm-ment;

Re-design senices for people with disabilities;

Train, educare, re-deploY, and emplo\' a new categon' of workers in social

development;

~Iitigare the social and economic impact of HIY/_-\.ids,
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Although Gove=ent has an accelerated grant progra=e, which can be one of the most

effective, traditional state welfare services do also go further - providing a continuum of

care that ranges from food relief progra=es and preventative counselling services to care

in institutions or co=urutv based care centres and after-care. Services are either

delivered directly by state functionaries or by gove=ent subsidies provided to non-profit

organizations (Miszewski in Rockey, 2003: 236).

BEST-PRACTICE CSI

According to Rockey (2003: 14), the corporate sector continued refining its approach to

CSI throughout the 'decade of democracy'. 'Best-practice' thinking emerged, with

companies keen ro enrer meaningful developmenral partnerships with N GOs, other

corporations and gove=enr. They also began creating and implementing proper

progra=e management systems and measuring project outputs more rigorously. The era

ushered in a philosophy of enlightened self-inreresr. It was no longer frowned upon to

seek indirect corporate gain from CSI. So, for example, mining houses actively engaged

communities around their operations, banks initiated or supported financial literacy

projects, and infonnation technology companies set up computer laboratories or donated

software. Companies realized that they could achie,-e more for deYelopmenr and for the

business - if their social in,-estment was aligned to the business itself.

'>Iahuma in Rocke,- (2002: 5), reports that the main thrust regarding CS! will be to imprm-e

the qualin- and effectiveness of CS! programmes and to transfer approptiate skills and

rechnology to national economies.

By the late 1990s, many companies with entrenched CS! programmes had housed these

activities in a legally constitured foundation, separate from the business. But as CS! became

more aligned to the core business, some realized that the foundation structure could be as

cumbersome as it was advantageous. On the other hand, those that had not formed

foundations set up CS! depanmenrs. _-'..nd while these departments initially tended to

function in isolation, some progressive organizations increasingh- found way's for CSI to

"'otk more closely with the business itself - through committee structures that included

othet core business di,-isions Ln CS! decision-making, or y-olunteerism programmes and
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matching~grant schemes that encourage broader participation throughout the company

(Rockey 2003: 14).

According to Rockey (2003: 14). research was carried out by Trialogue among 100

compames to rate a number of potential benefits flowing from their CSI programmes.

The research captured the following information:

•
•

The potential benefits that a company can gain from a CSI programme

The actual benefits that are derived by the company

A five point rating scale was used. Figure 8 shows the average percentile scores.

Benefits of CSI to the business

o

Imp~ ability to anract & retain talented employees

Suppons businesses' commercial objeaNes~

Unca.ers~ forme business ii~=~~~;,---,---;--r--;Protection of comp;:ny's licence to operate

I I I I
20 40 iIJ eo 100

Enhancesc~ reputation

Contributes to corpcrat.e citizenship~

Builds a company employees are proud of ji~~~=iii
Contr'ibr..es to BEE transfOl'1112tion agenda

Sup;x>rts co. mission st21esTle:1t and values

8uiJds stat::re & competent communities around the co.

Helps stabilise environment for co. survival

Enhances access to specific stakeholders _

Prommes co. credentials to secure gilt tendes

• Potential benefit

a Aaual benefit
% Respondents

Source: Rockey (2003: 14)

Figure 8: Benefits of CSI to business
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Some general observations from the above figure are:

• For more than half of the listed criteria, respondents feel that the potential

benefit lies somewhere between a 'strong benefit' and a 'major benefit'.

Respondents are therefore extremely positive about the potential value of the

CSI programme to the business;

• The actual benefits derived are consistently lower that the potential benefits;

• The benefits rated higher are those that are more indirect, and tend to be part

of a broader transformation or image-enhancing agenda.

Another important reality is the company's external reputanon lfi the eyes of its

employees. Employees are surely the ambassadors of any business, therefore many

companies begin their CSI initiatives internally. This assists in improving employee

morale. Many companies have staff volunteer programmes which engage their

employees in CSI initiatives, for example, The Old Mutual Foundation's Adopt an

Orphan programme enables staff to adopt a child by donating a fixed amount of their

salary on a monthly basis. Figure 9 illustrates that building and enhancing corporate

social investment in a company is of major benefit to the employees.

""""'" ~ j \

8eriefits of CSI in building--a company Which emplorees are proud of
..,. .Y,

Majorbene1t~~~~~~Stroog bene~

Moderate bene1t

%Respondents

Source: Rockey (2003: 15)

Figure 9: Benefit of CSI in building a company which employees are proud of

UttIe bene1t _9
Nobeneiit ~

!r=-:---,---!'---'1-""'--"-1
o 10 20 30 40

n
50 !iJ
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Rockey (2003: 17) further confers that CSI can convey corporate compassion to its

emplovees, can inject soul into the work environment, and provide the means to satisfy

those individuals who aspire to 'make a difference'. He further describes how some large

organisations set abour promoting their good work internally and, in so doing, are

encouraging their staff to get involved. Volunteensm programmes and matching grant

schemes are catching on as a vital link between mainstream business activities and worthy

causes. A good example cited in Rockey (2003:17) is that of Nedcors employee programme.

A part of Nedcor's culture is that sraff members get involved in upliftment and

dev-elopment work. Nedbank's Local Hero Programme provides monthly grants of

R10,000.00 to four selected communitv projects, proudly supported by individual sraff or

teams of sraff members. In 2002, 38 donations where made to homes for abandoned

children, Aids orphans, the Nipper Lifesav-ers and BirdIife Africa.

MEDIA INTEREST IN CSI

~\ccording to Morgan in (Rockey, 2004: 269) as CSI was unveiled, the media and public

relations machines fired up. Initially, it was fashionable to parade company executiv-es at

cheque hand-over ceremonies, and to boast pictures of congratulatory handshaking and

oversized cheques in the companv newsletter. But it wasn't long before CSI became big

news for the external media toO, and supplements focusing on CSI began appearing

regularlv in the business press. The conference industrv was also quick to respond to the

opportunitv, generating a host of ev-euts that vielded some fresh insights, but all too often

merelv prorided a platform for those whose agenda was self-promotion.

Companies also began producing their own social reports. The earliest ones were generallv

public relations exercises, with more 'spin' than substance, bur while such reports still

prevail, there has been a discernible trend toward real accountabilin-. And perhaps the

most telling sign of CS!'s elev-ated starns was that many companies began integrating CSI

into their core marketing message, drawing on these activities for corporate image-building

exerCIses. Ho·wever, CSI actiyicies alone cannot enhance corporate repuracion. ~-\ feu.

companies like Sasol, _\nglo Platinum and De Beers communicate their CSI acti,-ities in

the mainstream media, in order to promote the good work thev are doing. Companies also

increasingly describe their CSI efforts in tender submissions, internal communications,
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customer reports and on their websites; all this aimed at enhancing their reputation

~Iorgan in Rockey, 2004: 269).

In 2000, after protracted efforts particularly by the non-profit sector, the laws allowing ta.'I:

deductibility for public benefit organizations (PBOs) were relaxed, leading to a gradual

shift in the focus of CSI spending. In the past, only funds spent on recognized education

projects qualified for tax-deductibility. The HIVIAids crisis also contributed to a shift

away from education as the dominant area of CSI support, so that more funds are now

allocated in the health and welfare fields 0\Iorgan in Rockey, 2004: 269).

According to Stuart in (Rockev 2004:201) companies have increasingly recognized the

value that employees can bring to their CSI programmes, as company ambassadors in

communities - while at the same time giving staff a sense of personal fulfilment and

engendering their goodwill toward rhe companL This is whv there has been a massi,-e

acceleration in CSI programmes that looks set to continue.

CSI POUCY AND STRATEGY

Theobald (2002: 24) suggests that CSI is becoming more strategic. Corporate South _\Erica

in the past decade began to replace the non profit organizations (:'POs) as the major

distributor of social funds. It has become apparent that business is now looking at how

they can ele,-ate the status of social spending to a boardroom-lc\'el item.

According to Du Toit in (Rockev, 2004: 223) CSI contributes to sustainability if its policy

and planning is founded on strategic alignment between business and social goals. She

emphasizes that CSI is nor treated as a philanthropic add-on, but as integral to business

strategy, and a potential driver of corporate sustainabilin". CSI programmes that build

sustainabilirv are founded on multi-stakeholder consultation, and planned to sern the

public good, as well as the business growth requirements of the corporation.
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A GLIMPSE OF THE FUTURE

Uniting CSI and the business

According to Rockey (2004: 19) the effect tru..t industry clliu:ters are having, and will

continue to have, on the CSI industry is profound. For the first time, company boards are

showing a real and active interest in CSI programmes. This interest relates not onIy to

whether the company conforms to the terms of the charter, but also to how CSI activities

benefit the business. Before industry charters were introduced, CSI programmes were

already sbifting towards a corporate aligned approach. Now, as a result of the requirements

of the charters, this strong sense of CSI~corporate alignment is becoming integral to the

way decisions are made.

From a formerly philanthropic offshoot, CSI is now being forced to uncover and create

synergies with marketing, procurement, hutrulIl resources and other divisions considered

core to the business. It is obvious that CSI has emerged from a position of ,·oluntan·

contribution to expedient necessity, with a combination of external scrutiny, industry

charter prescriptions, and the requirement for honest reporting. "\nother consequence of

the industry charter era is that more companies are being called to conform. Some of

South Africa's national corporate giants han contributed generoush' to communin·

development for many years. Others who did not commit themselYes remained silent on

this issue, perhaps hoping their absence would not be noticed..\nd a multitude of second

tier and smaller companies did not regard it as their responsibilin·. Ibe information,

communications and technology (lCT) sector is an example of a sector in which a few

leading players were left to cam' the CSI flag (Rockev, 2004: 19).

But the exposure of CSI in charter scorecards - w·hether m·erth· or indirecd,· via other

de,·elopmental objecti"es - has led to a flurrv of acti,·in· among companies wanting fitst to

understand this important area and then to establish a presence. Traditionallv, CSI has

remained the domain of large corporations, howe,·er, finalin· has not been reached and the

question is whether the indusm· scorecard approach will reach down into smaller

businesses, and whether CSI and de,·elopmental contributions will become a recognized

scorecard factor for them (Rockey, 2004: 19).
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CSI MS evolved from a 'feel -good' chariTIlble side-show to an industry that is latge,

sttategic, and integral to South Africa's ttansfonnation effort. Its value is increasingly

recognized by developmental specialists, government and corporate executives alike, and

as it becomes part of formal ttansfonnation frameworks and arttacts ever greater attention,

one can be confident that the future of CSI looks good (Rockey, 2004: 20).

CSI - AN IMPORTANT COMMUNICATIONS FUNCTION

Ratcliffe in (Rockey, 2004: 207) indicates that companies are increasingly Wking about

their CSI programmes in the public domain and so demand greater accountability from

NPOs. Communicating one's CSI programme is an important part of the corporate

communications function. Tbis mO\-e has been brought on by pressures to demonsttate

corporate commitment to social responsibility, to justifv their 'licence to operate', or to

show a 'return' on CSI in,-estments. Ratcliffe (2004) further indicates that CSI is

supported by the ttend toward triple-bottom line reporting.

Mersham (1992a: 54-55) draws attention to the aspect of social responsibility as a national

development philosophY with a moral (nonnati,-e/ethical) imperati,-e in the South Aftican

context. Social investment calls for the acceptance of the idea that an organisation is

socially accountable - that it can see more than just making a profit, and turn its actions

and operations to the benefit of the communit\- and to the wider societ\- in which it

functions .._the concept of social responsibilitv includes an organisation's relationship to the

societ\- in which it operates, and its invoh-ement in the problems of national significance

that face that societ\-. It is apparent that South African corporations are now beginning to

be more socially accountable to both their internal and external environments .

.\ccording to Price\\;iaterhouseCoopers (2000: http://w....-.D\\Tglobal.com/zaieng/ins.

sol/pub!tax/comuirt.html). the business of business is nor onh- business. Corporations

need to get inyoh-ed in focused CSR programmes. The private sector has a role to plav

bevond the creation of wealth. Business and social integrit\- underpin CSR. Organisations

should be committed to imegrin-, honesn-, transparencY and fairness in all business

dealings and in e,-erYthing that the,- do. The,- should also subscribe to the ethical standards

that govern the profession in which {he,- operate, as well as be independent and presen-e

client confident:ia1:it\- at all times.



They should also be aware of the needs of all stakeholders, from employees, clients and

suppliers, to the co=unities in which they operate.

CSR is all about "doing the right thing". What is right and what is not makes CSR a very

subjective and topical issue. Most believe that CSR has less to do with earnings and how

they are distributed, and more to do with the organisations' reputation across a broad array

of stakeholders. CSR projects and initiatives are no more or less important for anyone

company - organisations should be seen to be responsible corporate citizens.

But organisations are different. Each has a specific focus area and as a result the areas of

CSR focus will differ from company to company (2000: http://www.pwcglobal.com/

za I eng/ins-sol/pub I taxi corpuirt.htmll.

CONCLUSION

Top management and corporate leadership need to identify new ideas and add to those

that already exist. There are ,-arious projects and initiatiyes that can be undertaken as part

of being a responsible corporate citizen, and unless these ptojects and initiati,-es are

supported 100% bv the corporate sector, they are destined to faill

The trends reported in this chaprer provide strong eyidence to suggest that CSI is gaining

in importance in companies. The benefits for the company are becoming apparent and the

drive towards business sustainabilin- is adding imperus to the case for CSI.

In this chapter an attempt was made to explain the current CSI de,-elopment from a

theoretical perspectiye. The intentions were to highlight the role of corporate social

investment in the ruuional and international arena. The origins of corporate social

responsibility/corporate social inyesnnem were discussed in detail. Discussion then

focused on the de,-elopmem of CSI nationally and international1\-.

Eridence suggests that businesses have successfully positioned themseh-es as leaders in

corporate social inyestmem. With differem existing approaches to corporate social

in,-estment, mam· corporations hm-e opted for a results-dri,-en approach of de'-eloping,

implementing and moniroring corporate social in,-esrrnent programmes in pannership ,,-ith
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their host communities. Corporate social investment is an integral part of a corporation's

corrunitment to community development. It is the primary platform for building and

enhancing the company's image as a responsible corporate citizen and a valued partner in

communities where it operates.

This chapter reveals that companies have shown a desire to see genuine and sustainable

social upliftment. Although there are manv unique challenges to growth and

transformation in the country, many comparues have a proud record of meeting and

exceeding the requirements of good corporate citizenship. Being a 'Good Corporate

Citizen' defines each company as an organisation.

The King Report (2002) defines Corporate Social Responsibility as "Business decision

making linked to ethical ,-alues, compliance \vith legal requirements and respect for people,

communities and the environment proved by a comprehensive set of policies, practices

and programmes that are inregrated throughout business operations and decision-making

processes and that are supported and rewarded by top management". Evidence suggests

that companies are committed to sound corporate governance which underpins the four

pillars. Their approach is in compliance with the King Repon (2002) code of Corporate

Governance and Conduct for South Aftica. In most companies the governance structure is

focused on maintaining a balance between performance and conformance, while taking

account of stakeholder expectations. Sound governance entrenched bv the board is

integral to the sustainability of anv organisation. Boards are responsible for prm-iding clear

strategic direction to the company, ensuring that the appropriate management structures

are in place, and promoting a culture of ethical behav-iour and entrenching sound corporate

governance.

In the next chapter the focus will be on the threat HIY/ Aids poses to the South African

and international business sectors and how organizations respond to the challenges and

implications that HI\"/ ~\ids has on the working em·ironment. The impact of HIY / _\ids

on CSI will also be examined at length. _\rremion will also be gi\-en to how business can

manage the pandemic by identifying and implementing cost-effecti,-e action programmes

and strategies.
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Chapter 4

THE IMPACT OF HIVIAillS IN SOUTH AFRICA

INTRODUCTION

This cllitpter examines the global trend of HIVI Aids, the histoty of HIVI Aids in South

Africa and the commitment of the private sector in addressir,g the issue of HI\'I Aids in

South Africa. The chapter then looks at the role played by the private sector and the

different interventions used to educate employees on the issue of HI\'I Aids.

Companies are essential to communities and not just those where they are physically based,

but also wider communities that include employees, their families and others affected by

company operanons.

Corporate Social Investment according to Robinson (1999:15) is fundamentall\' about

corporate commitment to extemal communities. He declares that the escalation of

HI\'IAids in the workplace and across communities has drawn companies into a wider

social problem, which on the surface, is seemingly insurmountable. Robinson (1999:15)

further explains that there has been nothing since the end of apartheid that has stirred

corporate emotion so deeply as HI\'I "\ids, therefore in responding to the crisis,

companies are e''l)eriencing rapidlY growing interaction that extends from workers to the

wider communi"".

In a growing economy, such as that of South .\frica, which is destined to remain labour·

intensi"e for many years to come, the consequences of HI\'I cuds are staggering, allowing

also for the fact that gO\"ernment tends to underestimate the full extent of the disease and

the inJpact that the ,-itns is going to have on business and the economy. :\Iam'

organizations srill seem to hope that the problem will "anish. Consequendy, few

organizations have faced up to the excrucillting dilemmas of their counterparts in countries

"orth of South ,\Erica (Robinson 1999: 15).
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Tyler and Shah (1997) estimare that up to 26 million Africans are infected with HIVIAids,

many of them employed in the private sector. The impact of this pandemic on enterprise

costs and performance depends on worker attrition due to sickness and death, the

corresponding costs to the firm for providing health and sickness benefits, replacement

costs to obtain new workers and the impact of HIVIAids on worker productivity. Efforts

to measure the impact of HIVIAids on a firm's costs and productivity so far have been

hampered by measurement problems and by the absence of good quality panel data. Some

earlier studies of the manufacturing sector have found that AIDS has no measurable

impact on the private sector due to the ease of replacing workers.

In a survey of 80 small and medium enterprises in South Africa, Connelly and Rosen (2005)

found that managers on average ranked HIVIAids as nine out of ten on the list of

priorities, although worker productivity ranked number 1. :\lanagers attributed a low

percentage of productivin' losses to HIV and found worker replacement inexpensive. In

addition, the stud, found lack of information to be a major constraint, as even managers

interested in HIV programs were uua\vare of free services available nearby.

Ramachandran et al. (2005) recend, demonstrated the profitability of AIDS workplace

programs in nine large finns with over 120,000 employees, including the .\nglo.American

mining compan,. They obset\'ed a 60 percent decrease in absenteeism, which

compensated for 70 percent of the costs of the .\IDS workplace programs, the rest of

which wete covered b,' other cost savings.

:\Iears (2005) states that advocacy organizations, such as the Global Business Coalition

(CBC) and the South African Business Coalition against HIV/.\ids (S.\BCOH.\), haY'e

gathered numerous case studies on HIVI.\ids workplace programs including pre.-ention,

care, and treatment, mainh' in large companies, though largeh- without rigorous monitoring

and e\·aluation that could determine effecti'·eness. S.\BCOH.\ has recendv targeted S.\IEs

with its S.\IE toolkit, for sale for approximateh' 5215, which has attracted .-ery low uptake.

Rosen et al. (2003: 5) declare that the global pandemic of HI\I\ids is rapidlY becoming

the worst infectious disease catastrophe in recorded histot\·, surpassing the bubonic plague

of the fourteenth century, which killed some 20 million people. .\lore than that number

haY'e alreadY died because of .\ids, according to l"'\.\IDS, \yhich co-ordinates the l"nited
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Nation's response to the pandemic. The human immunodeficiency virus, which causes

AIDS, has infected more than 40 million people. In Africa's hardest-hit countries, such as

South Africa, Botswana, Swaziland, Zimbabwe, and Zambia, one in five working-age

adults is infected with HIV. Aids is also spreading swiftly in other parts of the world, too.

Russia, Ukraine, India and China have been badly affected and have had the fastest

growing pandemics last year.

A new report by the World Economic Forum (WEF) shows that companies worldwide are

not particularly active in combating the crisis, and that they make decisions based on a

"fairly patchy assessment" of the risks they face, and they seem to favour a "broad social

response" to HIV/ Aids, even if only a small number of businesses cUrtentlv see

themseh'es as an integral part of that response (Finlay, 2004).

THE DISCOVERY OF HIV AND AIDS AND ITS IMPACT

AIDS Cases

Accotding to Statistics SA (2004: 4), the fitst two cases of .\IDS wete identified in South

.\frica in 1982. For the fitst eight years, the infection was primarily located among white

homose>c-ua1s. Nonetheless, as the number of cases rose, so the disease began spreading

among other groups. In Jul,' 1991, the number of heterosexually transmitted cases equalled

the number of homosexual cases.

HIVCases

.\ccording to Statistics S.\ (2004: 4), the .\SSA2002 model estimates suggest that + 180
0 of

adults between the ages of 20 and 64 are cUrtenth· infected with HIV. For the total

population, the .\SS.\2002 model indicates that roughlv 10.8°0 or 4.93 million South

Africans ,,-ill be HIV positi"e in the calendar year starting 1 Jul,' 2004. Just m'er half a

million South Africans are estimated to be sick with .\IDS. Dortingron (2004) wams, "B\'

2010, despite interventions and treatments, we estimate that nearly 3.5 million South

.\fricans ,,-ill ha,'e died of HIV/ .\ids related causes".

The current calculation of the total number of infected South .\fricans in the past, present

and future is shown in Figure 10.
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-SS-'2002 model projectior-= HIV Prevela.nce
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Figure 10: ASSA2002 model projections: HIV Prevelance

The origin ofHIV

According to \Vh.iteside and Sunrer (2000:10) there has been a great deal of ill-informed

specuIarion as to the source of the Yirus. Ir has been suggested that it was man-made by

either the Russians or the Americans. An altemari,'e theory is that it came from outer

space. Neither of these proposirions needs be taken seriouslY.

\Vhiteside and Sunrer (2000:10) further declare that HIV is hard to transmit. In order for a

person to be infected, the Yirus has to enter the body in sufficient quanriries. It must pass

through an enrry poinr in the skin and / or mucous membranes intO the bloodstream. The

main modes of transmission, in order of importance, are:

• Unsafe sex;

• Transmission from infected mother to child;

• Inrra,enous drug use with contaminared needles;

• Use of infected blood or blood products; and

• Other modes of transmission involving blood including bodily contact involving

open bleeding wounds.
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Myths and stigmatization about HIV/ Aids

Dickson and Clayton (2003) believe that more effective public knowledge about the nature

of HIV/ Aids is essential to combat false ideas that are sabotaging prevention and

treatment strategies. They believe that with HIV/ Aids it is different. Myths can kill - and

frequendy do. South Africans believe the idea that HIV/ Aids can be cured by having sex

with a virgin, and therefore have a relaxed attitude to precautiorurry measures. It is

distressing; however, belief in such myths do cosrs lives. On rhe other hand, public

education is needed to combar fears thar science-based inrerventions, such as vaccines and

microbicides, will. nor necessarilv offer prorection.

Dickson and Clavton (2003) further believe that e'-en the less ob,-ious mnh" for example

that Hl\I\ids can be transmitted through coughing or merely touching someone, can

inflict enormous damage. By implYing that people should keep away from those who are

kno\\"n to be infeered, such m~·ths encourage the latter to remain silent about their

mfecrion. _\nd this in turn stops them from taking measures to prc\-cnr the infection bemg

spread to others_ The worst aspect of society's all-roo-common tendency to stigmati:-;e

HI\-/ _-\ids ,-ictims is that it dri,-es the disease underground, where it becomes eyen more

inaccessible to both [rcannenr and preyenuon.

.\Ieel (2003) and Groce & T rasi (2004) belie,-e that virgin cleansing on the other hand is a

myrh that has occurred since at least the sixteenth cenrnrY, when Europeans believed that

rhev could rid themseh-es of a sexually transmitted disease bv transferring it to a ,-irgin

through sexual intercourse..\lthough rhe exact pre"alence of this belief is unclear, it is

belie,-ed to occur worldwide. .\Ieel (2003) further explains that doing so does not cure rhe

infecred person, bur it ,,;ill. expose the victim to HI\- infection, porentially spreading rhe

disease further. This mnh has gained considerable notonet\- as rhe percei,-ed reason for

certain recent sexual abuse and child molestation occurrences.

~Ieel (2003) explains that in other parrs of the world, some of the m~-th:; seem to be

f'Towing in popularity. He talks about a Sl.HTCY carried out hsr year for the ='auon:ll

HIY .\ids,':-:'TI Pre\-ennon and Control Programn1': in Jam:lica. \\"}11ch for t:'\ampk. found

that 3- percent of men bdien:d {,\\Tongly/ that HI\- can be cUIUracreu frOlTI n1o"ytmo

bite,,; in 1()96, this \'::15 belie,-ed by oIll~- 26 percenr. ~imibr1y the nun1ber of men \yho
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belie,'ed that HIY can be caught from public toilets, another widely held myth, had more

than doubled, from 13 to 32 percent, m'er the same period,

These mnhs may be relariyely innocuous, How'eyer in places where HIY/"\ids has not yet

reached pandemic proportions, but is threatening to do so, some of the earlier mnhs

preyail, occasionalh' \\~th de,·asraring consequences. One is that HIY I c\ids is exelusi,·eh·

associated ,yith high.risk groups such as sex workers and men who ha,·e sex with men.

This is still a powerful misconception in countries such as India and China, where

HIYI "\ids sufferers complain of social ostracism, and haye e,·en been subjected to

\'iolence (Dickson and Clayton, 2003).

Dickson and Clayton (2003) report on recent surveys in India, thar re,·eal how HIYIAids

is spreading through the population at large. The spread includes house\\~Yes whose only

sexual partner has been their husband, who may haye been infected by a sex worker. There

is often a tendency, howe,'er, for such women to be discriminated against and accused of

unfaithfulness, rather than giyen compassion and support. "'lore awareness through the

media that HIVI Aids is a general problem would help remO\"e stigma and discrimination.

There is growing awareness that public education campaigns, backed by accurate and

knowledgeable press cm'erage, can play a key role in increasing the social acceptabilin' of

promising science·based a,·enues of both pre\·ention and treatment; indeed, they are

essential if the pandemic is to be successfully tackled.

According to Steinberg and Johnson (2002), the prenlence of misinformation about .\IDS

in South .\frica has nor onl,· hampered effons to increase access to treatment, but has also

created a climate of confusion in which prejudice against people liying \\~th HI" thriYes.

HIY is sometimes seen as being a disease of the poor. In South .-\frica, there is some

correlation between extreme pO\·em· and high HIY preyalence, although the ,·irus is

preyalent across all sectors of socien·. By 1998, although people from more affluent, largely'

white socien' were sratting to come out as being HI\' positi,·e, stigmatisation of the

condition remained still deeply rooted in township areas. In October of that ,·ear, the then

Deputl· President Tbabo \Iheki made the Declaration of Partnership "-\gainst .\IDS, in

which he called for an end to discrimination against people li,'ing with HI\·. HO\,·e,·er, it

was clear that there was a long way to go before this goal could be achin·ed; less than tlyO

months later, Gugu Dlamini, an .-\IDS acti,-ist in Durban, was beaten to death b\ her

neighbours after declaring that she was HI\· positi,·e on "('odd .-\IOS DaL
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE IMPACT OF
HIV/ AIDS ON THE NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL FRONT

The history and severity of South Africa's Pandemic

HIVIAids is not just a health issue, but has become integral to South Africa's society at

large, and has woven itself into all development plans and projects.

Research carried out on Aids in South Africa by Avert.org provides details on the

following (2005c: htt.p:llwww.awrt.org/aroundworld.htm):

The Republic of South Africa is a comparatn'ely large counm', with an estimated

population of about 40 million. An estimate in 2001 suggested that 24.8% of the

population are living with HIYI Aids, an estimated 13% of the world's total. The country

is made up of large, crowded cities and sparselY populated rural areas. The a,'erage density

of the population works out at 29 people per square kilometre, with 59.5% of these in

urban areas and 40.5% of these in rural areas. Some parts of the counm·, especiallY in the

rural areas, are very isolated and underde,'eloped. This lack of infrastructure is one of

se,'eral factors that make it difficult to get a clear picture of the size of the population and

the HIYI Aids prevalence.

"\ common method of measuring HIY preYalence in South "\frica is by looking at HIY

test results taken from pregnant women who attend antenatal clinics. Some areas of South

.\frica, however, lack antemtal facilities and manv women will not have the opportunity to

see a midwife during their pregnancy Ot to take a HIY test. There has also been criticism

that this method of measuring prevalence onlv gives a picture of HIY tates among sexually

active women, some of whom, due to the stigmatisation experienced b,' people with HIY,

are naturally reluctant to ha,·e a test. \\bate,'er the precise le,'els of infection are, what is

certainlv clear is that the problem is a huge one.

South .\Erica, as a nation. is higW,· susceptible to the spread of HI\' and nl1nerable to the

impact of .\IDS, bur there are segments in the society which are parricularh' susceptible

and nl1nerable.



The highest rates of infection are among people between 20 and 44 years old. Because a

sizeable percentage of South Africa's population is aged between these years, AIDS has the

potential to have a devastating effect on social, economic, and, above all, human

development (South African Health Review, 1995).

Chronology

The following discussion on the chronology is adapted from Averting HIV/ Aids - Avert

(200se: http:( (www.a.-ert.org(aroundworld.htm).

In 1982 the first cases of HIV were diagnosed in South Africa, and for the first few years

of the pandemic, cases were mainly among white gay men. Following the same trends seen

in other countries, as the number of cases increased, the ,-itns began spreading to all other

areas of society.

In 1990 the first antenatal suryeys to test for HIV were carried out 2 0.8% of women were

found to be HIV positive. It was estimated that there were between 74000 and 120000

people in South _\frica then living with HIV. Since this time, antenatal sun-eys have been

carried our annually.

In 1991 the number of heterosexually contracted infections equalled the number of

homosexually contracted infections. Since that point, the number of heterosexually

acquired infections has dominated the face of the pandemic. The pre,'alence rate was 1.40
0

based on antenatal testing. Se,-eral .\IDS information, training and counselling centres

were established.

In 1992 the prevalence rate was 2.40
0 based on antenatal testing. The first gm-ernmental

response to AIDS came when "'eIson ~landela addressed the newh'·formed National

.\IDS Com-ention of South .\frica (NACOS_\), although there was little action from the

gOYernment in the following few \'ears. The purpose of 1\JACOS.\ was to begin de,-eloping

a national strate~' to cope w-ith ~\IDS. The free "'ational.\IDS helpline was started.

In 1993 the prevalence rate was 4.30
0 based on antenatal testing. The "'ational Health

Department reponed that the number of recorded HI\- infections had increased 60° 0 in

the previous twO years and the number was expected to double in 1993. A sun-e\' of
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women attending health clinics indicated that natioruilly some 322,000 people were

infected.

In 1994 the prevalence rate was 7.6% based on antenatal testing. The Minister for health

accepted the basis of the NACOSA strategy as the foundation of the governments AIDS

plan. There was criticism that the plan, however well intended, was poorly thought out and

disorganised. The South African organisation Soul City was formed, developing media

productions with the intention of educating people about health issues, including

HIV/},ids.

In 1995 the prevalence rate was 10.4% based on antenatal testing. Much of the collection

of AIDS data stopped in South Africa.

In 1996 the prevalence tate was 14.2% based on antenatal testing. The International

Conference for People living ,vith HI\' and AJDS was held in South .\Erica, the first time

that the annual conference had been held in Africa. The then·deputy President, Thabo

"-fbeki, acknowledged the seriousness of the pandemic, and the South .\ftican .'-linistrv of

Health announced that some 850,000 people, 2.1% of the toral population were belie,-ed

to be HI\' positive and that in some groups, such as pregnant women, the figure had

reached 8% and was rising.

In 1997 the prevalence rate was 17.0°0 based on antenatal testing..\ national review of

South Africa's .\IDS response to the pandemic found that there was a need for political

leadership.

In 1998 the pre,-alence rate was 22.8°0 based on antenatal testing. The pressure group

Treatment .\ction Campaign (L\C) was staned to ad,-ocate for the rights of people li,-ing

with HI\'/ .\IDS and to demand a national treatment plan for those who were infected_

The then Deputy President Thabo .'-fbeki launched the Partnership .\gainSt _\ids,

admitting that 1500 infections were occurring every da,-.

In this year alone, 49,280 incidents of rape and se'--ual assault were reponed, indicanng that

se'--ual violence is likeh- to be an important factor in,-oh-ed in the transmission of HI\'.

Sexual assaults in South _\ftica are thought to go largeh- unreported, so the true 6gure is

undoubtedk much higher.
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In 1999 the prevalence rate was 22.4% based on antenatal testing. Over 160 million free

condoms were dIstributed. An educational campaign called 'Lovelife' was launched, a

national programme targeting 12 to 17 year-old South Africans.

In 2002 the prevalence rate was 26.5% based on antenatal testing. These figures show that

there was clearly an explosion in HIV prevalence between 1993 and 2000. The cause of

this was due to the distraction of the major political changes that the country was

experiencing at the time. While the attention of the South African people and the world's

media was focused on the political and social changes occutring in South Africa, HIV was

silently gaining a foothold. While the true extent of the HI\' / Aids pandemic is unknown,

there are a number of estimates on the spread and impact of the disease. TAC campaigners

embarked on a strategy of cicl disobedience and demonstrations to try to embarrass the

government into acting. In March 2003 T-\C laid culpable homicide charges against the

Health ~linister and her trade and industry colleague. TAC claimed the pair were

responsible for the deaths of 600 HIV-positive people a day in South "-\frica who have no

access to antiretroyiral drugs.

The figure below illustrates the spread of the ,irus in South "-\frica up to 2005.
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Province
2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

prevalence prevalence % prevalence prevalence prevalence prevalence
% % % % %

KwaZulu-
36.2 33.5 36.5 37.5 40.7 39.1

Natal

Mpumalanga
29.7 29.2 28.6 32.6 30.8 34.8

Gauteng
29.4 29.8 31.6 29.6 33.1 32.4

North West
22.9 25.2 26.2 29.9 26.7 31.8

Free State
27.9 30.1 28.8 30.1 29.5 30.3

Eastern 20.2 21.7 23.6 27.1 28.0 29.5
cape

Umpopo
13.2 14.5 15.6 17.5 19.3 21.5

Northern 11.2 15.9 15.1 16.7 17.6 18.5
cape

Western 8.7 8.6 12.4 13.1 15.4 15.7
cape

National 24.5 24.8 26.5 27.9 29.5 30.2

Source: (2005a: htqJ://www.a•.en.org/SAfricastats.htm)

Figure 11: Spread of the virus in South Mrica up to 2005

The Global Pandemic

In 1998, when UNAIDS issued a map showing global infections, the caption was: 'No

place on earth untouched'. This is cenainly the case; bur what is also evident is that some

parts of the world are worse affecred than others. Figure 12 Sllmmarises the World

estimates of the HIVI-Aids pandemic at the end of 2005.

Acquired Immunodeficiency Smdrome (AIDS) has killed more than 25 million people

since ir was first recognized in 1981, making ir one of the most desrrucm-e pandemics in

recorded history. Despite recent, imprO\'ed access to antiretroviral treatment and care in

many regions of the world, the AIDS pandemic claimed 3.1 million [2.8-3.6 million]li\-es

in 2005; more than half a million (570 000) were children. The total number of people
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living with the human immunodeficiency vu:us (HIV) reached its highest level; an

estimated 40.3 million [36.7-45.3 million] people are now living with HIV. Close to 5

million people were newly infected with the virus in 2005 (UNAIDS/WHO's AIDS

Epidemic Update, December 2005).

Figure 12 describes the World estimates of the HIV & AIDS Epidemics until the end of

2005.

Number of people living with \ ,Estimate* IRange*
1

HIV/ AIDS in 2005
1Total 1

40.3 1 36.7-45.3 I
\ Adults 138.0 134.5-42.6

1

IWomen 1
17.5 116.2-19.3 I

IChildren \ 2.3 12.1-2.8
1

People newly infected with HIV inl IEstimate* IRange*
1

2005
~ Total 14.9 1 4.3-6.6

\

IAdults 14.2 13.6-5.8
1

1 Children 1
0.70 10.63-0.82 :

,

AIDS deatlts in 2005 I IEstimate* IRange* 1
ITotal \3.1 1 2.8-3.6

l

I

IAdults 12.6 1 2.3-2.9 I
I

IChildren 1 0.57 10.51-0.67

*' millions

Source (2005: ",\"W.unaids.org/wad2004/report.htrnl)

Figure 12: World estimates of the HIV & AIDS Epidemics at the end of 2005
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In 1999, there were 2, 6 million deaths from HIV/ AIDS. This was a higher global total

than in any year since the beginning of the pandemic, despite antiretroviral therapy which

staved off AIDS and AIDS deaths in the richer countries. Even in a scenario where

prevention programmes managed to cut the number of new infections to zero, deaths

among those already infected would continue mounting for some years. However, with the

HI\'-positive population still expanding - there were 5,6 million new infections in 1999

compared to 2,6 million deaths - annual numbers of AIDS deaths can be expected to

increase substantia1ly for many more years. Around half of all people who acquire HIV

become infected before they turn 25 and tvpically die before their 35'h birthday. This age

factor makes AIDS uniquely threatening to the bringing-up of children. Most people will

have had children before they become infected, and about 70 percent of children born to

infected mothers will not, themselves, be infected. These children ha,-e a close to 100

percent chance of being orphaned. By the end of 1999, the pandemic had left behind a

cumulative total of 11, 2 million AIDS orphans (defined as those ha,-ing lost their mother

before reaching the age of 15). Many of these maternal orphans have also lost their father

(2005: www.unaids.org/ wad200+/repon.hunl).

_-\lso of significance in the global data is that the number of women infected is increasing.

Within the next ,-ear or so, there will be more women infected than men. This is already

the case in most of _-\frica.

The diversity of the pandemic around the world

The pandemic is handled quite differendv from country to country and the statistics ,"ary

among the countries. The paragraphs below discuss the statistics of the worst affected

countries on the globe. Figure 13 describes HIY and _-\ids Statistics in Sub-Saharan .-\frica.
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SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

HIV and AIDS statistics and features, in 2003 and 2005

Adullsand Number of _and Adult Adult and
children tiving women living chiklren newly prevalence child deaths

withHIV withHIV infected with HIV ('lot due to AIDS

2005 25.8 million 13.5 million 3.2 million 7.2 2.4 million
[23.8-28.9 million] [12.5-15.1 million] [U-3.9 OIiIIion] [6.&-a0] [2.1~7 miUion]

2003 24.9 million 13.1 million 3.0 million 7.3 2.1 million
[23.~27.9 million] [12.1-14.6 million] [2.7-3.7 million] [6.74.1J [1.~2.4 million]

Source: (2005: w\\·w.unaids.org/wad200-l / reporr.html)

Figure 13: Sub-Saharan Africa HIV and Aids Statistics

Sub-Saharan Africa

This is the region of the world that has been most affected by HI\' / ,\ids. Heterosexual sex

is the main way HIV is transmirred here, and women and girls account for almost 60

percent of all HI\" infections. ~[ost women with HI\- here ha,-e been infected by their

husbands or intimate panners. In South .-\frica, Zambia and Zimbabwe, young women

(aged 15-24 ,·ears) are three to si-x times more likely to be infected than young men. It is

estimated that on this continent, nine our of e,-en· ten people who need antiretrm'iral

treatment are not receiTIng it. Oyer 11 million children under the age of 15 hying here

haYe lost one or both parents by HI\"/ Aids. In Ken,a one compam experienced a -IO-fold

increase in funeral expenses between 1992-1993 and 1996-1997. Duting the same period,

-11 percent of the emplm-ees leEr the compan, because of illness or death. Healthier

workers had to work m-errime- increasing cosrs (Bollinger, Stm-er & Nalo: 1999) (2005:

\\~\\'. unaids.org/ \yad;00-+,; repon.hrrnl).
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EASTERN EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA

HIV and AIDS statistics and features, in 2003 and 2005

Adults and Number of AdUlts and Adult Adult and
children living women living chtldren newly prevalence child deaths

withHIV withHIV infected with HIV ('to) due to AIDS

2005 1.6 million 440 000 270 000 0.9 62000
[990 QOO-2.3rni1lion] [300 000-620 000] [1.ul~10 OOOJ [0.6-1.3] [39 000-91 000]

2003 1.2 million 310000 270000 0.7 36000
[740 000-1.8 million] [210 IlOO-43D 0001 [12O~0000] [0.4-1.0] [24000-52 000]

Source: (2005: www.unaids.org/wad2004/repon.htrnl)

Figure 14: Eastern Europe and Central Asia RIV and Aids Statistics

Eastern Europe and Central Asia

In this region the number of people liYing with HI\" has risen dramatically in just a few

Years. It is estimated that 1.4 million people here were infected with HI\" by the end of

2004. ~\IDS chimed an estimated 60,000 li'"es in the past Year. The Russian Fedetation,

Ckraine, and the Baltic Srates are the worst affected, but HI\" continues to sptead in

Belarus, il,loldm-a and Kazakhstan" .\lote recent pandemics are now in Kyrgnsran and

Czbekistan. _\bout 70° 0 of all HI\" infections in this region are found in the Russian

Federation, and the 'Cast majorin" of people hying with HI\- are mung. .\lore than 80° 0 of

the reponed infections are among people ,"ounger than 30 years of age. \\'idespread

injection drug use and unsafe sex are driying the pandemics here (2005:

\\'.\"\\-.unaids.org' wad J(H)-+ .... reporr.hunl).
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CARIBBEAN

HIV and AIDS statistics and features, in 2003 and 2005

Adults and Number of Adults and children Adult Adult and
children living women living newly infected with prevalence child deaths

withHIV with HIV HIV (%)" duetoAIOS

2005 300000 140 000 30 000 1.6 24000
[200000 - 510 OOOJ [88 QOO-2Sll OOOJ £17000-71 OOOJ [1.1-2.7] [16 00G-40 000]

2003 300000 140 000 29000 1.6 24000
[200 000-510 OOOJ [87 QOO-2Sll OOOJ [17 DOO-68 OOOJ [1.1-2.7] [16 00G-40 OOOJ

Figure 15: Caribbean RIV and AIDS Statistics

The Caribbean

This region is the second most affected region in the world..\mong adults aged 15-+1-.

AIDS has become the leading cause of death. The Bahamas, Belize, GuYana, Haiti,

Trinidad and Tobago are the hardest hit by ,\IDS. In the Caribbean, most cases are due to

heterosexual contact, ,,~omen ha,;ng sex '\vith men, howe\-er in Puerto Rico and Bermuda,

injection drug use accounts for a large share of the pandemic. The most serious pandemic

in this entire region is in Haiti. Condom use here is ,-en' low despite knowledge of

HI\-! c-\ids.

In the Bahamas and Barbados, there are signs rhar stronger pre,-ention efforts are

beginning to help lower HI\' infection rares (2005: \\·ww.unaids.org,'

wad200-k report.hrml).
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1bis secnon concludes with an update given to the reader, on infection rates on the

intematioruU front. Efforts by the various counrties against HIV/ Aids continue to be

substanti.ally, firuulcially and technically supported both by the government, as well as by

multilateral organizations.

THE ECONOMIC, DEVELOPMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACT OF AIDS

In his book:, Edelston (1988), argued that AIDS was likely to lead to economic collapse

and a shifting balance of global power. The reality is that the projections of global

economic and social collapse have not and will not come true. In Africa, the pandemic is

of a different order of magnitude and the impacts will be commensurately greater. Social

impacts arise because people interact in ways other than economic.

AIDS and national economic growth

"\ccording to Over (1992) AIDS has made a definite impact on national growth?

Furthermore, South Africa has experienced negative Ot ven· low growth for many years

now. "\s South Africa is lagging behind other "\frican counmes in the pandemic, an

obvious question is: what can be learnt from them; CnfortunatelY, surprisingly little' There

have been attempts to model the macro-economic impact of .\IDS, but they are burdened

with difficuln-. The models suggest that the mechanisms through which the pandemic ma,·

affect economies are:

• The illness and death of productiye people and the consequent fall in productivin·.

• The di,-ersion of resources from sayings (and ennruall, innstment) to care. This

will happen as people spend their sa,-ings on medication and special food and so

on. As the disease progresses and financial resources are used up, people will begin

cashing in insurance policies and selling capital items. In the rural areas, the sale of

carde and farming equipment is already known to occur.

~-er (1992) further elaborares that the degree to which these factors will impact on

national growth will depend on the people who are infected in rerms of their importance

to national production, and to what extent money is diyened from sa\-ings to care. It is a

harsh economic realin- rhar nor allli,-es have equal ,-alue. If the majoriry of those who are

infecred are unemployed. subsistence farmers or unskilled \\-orkers, then the impact on the
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national economy will not be as great as if they are skilled and highly productive members

of society.

The same is true of savings. If the resources spent on care are considerable and come out

of savings, then this will have a greater effect on the economy than ifpeople do not spend

money or the state provides the care. TIlls complex issue was written about as early as

1992. The paper showed that if the majority of people were unskilled and resources were

not taken from savings to fund provision of care, then in pure economic terms the

survivors could be better off and per capita income could rise! TIlls conclusion is a political,

moral and ethical hot potato, and discloses more about the limitations of pure economics

than the impact of the pandemic

Cuddington, (1992:403-417) writes that there has been a number of models developed for

the economic impact on specific countries, including Tanzania, Cameroon, and Zambia.

These models show that HIV may reduce the rate of economic growth and, over a period

of 20 years, the reduction in GDP may be significant. For example, at the end of the

period, the GDP may be up to 25 percent lower than it would otherwise have been

without AIDS. A recent report prepared bv the Botswana Institute for De,-elopment

Policy Analysis concluded that, onr the next ten vears, Botswana's economy ,,-ill be 31

percent smaller than in an AIDS-free scenario. However, in otder to make these

predictions, projections of both the _\IDS pandemic and economic trends ha,-e to be

combined. Both are difficult to model and combining rhem compounds rhe uncertain,,".

~Ioreover, it would appear rhar the macro-economic predictions associated with the onset

of _\IDS are contradicred bv the continuation of high economic growth rates in L-ganda C,

2 percent per annum between 1990 and 1996 and 5, 8 percent in 1997/98), and Borswana

(4, 1 percent per annum berween 1990 and 1996 and 5, 5 percent for 1997/98)

(Cuddington, 1992:403-417).

In South Africa, a study was done bv the Centre for Health Policy, on the impacr of _\IDS

on the national economy in 1991. The stud,- suggested thar the major initial impact would

be on the public health sen-ice. In the longer tetnl, the pandemic was expected to pose a

threar to ongoing economic growth, with some sectors being more seriously affected than

others. The general conclusion was that while 'the overall effect of the ,\105 pandemic

would be a sustainable one for the South _-\frican econom," for the next 15 ,·ears. rhe
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problem is still a desperately serious one for our society'. As South Africa enters the new

century, it is clear that, in macro-economic terms, the pandemic is not yet having a

measurable impact. However, the impact of AIDS is gradual, subtle and incremental

(Cuddington, 1992:403-417).

South Africa was predicted to be at the threshold of renewed economic growth. In 2000

the economy was expected to grow by 3, 5 percent, and the growth rate was to remain

over three percent in the foreseeable future. A question most often asked, by South

Africans is, will the increase in death and illness due to AIDS affect the prospects for

economic growth in South Africa? The 2000 South African Budget Review produced by

the Department of Finance (2000:40) includes a 'box' on population projections and

HIV/ Aids. This notes that the effects of HIV/ Aids on future population growth and

labour force participation are difficult to predict, as is the economic and social impact.

However, it suggests that population growth may slow to close to zero percent by 2010,

with the growth of the working age population declining from over two percent in 2000 to

under 0,5 percent by 2008. The review paints a stark future by adding the following

statement 'The economic and social impact of HIV/ Aids is also hard to predict.

Household structure and behaviour will change as the size, composition and productivity

of the labour force are affected. HIV/ Aids is more prevalent among the economically

active part of the population, thus affecting economic activity through a loss of skills and

experience. Labour productivity will decrease owing to absenteeism and illness of workers,

and unit labour costs ,,'ill increase as firms pay more for medical aid and group life or

disability coverage. Initial evidence suggests that "\IDS mainh· affects lower income or

lower skills groups (e.g. migrant or mobile labourers) but the future pattern is still unclear.

One studv predicts an HIV prevalence in 2003 of 12 percent among highly skilled workers,

20 percent among skilled workers and 27, 2 percent among low-skilled workers (Dept. of

Finance Budger Review, 2000:40).

A repon recently produced by Quarrek & Fourie (2000) combines earlier demographic

modelling with macro-economic models. They noted that, although data were imperfect,

the .\IDS pandemic was expected to have an adverse impact on the South _\frican

economy.
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The 'nonalannist' scenario suggested that annual GDP growth would be between 0, 3 and

0, 4 percentage points lower than the no-AIDS baseline over the next 15 years. The key

areas identified by the report include:

• South Africa is already battling with a skills shortage. AIDS will exacerbate this and

raise remuneration and replacement costs for companies.

• There will be a smaller labour force with lower productivity and income at the

same time as demand grows for services such as health and welfare. Lower tax

revenues combined with higher health spending will put pressure on the

government's budget deficit. However, demand for housing as well as durable and

non-durable goods could be negatively affected.

• A rise in the inflation rate together with a smaller savings pool could well put

pressure on interest rates.

Domestic savings may be squeezed to a point where foreign investment is vital to

plug the gap. However, AIDS and the perception that it creates may defer such

investment (Quattek & Foune: 2000).

GOVERNMENT'S RESPONSE TO HIV/ AIDS

In 1987, the apartheid government recognised that HI\'/Aids had the potential to

become 'a major problem', e,-en though there were few reported infections. Bv the

time of the first antenatal sun-ev in 1990, only 0.7% of pregnant women were infected.

In the same year, Chtis Hani, speaking from exile, warned that: "Existing statistics

indicate that we are still at the beginning of the "-\IDS pandemic in our country.

L nattended, however, this will result in untold damage and suffering bv the end of the

centurv." The warning was not heeded, either by the outgoing regime in the early

1990s, or by the incoming democratic gm-ernment as it faced the huge challenge of

taking over political control of a divided country (2005: www.aids.org.za/hi.-.htm).

_-\ National AIDS Convention of South Africa ~.-\COSA) was established in 1992

and the new ANC government accepted its strategy for fighting _-\IDS in 1994.

Howe,-er, the response to HI\-/_-\ids was clouded in controvers,·, o,er issues such as

the allocation of R14.3 million to a play about HI\-/ .-\ids, the refusal of the

gov-ernment to make HI\-/ .-\ids the responsibility of the President's Office,

gov-emment support for a soc-called AIDS treatment that turned out to contain an
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industrial solvent, refusal to provide the drug AZT to prevent mother to child

transmission ofHlV (2005: http://www.souduifrica.info/essinfo/saglance/

health/aids.htm).

In 1998, then Deputy President Thabo l\1beki launched a Partnership against AIDS to

mohilise South Africans to fight the disease but soon after that activists, frustrated by

the failure of the gove=ent to respond effectively to the increasing death toll from

HIVIAids, formed the Treatment Action Campaign (fAC). The TAC called for

access to treatment, including anti-retrovirals (ARVs) for all who needed it. The

gove=ent responded by opposing the use of AZT as a 'danger to health'. The

Department of Health began to consult with so called AIDS dissidents (people who

rejected the orthodox HIVI Aids science) and Thabo l\1beki questioned the link

between HIV and AIDS, declating that 'a virus cannot cause a syndrome' (2005:

http://www.aids.org.za/hiv.htm).

In November 2003, Cabinet announced the rollout of a comprehensi\'e AIDS

treatment plan that would offer free .\RVs but Health l\1inister Tshabalala·l\Isimang

continued to advocate a diet of beetroot, olive oil, African potato and garlic for

people with HIV and President l\lbeki told the Washington Post that he didn't know

anybody who has died of .\IDS. Criticised for failing to meet her own targets for the

rollout of the treatment plan, Minister Tshabalala-l\lsimang questioned whether the

number of people targeted would actually want "\RVs instead of traditional remedies.

Given that there is no Cute for Aids, the South African gove=em's sCtategy focuses

on pre\'ention by promoting public awareness and delivering life skills and HI\'I.\ids

education (2005: www.aids.org.za/hiv.htm).

NGO COPING STRATEGIES

Harrison in Caulson (2001: 1), points out that the population of South .\frica is made up

of a miJ<:tute of races. Black South .\fricans account for 750 0 of the population, white

South Africans make up around 1300, .\sian people make up about 3°0 of the population,

and other people of mL,ed racial heritages account for about 9° o. There are 11 official

languages in South Africa and mam dialects, which, ob\'ioush-, makes the job of informing
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people about the dangers of AIDS all the more difficult. South Africa has a literacy rate of

86%. RN education in South Africa, as in many countries, only became seen as an

important issue when RN had already gained a foothold. The potential of the mass media

to reach South Africans is widely acknowledged. In South Africa it is estimated that 99%

of people have access to radio, 75% have access to television and 7% readership of

newspapers. 69% of young people watch television five or more days of the week. Before

business took up the challenge of the pandemic, it was the non-governmental private

sector, which took the lead in RIV education in South Africa. Among the most prominent

campaigns were the following.

Sradler (2000: 3) points out that the 'Beyond Awareness' campaign came into being after

the government's basic RN education campaigns, and ran from 1998 to 2000. Beyond

Awareness came from the perception that national mass-media campaigns might inform

people, but seldom had much effect in changing behaviour. Beyond Awareness was a

multi-media campaign targeted mainly at young people, and backed by demographic

research evaluating the success of the campaign. The campaign produced and supplied

materials and resources for small organisations to use in different contexts, and promoted

the free National AIDS helpline, started in 1992 as part of the initial AIDS awareness

initiative.

Sradler (2000: 3) indicates that the Soul City project, which was started bv a number of

different funders, was designed to educate and empower people to make bener choices

about their personal health. It used radio, print and television, aiming to reach a wide

audience. They use drama and soap operas to disseminate their message, ",-ith their first

series broadcasr in 1994. Their material has also been broadcast in many other parts of

Africa as well as Latin America, the Caribbean and South East .\sia.•\s with many RI\'

prevention education projects, it is difficult to measure the success of the Soul City project.

In 1999, an educational campaign called 'LowLife' was launched. Its aim was to reduce

teenage pregnancy, the spread of RI\,/ .\:ids and sexuallv transmined infections among

voung South .\fricans. The campaign aims to turn safe se""llill behav-iour into a brand, in

much the same wav as Coca Cola or Nike. Funded mainly bv foundations set up bv Henrv

Kaiser and Bill Gates, LoveLife invokes a glossy multimedia blitz promoting sexual
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responsibility and a network of telephone lines, clinics and youth centres providing

recreational and sexual health facilities. They also have an outreach service, travelling to

remote rutal areas, trying to reach young people who are not in the educational system. In

tenns of funding, LoveLife has become the largest campaign aimed at HIV prevention in

the world. It is founded on the idea that previous campaigns of sexual health education

have largely failed to change sexual behaviour - 90% of people in South Africa know the

dangers of HIV and how it is transmitted, yet infection rates continue to rise (Stadler,

2000: 3).

In 2001 the government formed the AIDS Communication Team (ACT) which

involved a group of organisations including Soul City, to develop and implement a

two-year media campaign intended to educate people about the dangers of HIV. The

campaign is called 'Khomananz' which means'caring together', and produces material in

several languages. The many Aids awareness campaigns run by government and

NGO partners such as Lovelife and Soul City are now bearing fruit (Stadler, 2000: 3).

Despite some setbacks, the rollout is gathering momentum, as health facilities develop

the capacity to manage patients on ARVs. The Treasury has dramatically increased the

budget allocation to enable the targets for the treatment plan and other HIVI Aids

initiatives to be met. The government continues to invest in pre,-ention effotts, as the

core of its HIVI Aids strategy and promotes good nutrition as well as traditional

medicine. At the same time, there is a range of social benefits available to people

living ,vith HIVIAids and impoverished households (2005: www.aids.org.za/hiv.htm).

The National HIVIAids strategic plan reveals that funds are starting to flow.

According to the latest budgerary figures, more than R1 billion has been allocated to

support a holistic approach to the pandemic, including prevention, care and research.

The funding is provided either as a conditional granr (where the funds are ring-fenced

for a particular use and cannot be diverted elsewhere), or as parr of the equitable share

(in which case the funding is given to provincial gm-ernment for them to spend as

they will) (2005: www.aids.org.za/hi.-.htm).
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Central allocations to provinces are intended to help the wide range of extra financial

demands brought on by HIV/ Aids, including,

• Opportunistic infections - treating infections such as tuberculosis;

• Life skills education in schools - in an effort to protect a very vulnerable sector of

society, and the nation's human capital resource. A conditional grant to the

Department of Education for this purpose doubled to R148 million this financial

year;

• Voluntary counselling and testing (VCT) - A crucial step not only to help those

already infected with the virus, but also to prevent further infections. In this

financial year VCT spending has doubled to R148 million;

• Encouraging safer sex - As HIV infection pandentic matures into a pandentic

(2005: www.aids.org.za/hiv.htm).

Although the South African government is doing its best of funding, there are still

many challenges, one of them being the criticism directed at the President and Health

Minister, over the inefficient messaging system, in terms of getting the message across

to the relevant audiences (2005: www.aids.org.za/hiv.htm).

Bevan (2006: 7) recendy reported in the Sunday Times on an interview ,vith Richard

Branson, who lashed out at the South African Government for causing the deaths of

'thousands' of people over its former refusal to accept the link between HIV and

AIDS. The Virgin tycoon, a major investor in South Africa, said Health J\1inister

Manto Tshabalala-Msimang should have been sacked for her "garbage" claim that

eating garlic, beetroot and lemon could prevent HIV developing into Aids. He also

blamed President J\Ibeki for a failure of leadership over the crisis, which has left more

than one in 10 of South Africa's 43 million people HIV-positive. Bevan (2006: 7)

further reports that the Gove=ent, which belatedly acknowledged a link between

HIV and .\ids in 2002, now claims its retroviral drugs programme is the most

comprehensive in the world, with 178 000 people receiving treatment.

Quintal (2006:14) on the other hand reports that Deputv Health ]\1inister Nozizwe

Madlala-Roudedge recemlv took the health ntinister and presidem to task on the issue

of HIV/ c\ids in South Africa.
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She challenged the Health Minister and the President to take some responsihility for

the mixed messages on HIV and Aids treatment She also reportedly challenged

President l\fbeki and other senior leaders to take a public HIV test Such challenges

unfortunately leave the govermuent in disrepute on the national and international

front.

THE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF HIV AND AIDS ON THE PRIVATE SECTOR

A recent article by Kuppan (2006: 5) provides insight into the feelings of South African

Business on the issue of HIVIAids. An increasing number of business owners believe that

HIVIAids is a serious threat to their companies. The report discusses the findings of an

International Auditing firm, Grant Thornton, during their 2006 International Business

Owners Survey (BIOS). The report shows that 80% of medium·sized business owners in

South Africa believe that HIVI Aids would be a constraint to business over the next five

years. This figure was at 77% in 2005.

Business owners in the construction, manufacturing, retail and sernces industry were

interviewed as part of the survey. 97% of businesses in Port Elizabeth and East London,

cited HIVI Aids as having a sizeable impact on the growth of their business in the short

term. In Durban 86% of business owners were worried about Hl\'IAids, as compared

,vith 80% in Gauteng and 68% in Cape Town. In 2005 onIv 75% of business owners in

the construction industry wete concerned by Hl\'I Aids; in 2006 that percentage had

increased to 87%. Business owners are now becoming proactive by incorporating some

form of Hl\'I Aids management plan into their business strategies. It has become

apparent that the pandemic is being experienced differendy according to sector, company

size and location. As far as the economic impact of HIVI Aids is concerned the mining

and manufacturing sectors seem to be the hardest affected (Kuppan, 2006: 5).

Bloom et aL (2004: 1) reveal that Hl\'I Aids is seen as a considerable problem, but onI,- to

some businesses. Globally, 47°0 of business leaders report that Hl\'I.\ids has had, or will

have some impact on their business, ,,-ith 21% estimating a serious impact. Hl\-I Aids is

consistendv regarded as a more serious threat than either malaria or ruberculosis, at the

global level. Business leaders in .\frica are most worried, ,,-ith 89°co reporting some impact

and 60% a serious impact. Business leaders' le,-els of concern rise in line \\-ith a counm-'s
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HIV prevalence rate, but even in countries with Illgh HIV prevalence rates, there are many

firms that do not see the virus as a problem.

The private sector has a crucial role to play in achieving sufficient economic growth in

South Africa to raise the general standard of living. It is the major source of employment,

creates wealth, and supplies the population with food, clothing, housing and most essential

(and nonessential) goods and services. Some private sector fitms, particularly in KwaZulu

Natal and Gauteng, are beginning to feel the impact of AIDS. This is manifesting itself in

increased illness and death in the workforce. Unfortunately there is little published

information quantifying the impact on companies in South Africa (Bloom et aL, 2004:1).

HIVIAids is affecting business in profound and costly ways. The pandemic poses a

serious threat to global competitiveness for the South African private sector. Disease

prevention and health promotion are not commonly thought to be business concerns, but

HIVIAids is forcing a re-examination of the role of business in these areas. Table 1

discusses the current and projected AIDS statistics on the South African workforce up to

2010 (George,2001:2).

1999 2005 2010

Percentage of SA workforce that is 11.5% 20% 22.5%

HIV positive

Percentage ofSA workforce with 4% 1.65% 2.7%

AIDS.

New Aids cases per annum 145256 466365 625180

Number of AIDS orphans 153000 1000000 2000000

Life expectancy of SA population: 54 43 37

Female

Life expectancy of SA population: Male 50 43 38

Source: Metropolitan Life, 2000

Table 1: Current and projected AIDS Statistics
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The big question often asked is how has AIDS affected and how will it affect the private

sector, and what is this sector's role in responding to the pandemic? According to

Whiteside and Sunter (2000:98) there are two realities facing managers.

• There will be a steady increase in illness and death in South Africa and much of it

among the working-age population;

• There is little information on the impact AIDS does have on business, at least not

in the public domain. Where there is information, it is hard to interpret.

Evidence of impact

According to Loewenson (1999), AIDS primarily kills young and middle-aged adults

during their most productive years. This means that it is unlike any other disease with

which companies have had experience. Unfortunately, there is little companies can learn

from the experiences of others. There have been only a few attempts to quantify the effect

of the disease on companies' productivity and profitability. Furthermore, the studies that

have been done were for the most part carried out in the early to mid-1990s when HIV

infection rates were climbing rapidly, but there was still relatively little AIDS-related

morbidity or mortality.

Secondly, each smdy defines or reports the costs of the pandemic in a different way, e.g. as

a percentage of the wage bill or a percentage of profits. This makes comparison across

companies and countries difficult. Finally, the published studies rely on national antenatal

clinic prevalence data to estimate and project the prevalence in largely male workforces.

Three reasons account for this approach: the taking and testing of blood of employees

requires informed consent; rhe tests will not necessarily give a good sample; and rhey are

complicated and expensive. The advent of saliva tests mean that such surveys can now be

carried out, and indeed have been done by Eskom and by Debswana in Botswana,

however rhe data have not been teleased (Loewenson, 1999).

According to George (2001: 2) rhe cost of producing goods is a function of rhe cost of

inputs such as labour, materials and urilities. The impact of HIY/ Aids may raise costs and

reduce productivity for a number of reasons:

• Absenteeism: this includes more rhan employees missing work due ro ill healrh.

\Vomen's roles as caregivers will necessitate time off and funerals can be a
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•

•

major source of lost time. Employees may force themselves to come to work

for fear oflosing their jobs;

Workers whose health is fuiling will be less productive and unable to carry out

physically or emotionally demanding jobs;

Replacements for employees who die or retire on medical grounds may be less

skilled and experienced. The organization incurs training costs;

Employers may increase the size of the workforce. This will result 111 an

increase in payroll costs to cover for absenteeism.

In addition HIV/ ~AJds will increase the cost of employee benefits such as group life

insurance, pensions, and medical aid. The impact of the virus on employee benefits is

usually sudden and of a large magnitude.

Absenteeism and deaths

Stover and Bollinger (1999) declare that the largest element of HIV and AIDS-related

costs is absenteeism. A study of a bus company in Zimbabwe demonstrated that AIDS

related absenteeism accounted fot 54 percent of AIDS costs. This was followed bv

absenteeism due to HIV-telated symptomatic illness at 35 percent. Zambia's largest

cement company reported that absenteeism for funerals increased 15-fold between 1992

and 1995. As a result, the company has restricted employee absenteeism for funerals to

only those for a spouse, parent or child. Indeed, as long as five years ago, some Cgandan

companies were reporting steep increases in absenteeism and turnover among workers. By

the mid-1990s, the Cganda Railway Corporation had an annual employee turnowr rate of

15 percent, with more than 10 percent of its workforce dead from AIDS related illness.

Figure 16 shows that, in a study carried out across a number of countries, it was found that

absenteeism accounted for 52 percent of costs (Stover and Bollinger, 1999).

Figure 16 discusses the distribution of increased labour costs due to HI\'/ AIDS bv

carego",·.
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Training 70;0

Labour turnover 5%

Funeral attendance 6%

AIDS absenteeism 15% Burial 160;0

HIV absenteeism 37%

Source: Whiteside and Sumer (2000:101)

Figure 16: Distribution of increase labour costs due to HIV/ AIDS by category

Employee Benefits

In South Africa, a potentially significant area for additional AIDS costs relates to employee

benefits. For individual companies, much will depend on the conditions of employment,

the level of staff and what benefits are provided. Benefits typically include group life

insurance, pensions, funeral benefits and medical aid. Essentially, there are two scenarios:

either payroll costs will rise as is set out in the projection done by Metropolitan Life and

shown in Table 2 below, or benefits will be cut to contain costs (\X'hiteside & Sunter,

2000:103).
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Cost Percent of total

Replacement workers 28

Lost productivity 28

Training 5

Hospit:alisation 1

Clinic and physician visits 10

Absenteeism 28

Total 100

Source: Whiteside and Sunter (2000:103)

Table 2: Direct costs of HIV/ AIDS per worker per year

The evidence suggests that the cost of the disease will depend on the type of company, the

skill levels and replace-ability of employees, the sector it operates in and the benefits it

provides. The most seriously affecred businesses are those in labour-intensive industries,

such as transport and those dependent on migrant workers such as mining.

In South Africa, a corporate survey carried out by Chester et aL, (2000, vo!. 10), among 16

companies, was to get a clear picture of their response to AIDS. The questionnaires asked

what impact HI\'/ Aids had on the company; whether they had had to deal with any

HI\'/Aids-related problems/issues; and whether they knew of any HI\'-positive people in

the company. Only four companies responded! Impala Platinum mine estimated that 17

percent of workers were HI\' positive and on average four employees per month were

dying. The Natal-based Tongaat-Hulett Group reported that 17 percent of all ill-health

retirements in 1997 had AIDS as the diagnosis, and there was a 31 percent increase in ill

health retirements from 1995. Woolworths and Naspers reported no impact. Cntil

recently, the vast majority of companies were not considering HI\'/Ai.ds as an important

business issue. Restructuring, economic uncertainty and new labour legislation were the

m-erriding concerns. Anglo American, hmvever, has recentlv published a report on its

response to the AIDS crisis in Southern Africa. It includes Fig. 17, which analyses the

requirements of a comprehensive HI\'-preventi.on programme. Progress against this

programme is being regularly assessed throughout the Group's operations (Chester et aL,
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2000, vo!. 10). Figure 17 describes the key elements essential to comprehensive HIV-

prevennon programmes.

Unking care

to prevention

Rigorous scientific
reflection

HIV/AIDS poflCY
and strategy

deVelopment~
1 Developing culturally

appropriate prevention

2 messages

Situating • Tackling

prevention 7· 3 socio-economic

in a community / ~ factors

context /.. . 6 5 4._ ..~
. Challenging ~ .. ~ Establishing

Sustainmg h-denial and stigma partners ,ps
awareness and

education

Source: \Vhiteside and Sunter (2000: 104)

Figure 17: Key elements essential to a comprehensive HIV- prevention
programme

The direct costs of managing HIV/ Aids in the business environment

Whiteside and Sunter (2000:108) believe that it is likely that AIDS will also have indirect

impacts on the business community. Examples of this are:

• The pri,ate sector may be able to adapt to absenteeism and the death of

employees. Howevet governments are less able to do so; and the tesult maybe

increasing government inefficiency, which leads to delays in granting licences,

approving applications and so on;

• Sen-;ce ptm-;ders may operate less efficiendy; it is reported from Zambia that the

increase in mortality among employees of its electricity corporation has tesulted in

interruptions to the electricity supply;

• Trade unions may mobilize and make demands around HI\' issues (although co

operation with the unions in an area like this can also be beneficial to the

emplover);
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•

•

•

•

•

The increase in orphans and street children may increase the rate of crime which

~will make it more difficult to retain skilled but internationally mobile staff;

The police and defence force may experience increased mortality, particularly at the

middle levels, which could decrease stability;

The state health system will experience much higher demands being placed on it,

which may lead to deterioration in the level and quality of service. This could put

pressure on the private sector to use private hospitals to care for employees;

Gove=ent resources may be diverted from infrastructural projects, crucial to the

functioning of the private sector, into care and prevenv.on programmes;

A concern peculiar to South Africa is the impact on affirmative action. For

historical reasons, the levels of infection are higher in the black population than the

white. The national policy of affirmative action is likely to be hindered by AIDS

mortality;

In other African countries, there are likely to be problems around localization

policies. Many countries have spent years developing local skills to replace

expatriates. AIDS may delay and reverse the implementation of these programmes.

A more worrying problem is that gove=ent policies may not recognize the new

realities.

Most direct costs can be readily measured using human resources and financial data that

large companies routinely collect. Indirect costs are much more difficult to measure, eg,

absenteeism and morbidity. Estimating the opportunity cost of management time devoted

to HIV/ AIDS-related issues is even more difficult (Whiteside and Sunter, 2000:108).

Figure 18 explains these costs in detail.
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1I'aining
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• Salary while new employee
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MIV/AIDS po__,,_

• Direct costs of preIIefltion
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ete.)
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prevention programmes
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planning activities
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•• A••IEa.

• Sickleave
• Other leave taken by sick
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• Bereavement and funeral
leave

• Leave to care for dependants
wilhAIDS

11att, tdlty on the job

• Reduced performance due to
HIVIAI OS sickness on the job
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• Managers' time and effort for
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planning prevention and care
programmes. ete.

• Legal and human resource
stalftime for HIV-related policy

development and problem

solVing

S» da lie costs

Loasofwcw'" C.coIIT' n

• Reduction in rnoraJe,
motivation, and concentration

• Disruption 01 schedules and
work teams or units

• Breakdown of wor".doc ca
diSCipline (stacking,

unauthorised absences. theft.
ete,)

Woakfcwce pe."foIIDanCe

and experience

• Reduction in average level of
skill. performance, inslilulional

memory, and experience of
workforce

Indirect costs
Direct costs • Systemic costs

I I~
Total costs

~of HN/AlDS in

the workf0fl?e

Source Whiteside and Sunter (2000:112)

Figure 18: Economic impact on workforce of HIV/ AIDS

The importance of measuring these costs must be raken seriously and should not be

omitted from a company's srrategy in coping with the pandemic. On the conrrary, these

costs could in the long run pose the most serious threat ro companies' profirability and

should be modelled through processes such as testing (voluntarv or anommous)

(Whiteside and Sunter, 2000:109).
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THE IMPACT ON BRAND AND REPUTATIONS

According to Bloom et aL (2002) brand and corporate repuCltion have an indirect, rather

than direct, effect on the bottom line, although markets demonstrate their belief in the

importance of brands by valuing some companies' brands at higher levels than all their

fixed or tangible assests. An inability to effectively target HIV/ Aids has the potential to

build on concerns about the role of science in society and the power of transnational

business. According to McIntosh et aL (1998:149) "the rise of AIDS and HIV grants

employers the opportunity to provide leadership in one major crises of the century". They

cite a few high profile examples of action on HIV/ Aids. Levi Strauss, United Distillers and

Northwest Airlines have reported improved community relations and even increased sales

after being associated with work on Aids.

THE IMPACT ON PRODUCTION AND EMPLOYEES

According to Whiteside and Sunter, (2000: 111) in order to ensure that the production

process is not vulnerable to sClff losses, responses might include multi-skilling, recruiting

and training additional labour, contracting out, and capital intensification. In addition, the

company should seek to prevent its workers from becoming infected through education

and training, through provision of condoms and health services, and rhrough examining

the roor causes of HI\' transmission and addressing them. There are many examples of

education and condom programmes which show that a reduction in levels of STDs will

bring HIV infections down. Companies, therefore, need to recognize that their employees

are members of the community. This is where transmission occurs and where

inten-entions should primarily make place. Wbiteside and Sumer (2000: 111) agree that

some tough questions have to be asked about the root causes of transmission. For example,

does a company emploY single male migrants, or are the employees required to spend large

amounts of time away from their families? It may be possible to replace migrams ,,-ith

local people or reduce the time workers spend away from home.
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THE IMPACT ON COSTS

The costs of the disease need to be monitored and either reduced or accepted. It should be

remembered that although a company may be able to reduce its costs by, for example,

cutting back on medical benefits, these costs will have to be bome by someone somewhere.

The state may be forced to step in or communities and households, already under pressure,

will have to provide care (Whiteside and Sunter, 2000: 112).

THE IMPACT ON MARKETS

Whiteside and Sunter (2000: 112) believe that the effect of increased illness on markets is a

major issue for companies which sell most of their products and services locally. Exporters

to markets overseas may not have a similar problem.

BUSINESS AND SOCIETY

According to Whiteside and Sunter (2000: 112) business cannot distance itself from the

society in which it operates. In fact, the degree to which a company is socially responsible

is now a critical element in the evaluation of that company by the public. There has been a

lot of emphasis on forming partnerships against AIDS, which includes coalitions against

the pandemic involving government, business, trade unions, NGOs and the broader civil

sooetv.

Whiteside and Sunter (2000: 112) ask the following questions in-terms of how government

and business can best share practice among themselves in terms of prevention and

treatment programmes? How can drug companies assist the government in making current

therapies universal and affordable? Can the government exempt all AIDS therapies from

VAT and import duties? How can the advertising industrY help in creating a campaign that

connects with the learners in priman- and secondary schools? The starting point would be

to identify the key elements of an anti-AIDS programme and see who is most competent

to do what. At a \"Cry minimum, there should be a company policy on HIV/ AIDS

coveting prevention, care and non-discrirnination. It should include practical management

strategies, workplace principles and a workplace programme which has universal by-in

from employees. Ideallv, the companv \vill have a mission starement on "\IDS and include

the community in its response. Based on the yanous strucrnres that exist, management
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should also pay attention to the effective management of Employee Assistance

programmes (EAPs) as well (Whiteside and Sunter, 2000: 112).

IMPLEMENTATION OF COST-EFFECTIVE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMMES (EAP)

According to Haskins and Kleiner (2001: 2) EAPs have long been noted to provide

adequate counselling for a broad range of issues that affect the workers' ability to work,

thus indirectly effecting productivity and profits. EAPs are responding positively to the

increased impact that HI\'/ Aids has on the workplace and are increasingly becoming an

important tool for management to provide adequate counselling for a broad variety of

ISsues.

Haskins and Kleiner (2001: 3) further indicate that it is important for EAPs to make staff

more sensitive to HI\'IAids related issues. They must understand the relationship that

could exist between someone who has the disease and his or her co-workers. EAPs also

need to keep in touch with management objectives, so that they can accomplish goals and

work together with HR and union representatives to establish a steering committee task

force that will ensure safe, fait, and legally consistent and a humane work environment for

employees at all levels in the business environment.

CORPORATE RESPONSE IN ADDRESSING RIV/ AIDS

According to Jacobs (1995: 1), HI\'IAids is unquestionably becoming a top priority in the

workplace. Many organizations have already invested in workplace programmes, while the

others are slowly providing education programmes for their employees. It is no illusion

anymore, that most organization's, most valuable resource is its workforce, whether they

are blue or white-collat workers. An emplm·ee's capacity to perfo= his/her daih- task is,

therefore, a serious .management concern.

According to Aids Foundation SA (2005: www.aids.org.za/hi.·.hrm) the business sector,

particulatly the mining industty, started to recognise the porential impacr of HI\'I Aids on

profits and the "rider econom,- from the mid 1980s. Since HI\'I .\ids was striking the

economically active age group, companies started seeing reduced productivin-, absenteeism,

sickness and then deaths among the workforce. :--Iany employers initiated workplace
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awareness and education programmes to help prevent the spread of HIV. However, as the

infection rate increased and employee sickness and death affected profits coming in and

benefits being paid out:, companies started to look at how they could minimise their losses

and meet the needs of infected workers.

According to Aids Foundation SA (2005: www.aids.org.za/hiv.hnn). the larger

corporations, such as Anglo American, soon recognised that:, in addition to humanitarian

and human tights considerations, it made economic sense to invest in maintaining the

health and productivity of infected workers rather than waiting until they became too sick

to work and then paying out death benefits, and recruiting and training new staff as more

and more employees died without access to treatment. So more and more large companies

have started workplace treatment programmes. Since 2002, Anglo },merican, for example,

has incorporated into its HIV/ }..i.ds programme free ARV treatment for all employees who

need it:, and sees this as an important incentive for workers to find out their HlV status.

All employees who test positive are enrolled into a wellness programme to ensure ongoing

support and monitoring. The company had nearly 2500 employees on treatment by the

end of 2004 and reported that 94% of them were able to carry out normal work. That year,

it was costing the company more than R16 000 per patient per year to keep employees on

treatment (including all the drug, laboratory, infrastructure, training and support costs

(2005: www.aids.org.za/hiv.htm).

N atrrass et aL (2005) believe that those comparues with operations in heavily affected

regtons, if they have not already, should aim to support the implementation of

comprehensive workplace programs coveting non-discrimination, prevention, education,

access to voluntary counselling and testing, as well as care, support and treatment. In

many countries workplace awareness and prevention programs will be the only source of

accurate information employees will have about HIV/ Aids. Company leadership in

establishing non-discriminatory workplace policies, distributing condoms and providing

testing and treatment sends a strong message to government and other sectors.

Companies can offset future costs by providing care and treatment to employees living

with HIV/ Aids, thus allowing them to remain productive and active in the wotlq)lace for a

longer period of rime.
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Addressing HN/ Aids is new for company managers. Business leaders have admitted that

partnerships with governments, community based organizations and unions have been

critical for supporting their HN response. The inclusion of people living with HN/ Aids,

labour representatives and community members on company AIDS committees has

become common practice. These committees contribute to policy development, planning

and program implementation (Nattrass et aL 2005).

"\11 excellent example according to Nattrass et aL (2005) is Anglo American, who has

intricate layers of partnerships that have helped to extend their workplace program to local

communities. By working in partnership with Love Life, the company is extending

treatment provision to local communities, carrying the potential to secure treatment access

to the greatest number of South Africans to date. "\11glo has also transformed global

responses to the pandemic through active partnerships with the Global Fund on AIDS,

TB and Malaria. Another is that of Daimler Chrysler who have worked in close partnership

with GTZ, their trade union, the National Union of Meralworkers of South Africa and

locally operating NGOs to ensure the relevance and sustainability of their HN program.

This approach allowed Daimler to extend HN programs throughout their plants and

subsidiaries in South Africa.

Natttass et aL (2005) further argue that by sitting back and waiting for government to

respond to the virus business is now bearing the brunt of the pandemic. Almost twentt

five to thirty percent of employees from one of South Africa's largest conglomerates are

now infected with HIV/ Aids. South Africa is experiencing significant declines in foreign

direct in,·estment, and disruptions in agricultural production and food security are ravaging

the nation. In short, in our increasingly interconnected world, viruses, goods and services,

and instability all have significant impact on the competitiveness of business.

HIV/ AIDS AND THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK

On the ethical side one wonders whether companies are prm-iding access to information.

The other area of concem is what are the legal obligations of the organisation in respect of

HIY/ Aids? What are they doing in terms of communicating the dangers of HIY/ Aids to

their employees? Are they or should they be setting an example for others to follow; Or

are they merely surpassing this; The treatment of emplm·ees in the workplace has ,-arious
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•

•
•

legal implications for both the employee and the employer. The following section

exantines policies, legislation and a Constitutional Court decision, in terms of HIV/ Aids.

Workplace policies

In terms of the South African guidelines for HIV/ Aids workplace policies, the aims of

these policies are to:

Raise awareness of HIV/ Aids and other sexually transmitted infections (STI);

Ensure that there is better understanding of the virus ire the workplace;

]Yfioimize the socio-economic and developmental effect the virus has on the

company;

• Prohibit unfair discrimination on those infected or affected by the virus;

• Promote an environment where those infected can be open about their sratus;

• Develop proactive education guidelines and programmes;

• Implement programmes and support education; and

• Monitor the prevalence of the virus.

(2005: http://www.healthinsite.net/health/healthprofile.dll/eCareArticle)

Nearly all policies comply with the South African Constitution and legislation that includes

the following.

The Constitution, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996)

The Bill of Rights provides that every person has the rights to equality and non

discrimination, privacy and fair labour practice. In particular the right to privaCY implies an

employee's right to confidentialiry regarding medical information, including HIV srams.

Employment Equity Act, 1998 (Act No. 55 of 1998)

This Act aims to promote equal opporrunity b\- eliminating unfair discrimination directly

or indirectlv, against an employee in any employment poliev or practice, including

discrimination on the grounds of HIV srams. The Act however srates that it is not unfair

discrimination to exclude a person on the basis of an inherent requirement of the job.
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Labour Relations Act, 1995 (Act No. 66 of 1995)

The Act protects employees against arbitrary dismissal A dismissal is only fair if it is

related to an employee's conduct or capacity or it is based on the operational requirements.

The implication of the Act regarding HIV is that an employee cannot be dismissed solely

because he/she is HIV positive.

Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1993 (Act No. 85 of 1993)

The Act requires of the employer, as far as it is reasonably practicable, to create a safe

working environment for the employees. The implication of the Act regarding HIV is that

the employer needs to ensure that the risk of possible infection in the workplace is

minimized.

Basic conditions of employment Act, 1997 (Act No. 75 of1997)

The Act sets out the minimum employment standards for working hours; leave etc. The

implication of the Act for HIV is that an employer needs to establish policies regarding

extended sick leave and leave of absence for other reasons to cater for employees who are

infected. Until recently at least 40% of South African companies have effectively

communicated the gist of the laws to employees as far as their rights are concerned.

Employees now know that they have a right to sick leave, access to information, pri,·acy

etc. There is no legal responsibility for the employer to ensure that employees are

informed, yet communication of employee's rights especially in the media can be very

effective in promoting the rights of persons living ,vith HIV/ Aids.

According to Nilsson (2005: 38) management and labour unions, therefore need to find a

balance between the rights of the employer and the employee in the workplace. Unfair

disctimination against any employee on the grounds of HIV/ Aids status in terms of testing

can onlv be addressed bv the labour court.. .

Rorman (2003: 32) on the other hand, recommends that all companies should have a

separate poliev document which relates to HI\' / "\lds, rather than including such policy in

a policy on life-threatening diseases. The policv, she says, will also sen-e to demonstrate a
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fair basis for discriminating between the treatment of persons with HIV/ Aids and persons

with other life-threatening diseases.

Rotman (2003: 32) further believes that the most important factors to be taken into

account when justifying discrimination on the basis of HIV status is the prejudice which is

rife in the countty regarding persons who are HIV positive. The policy should clearly set

out the basis for different treatment, as well as the company's commitment to creating an

environment which does not unfairly discriminate against persons with HIV/ Aids. 1bis

includes not discriminating against persons solely on the basis of their HIV status for

purposes of consideration for promotion, training and benefits.

Certain determinants direcdy linked to the corporate sector have been identified as

blameworthy for the impacts in the world of work. A good example of this is dted in the

Hoffman versus South African Airways case.

A Constitutional Court Decision - Hoffman versus South African Airways

Hoffman was refused a job as a cabin attendant because he was HIV positive. The

Constirutional Coutt ruled that this amounted to unfair discrimination as it denied him a

chance of making a livelihood. The coutt judged in favour of the attendant, and S.~\ was

ruled liable for damages of 100,000z..\R. The coyerage of this case by the print and

electronic media was a warning to all employers that infected employees enjoy protection

by the South African Law (Hoffman YS S"~\, 2000, BCLR: 1211, CC).

.\ccording to The Centre for HI\'/AIDS Networking (2002) a compam' cannot submit its

employees to an HIV/ .\ids test because of the prohibition contained in the Employment

Equity .\ct, uuless such a test is determined to be justifiable by the Labour Court. What is

therefore required is an application to the Labour Court explaining "'hy the compam

needs to rest, and permission must be conferred in a court order before testing can rake

place.

The case mentioned according to \\rnteside and Sunter (2000: 167) is not the last word on

the issue of HI\'-positiYe job applicants. Emting and new labour legislation provides the

legal framework within which worhl'laces should operate in respecr of HI\'/ .\ids.
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Whiteside and Sunter (2000) echo that organizations should be reviewing their workplace

policies, employment practices, protocols and employment conditions to check for

compliance with the legislation.

What has been done by companies?

The world of commerce and industry is a behemoth which is often slow to change

direction, but once it moves, it is virtually unstoppable. That is good news for South

Africa, because business has finally woken up to the seriousness of the HIV pandemic and

is taking steps to manage it (2002: http://www.hivan.org/za/amemp.asp?id=7S0).

Companies are ensuring that they adapt to incorporate strategies into their workplace to

assist in curbing the spread of HIVI Aids.

MANAGEMENT OF HIVI AIDS IN THE WORKPLACE

.\ccording to Awrt (200Sd: http://,,,·ww.a\-ert.org) the effective management of

HIVI Aids in the workplace requires an integrated strategy that includes, among others, the

following elements.

•
•

•

An understanding and assessment of the impact of HIVI Aids on the workplace;

Long and short-term measures to deal with and reduce this impact, including:

(a) an HIVIAids policy for the workplace, and

(b) HIVIAids programmes, which would incorporate the follmving;

On-going sustained prevention of the spread of HIV among employees and their

commumnes;

management of employees with HIV, so that they are able to work

producrively for as long as possible; and

strategies to deal with the direct and indirect costs of HIVI .\ids in the

worh.-place.

Companies are also committed to non-discrimination on the basis of an employee's

HI\-IAids stams. Ewrv emplm-ee has a right to princv. Companies are taking a stand in

ensuring that information telating to an emplm-ee's counselling, care, ueatmem and receipt

of benefits is kept strictly confidential. To enable emplm-ees to benefit from the
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company's social and medical programmes, companies encourage voluntary disclosure by

an HIV-positive employee. Companies support voluntary testing and, therefore, will not, at

any point, require new or existing employees to be screened or tested for HIV. Some

compames believe ill the principle of reasonable accommodation (2005d:

http://www.avert.org).

Therefore, employees with HIV! Aids are free to continue with their work responsibilities

until such rime as they are considered medicallv incapable of performing the inherent

requirements of their job. They will encourage behavioural change and seek to minimize

the implications of HIV!Aids through comprehensive, proactive HIV!Aids workplace

education and awareness programmes. Thev also identifv communin· outreach. .

opportunities that can be offered on a voluntary basis to employees with full company

support. They also establish and foster partnerships and linkages with gO\-ernments and

non-governmental organisations for the implementation of their HIV! Aids programmes.

HIV/ Aids dramatically affects labour, setting back economic activity and social progress.

AIDS weakens economic activity by squeezing productivity, adding costs, diverting

productive resources and depleting skills. The repeated call for business to lead the way in

combating the pandemic result, in part, from the void created by government on the issue,

but is also as a result of the resources available and the expertise required to make a

significant impact in the private sector. The private sector is motivated by a number of

factors, not least the need to assess the impact of HI\-/ "-\ids on workplace productivity

and recognition of their responsibility toward workers. In particular, thev han a moral

obligation where workplace practices ha,-e amplified the spread of the disease - such as in

the mining industry which is characterised by migrant labour and single sex hostels, and in

the road transport industry, where long-haul drivers face nights away from home in HIV

prevalent environments (2005d: http:! ;"";ww.anrt.org).

CONCLUSION

Wbat was once thought of as a disease that only impacted stigmatized sectors of socien- is

now "-idely seen as a global ctisis-a battle that the world is losing.
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This chapter has aimed at exploring how the corporate sector has handled the issue of

HIVIAids. The chapter also looked at whether corporations were influenced by global

ideas and perspectives as opposed to national norms. Hence the preceding chapters

informed that South African corporations are not solely influenced by national trends but

by global frameworks and perceptions as well

Companies with aggressIve HIVIAids strategies enJoy a surge ill employee morale.

Therefore effective management of HIVI Aids in the workplace requires effective

strategies that will ensure that there are both long and short term measures in place that

will reduce the impact of the virus on employees. Education is a key component of many

progranrmes. The chapter has revealed that most corporations have co-ordinators or

clinics that deal specifically with the pandemic. They have internal HIVIAids committees

consisting of employees from various departments in the organization, Ulllon

representatives and management to monitor implementation of activities.

Mears, in the Sabcoha survey (2005: 51), states that, with approximately five million South

Africans infected with HIV, South Africa faces one of the most severe HIVIAids

pandemics. l'nfortunately it appears as though a number of companies are not yet fully

confronting the risks that HIVIAids creates for business. Due to ignorance, myth, and

misinformation, many companies have followed unsustainable HIVI Aids programmes,

delivering little in the way of value. However, those that have based their strategies on

best practice, informed by current information, have achieved remarkable results.

This chapter examined the national and global impact of HIVI Aids on the business sector.

The next chapter will give attention to the communication model for Corporate Social

Investment and HIVIAids in South Africa.
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Chapter 5

COl\ThfUNICATION MODEL FOR COPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT AND
HN/AIDS IN SOUTH AFRICA

INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on an investigation of the communication strategies/policies used for

HN/ Aids awareness programmes in South African organioations. The chapter also

focuses on how finns in the private sector respond to HN/ Aids through various measures.

In doing so, it tries to examine the existent communication campaigns employed bv

corporations to educate employees on HN/ Aids.

The HN/ Aids pandemic is now a global crisis, and constitutes one of the most alarming

challenges to development and social progress. South Africa has one of the fastest

growing HN infection rates in the world. The 22 percent infection rate-based on antenatal

clinic surveys in April of 1999-represents a jump of more than half over the 14 percent

estimate from late 1997. Infection levels are even higher in smaller, neighbouring

countries, but South Africa, ,vith its total population of 43 million, is the first large nation

where the disease has spun out of control Most South African corporations are preparing

their employees for education and training in the related HN/ Aids area. Corporate South

Africa has accepted HIV/ Aids as a critical part of the management agenda and is ensuring

that they take ethical initiatives to ensure that the company's reputation is not damaged

and that employees are taken care of Chm>:i/www.worldwatch.org/node/16S").

South African corporations ha"e already developed policies to deal "cith the pandemic.

These policies aim not only to manage employees who are infected and affected but to

prevent further infections of HI\'. It is therefore important to discuss how l\[ersham's

(1992b) Communication Model assists in interpreting Corporate Social Investment and

HIV/Aids in South Africa and the communication strategies/policies used for HIV/Aids

awareness programmes in South Africa.
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COMMUNICATION MODEL FOR COPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT
AND HIV/ AIDS IN SOUTH AFRICA

To conceptualise this study, the theoretical approach employs the communication model

for development proposed by Mersham et aL (1995). Mersham (1992b) argues for

communication equality between communicator and recipient in his graphic

communication model for development and public relations. The model allows for a

heuristic approach to evaluating the different components of the communication process,

with specific reference to the socio-cultural circumstances of communicators and

recipients in the broader context of South African society (t,lersham, 1995). Figure 19

illustrates Mersham's (1992b) communication model for development.

Th ~ bro~der :tdtuul, sociatal ilIId intenaliOll3I Context

Source: Mersham (1992b)

Figure 19: A graphic communication model for development

The communication model analyses the message components in the triptych, dra"mg

attention to the codes and symbols of content as a yiral area in the process of

understanding. All of these factors have particular relevance in contemporary South Africa

where HI\'/"\ids is concerned. The form of messages has taken on a different format and

communities are now accepting explicit messages as opposed to the past subde messaging

system e.g. (Billboards, and Posters).
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South Africans are now accepting a more direct approach of communication, which has

changed from sensitive and subtle to hard, cold and direct messages (Mersham et aL 1995).

The model draws attention to the importance of the way in which the communicator

manifests his or her ideas, and its importance to the success of the communication process.

The central position in the communication triptych is the message. In order to transfer

thoughts, information, feelings and attitudes Mersham et aL (1995), argue that one needs to

consciously ensure that the form in which these ideas are manifested is 'decodable' by the

partners in the communication process. The model further suggests that one should

consciously monitor the interpretations attached to messages by the partners in the

communication process. The audience is now able to engage themselves in this instance.

The message is clear and not ambiguous. In terms of this study, Mersham's model can be

seen in practice, in that employees engage with the issue at hand and ask pertinent

questions which tend to affect their immediate lifestyle. In relation to ]\Iersham's model,

the message now becomes the medium. In other words, just having a personality relate

his/her experience makes all the difference to understanding the problems associated with

HIV/ Aids. Employees are also able to encode and decode the message. For example, on

Wotld Aids Day (1 December); in South Africa fellow employees who have lost the fight

to HIV/Aids are remembered by candle lighting ceremonies in their memory.

The medium may be thought of as a message receptacle or that which provides the

platform for the signs, symbols and codes of meaning to be cam·eyed. Mersham adds that

each medium has its own set of encoding possibilities and structures bv drawing on

McLuhan and Fiore's (1967) observations that 'the medium is the message'. The

communicator must have skills in encoding messages in the mother tongue of the

communication partners and skills in the technology and techniques of the medium in

question e.g. billboards, pampWets and brochures in the different languages attract people

to the message. The model implies that all partners must have the skills in decoding the

mediated message. The message should ideally be suitable for the different language

groups in that these groups should have the capacity to decode and interpret the message.

.\ good example of this is that of Liberrv Life (ww,,-.libem-life.ca.za), a South _\frican

insurance company that has a well·established set of communications media in different
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languages which include an internal staff magazine, electronic communications, videos and

posters, and a comprehensive HIVIAids inttanet site, including use of industrial theatre

and workshops as a method of constantly reinforcing the educational messages around

HIV/Aids.

Corporate South Africa, for example Coca-Cola (www.cocacola.co.za) runs HIVI "\ids

related programmes that confront ignorance by providing facts, reducing prejudice

through demonstration of positive arritudes, and fighting discrimination through the use of

affirmative role models and practices. The ultimate obje;:tive is to reduce stigma,

discrimination and prejudice against people living with and affected by HI\'IAids. Such

campaigns are now expected to help encourage people to use Voluntan- Counselling and

Testing (VCT) services, and make considerable progress in creating a supporting

environment for effective implementation of other HIV prevention, care and treaonent

programmes. Billboards, radio spors and other material ranging from calendars, stickers,

posters and flyers, are used to get the message across. Companies are proud to be part of

innovatiye behaviour change and communication programmes to reduce the incidence of

new infections and further promote stigma reduction.

In implementing these programmes and campaJgrls, the skills of the communicator

become of great significance. The communicator (in most cases a trained public relations

practitioner or corporate social investnlent practitioner), normally has the skills to encode

messages. Ho~~ever, in this instance the conununicator must also haye a clear

understanding of the various audiences that helshe is communicating HIVI "\ids messages

to. Parker et af. (2000) identify the following factors which are important for the

communicator to have a clear understanding of all aspects of the communication process,

including signs and symbols and that could assist in contributing to sound communication

strategies.

•

•

Language - different languages thJit are spoken (i.e. home, second language etc) .

South Africa has 11 official languages which the communicator should be aware of.

Socio-cultural factors - what are the levels of knowledge and awareness of

HIVI"\ids? What is the internal and external awareness about mYths, beliefs, and

needs? Wno are communirr leaders, and how does the virus affect genderO
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•

•

Population - who are the targeted population? What is the size of this external

population and where are they geographically situated? What is the size of the

internal population?

Economic indicators - what are the living conditions of employees and the local

communities?

• Health infrastructure - How many clinics or health facilities are there in the

communities? What drugs are available for employees? What resources are made

available for employees?

• Communication - what mediums are available for the distribution of information,

e.g. communication to the affluent communities would be done through the print

and electronic media, whereas to the rural communities folk media or direct

communication would be used.

• Internal Policies - what policies are in place? Are there guidelines to treat infected

and affected staff?

Mersham's graphic communication model for development provides a basis for evaluation

of the corporate social investment opportunities and HIV/Aids strategies/policies of the

sample and the various questions have been answered in this chapter.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Who are stakeholders involved in this process?

How important is government in this process?

What are the messages direcdy linked to programmes that exist?

\i;1hat media exists?

How much is done face to face'

Coding and de-coding - how does it take place?

Coding in a particular form?

Does the public interpret the message in a particular way?

Many corporations have co-ordinators or clinics that deal specifically ,,-ith the pandemic.

They have internal HIV/ Aids committees consisting of emploYees from various

departments in the organization, union representatives and management to monitor

implementation of activities. The model has different components of the communication

process and these are discussed in the CSI context and include the following:
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Analysis of the Communicator

The conununicator in this instance in most companies is almost always the Corporate

Social Investment Manager, the Public Relations Manager, Marketing Manager,

Foundation or Trust Manager. It is the duty of these individuals to have a sound

knowledge of the social, economic and political aspects that affect the company's day to

day existence. Therefore environmental scanning is of vital importance to all managers

involved with CSI. The conununicator also has to have a sound knowledge and

understanding of the employees and the conununity with whom helshe conununicates.

The following would assist in contributing to the conununication with the various groups

(parker et aL 2000).

• Language

The conununicator would have to identify and be able to understand the different

1anguages that are spoken, (i.e. home, second language etc) within the organisation

and in the conununities.

• Socio-cultural factors

The conununicator would have to have a knowledge and awareness of the different

levels of HIVI},ids infection; also understand the internal and external awareness

about myths, beliefs, and needs; know who the community leaders are, and how

the virus affects gender and other pertinent issues contributing to the internal and

external environment.

• Population

Be aware of the targeted population. What is the size of the external population

and where are they geographically situated? \X'hat is the size of the internal

population and what are the needs of the emplo,ees?

• Economic indicators

Be aware of the living conditions of employees and the local communities?

• Health infrastructure

Have a clear understanding of the health infrastructure in the community. How

many clinics or health facilities are there in the communities- What drugs are

available for employees, what resources are made a,ailable for emploYees and their

families?
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• Communication

Understand the mediums that are availible for the distribution of information, e.g.

radio, intemet/intranet, multimedia approach, pamphlets, talks/trainings sessions,

etc.

• Internal Policies

Have a clear understanding of the policies that are in place. Are there guidelines to

treat infected and affected staff? Ensure that all employees are aware of such

policies.

Analysis of recipients

• Who are the recipients?

Internal stakeholders are easier to co=unicate with. They include all internal

employees who understand and can communicate effectively and efficiently,

including shop stewards and drivers, etc.

External stakeholders are more difficult to co=unicate with especially the

community members. Normally, they are communicated with Vla commurut\

heads, and community centres/clinics that deal with the virus ete.

Analysis of the Message(s) and the signs and symbols of the coding process

• Messages need to be carefully thought out and meaningful to targeted audiences in

the context of theic own daily lives. An account must be taken of what the target

audience understands about HIV/ Aids issues;

• Input from health experts must be addressed. W'hat do the e"l'erts believe the

target audience should know? Thev can help to identify key issues and can ensure

that messages are accurate;

•

•

The message must be kept appropriate to the medium, so as to ensure that the

messages are conve,-ed effectivelv through the medium. E.g. detailed information

is not good on a pamphlet but would read better in a poliCY document;

"'fessages should be kept short and sicnple and avoid technical language.
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Interaction between participants

An open door policy exists for internal and external stakeholders. Those infected and

affected employees need to feel that they can communicate freely with management.

Companies work with communities to contribute to social infrastructure. They

communicate with, and engage employees, communities, contractors, business partners,

suppliers, customers and visitors to build relationships based on honesty, trust and

involvement and to share responsibility for meeting the requirements of in-house policies

(parker et aL 2000).

Media used in the process

Media used should be suitable to all internal and external stakeholders. Communication to

the communities needs to be simple and direct, e.g. a wide range of conventional media is

used, i.e. bill boards, posters and pamphlets, radio, television, drama, folk media and

educators seem to be the easier method of promoting general knowledge and awareness to

communities (parker et aL 2000).

Interpretation and expression of messages

The form in which these messages are commuuicated to the recipients needs to be easilv

decoded; therefore messages must be e''l)ressed in a manner that is easily accepted by the

recipient. Mersham (1992b) argues that signs and symbols are devoid of meauing in

themselves. They can mean something to somebody only if the source gives them a

specific meaning and if the recipient sees a specific meauing in them. The meaning of a

sign depends not only on personal interpretation, but also on collective agreement that

may vary across space, time and culture. He further believes that the recipient's active

participation in the communication process must be encouraged and recognized. LDgoS

and symbols offer a way to create unity between a wide range of communication messages,

allowing the target audience to build up interpretations and meauings over time (parker et

aL 2000)..\ good example of this is the red ribbon that svmbolizes the international

struggle against HI\'/Aids. In South _\frica the red ribbon is made from nrious materials.

The one that stands out is the red and white beaded ribbon. The beads denote a South

African passion for the struggle against HI\'/Aids. Because South Africa has a multitude
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of cultures, it is also important for the communicator to have an understanding of the

diverse audiences that he/she has to deal with. The development communication scientist

(and public relations practitioners involved in community and social investment

programmes) should therefore first prompt the community to initiate the messages about

their development needs. The Public Relations Practitioner or CSI Practitioner is seen as

the development communication scientist in this study, as it is this individual who scans

the environment and actively monitors the internal and external community for

messages/information related to HN/Aids.

Environmental scanning is the process through which organizations maintain awareness of

the opportunities and threats presented by the surroundings both macro and micro within

which they operate. For information that is obtained through an environmental scan to be

truly valuable, leaders within the organization must use the data that are collected to

modify as appropriate organizational objectives or strategies. The ability to demonstrate

organizational agility in response to environmental information is essential; the willingness

to act upon that information is perhaps even more important (!:!t:t:p:llw'W"W.quepublishing.

com/articles/article.asp?p=437081&seqNum=4&r1=1.

Some organizations conduct environmental scans on an ad hoc basis, often in response to

crises or other une"l'ected events. Other organizations plan to conduct environmental

scans on a more regular basis. Still other organizations choose to conduct scanning on a

continuous basis, always collecting, processing, and analyzing data.

The following are some of the external trends that the PRP and CSI coordinator should

keep an eye on in the interest of their corporation.

Organizations need to moniror trends of a wide and varying nature, including, but in no

way limired to:

• Economic trends

• Competitive trends

• Political trends

• Global trends

• Business trends

• Indusrr;' trends
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•
•
•

Employment trends

Technological trends

Demographic trends

(htW:1 Iwww.quepublisbing.com/articles/article.asp?p=437081&seqNum=4&rl=1)

Mersham's (1992b) graphic communication model also points to the importance of taking

into account the broader societal circumstances in which the communication interaction

takes place. In Mersham's (1992b) model these aspects are graphically illustrated by the

spheres which surround both communicator and recipient, and the box around the

triptych of the communicator, message and the recipient to represent the broad cultural,

societal and international context. He further argues that the consideration of what

constitutes "South African society' is important for the communication process. Appeals

to national identity, patriotism, reconciliation and reconstruction, key terms in

contemporary South African discourse, have a great effect on the likely success of the

interchange of ideas through the communication process. He believes that the

international context is just as important. In South Africa for example, HIV/ Aids has

become visible and real in the minds of various people. Most interventions have been

promoted and publicised to awaken the notion that HIVIAids is real. The fact that

condoms have been made readily available at clinics, businesses, airports and shopping

centers and having HIV/ },ids constandy referred to in the mass media, shows that the

disease has been brought into the foreground of people's awareness (Mersham 1992b).

According to Ellis and Tenvin, (2004) the current pre,-alence of the virus in South "\frica

proves to be a major challenge to the ability of corporations and the government to deal

with this situation. Although no reliable data of HI\' infection per sector or per skills

category is available, it is believed HI\' prevalence is significandy higher among semi· and

unskilled workers than among highly skilled and white·collar workers. Howe,-er, it is

becoming apparent that the mining, transport, building, construction and manufacturing

sectors could be vulnerable to the HI\'/.\ids pandemic. .\n example of the above is the

case of Harmony, one of South Africa's largest gold mining companies. Harmonv

estimates that 33.9% of its laboUt force is currendv infected ,vith HI\' and that HI\'I.\ids

telated costS could cost their compam- between 2 to 5 CS dollars per ounce of gold
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produced. The company implemented Highly Active Anti-Retroviral Therapy (HAAR1)

for their employees on 15 September 2003.

Harmony originally estimated that HAART would cost them approximately R1000 per

mineworker per month. According to Harmony, their HIV/Aids related costs for the

2003/2004 financial year amounted to R7.6 million (Harmony Annual Sustainability

Report, 2004). Like Harmony's HIV/Aids programme HAART, there are many other

corporations in South Africa, who subscribe to the same means of ensuring that their

employees are kept regu1arly informed, educated and up to date on HIV/ Aids related

issues (Ellis and Terwin, 2004).

A percentage of South African companies are actively involved in HI\'/ Aids prevention

and awareness programmes using frequendy used media. Some companies engage in

behaviour change communication through the ,"arious projects that take cognizance of

compassion, tolerance, and sensitivitv. Such programmes confront ignorance bl' providing

facts, reducing prejudice through demonstration of positin attitudes, and fighting

discrimination through the use of affirmative role models and practices. The ultimate

objective is to reduce stigma, discrimination and prejudice against people living with and

affected bv HIV/ "\ids. Such programmes are expected to help encourage people to use

voluntary counselling and testing (VCT) sen-ices, and to make considerable progress in

creating a supporting em-ironment for effecti,-e implementation of other HIV preyention,

care and treatment programmes (parker et al. 2(00).

Programmes include a range of methods that are used to communicate the message to the

,arious audiences internaIh- and externallv. Billboards, radio spots and other material

ranging from calendars, stickers, posters and flvers, are used to get the message across to

,-arious audiences. An integrated communication strategy/policy has to consider the range

of media options anilabIe, including approaches that involve small media options. SmaII

media include:

•

•
•

Ptint media, i.e., stickers, posters, leaflets, booklets, etc;

_-\udio media, i.e., audio tapes and CDs;

.-\udio-visuaI media such as ,-ideos and slide shows;
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•

•

Visual media such as photographs, displays, murals, slides and signs; and

Utility items, such as caps, t-shirts, peaks, badges, pens, pencils and key-rings.

Prevention strategies employed by corporations include:

•

•

•

Use of conventional media (IV, radio, print and outdoor media);

Popular media (theatre, drama, posters, leaflets and booklets) are utilized to

promote general knowledge and awareness;

Promotion of condoms and distribution of free condoms through in-house clinics,

community clinics, hospitals and commercial networks; and

Education and awareness of Sills (parker et aL 2000).

In most companies the public relations practitioner or corporate social investment co

ordinator are the communication champions. They facilitate the communication of

messages between the stakeholders and the organization. In this case the public relations

practitioner or the corporate social investment co-ordinator will monitor the

communication process between the employees within the organization and the external

stakeholders regarding the HIV; Aids scenario.

SOCIO-CULTURAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF COMMUNICATORS AND
RECIPIENTS IN THE BROADER CONTEXT OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN
SOCIETY.

According to statistics from the Acruatial Society of South Africa (ASSA), estimates

suggesr that + 18% of adults between the ages of 20 and 64 are currently infecred with

HIV. For the total population, the ASSA2002 model estimates that rougWy 10.8% or 4.93

million South Africans will be HIV positiye in the calendar year srarting1 July 2004. Just

oyer bill a million of South Africans are estimated to be sick with "\ids and by 2010,

despite interrentions and treatments, the study estimates that nealy 3.5 million South

Africans will haye died of HIV; "\ids related causes (Statistics SA, 2004)

Howeyer, Ferreira, (2003: 60), asks "does simply telling people about HI\';"\ids through

posters, pampWets, yideos and other media get people to actually change their behaYiour"?

His answer is, "we must begin to realize that education does not take place within a
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vacuum, that there are social, political, and cultural barriers that influence the ability of any

particular sub-group of people to assimilate the messages being communicated.

As long as these barriers remain underplayed, the efficacy of HN prevention education

programmes will remain disappointing". Lack of understanding of cultural determinants

by the communicator, plays a huge role in the respondent not understanding the concept

of HIV prevention and care. Many corporations make use of peer education programmes,

which is very useful when one rakes into consideration the sociaI, political and cultural

barriers. Making use of a peer educator ensures trust, influence, support and

understanding and any information is readily accepted by the respondent.

This study has revealed, and it will be discussed at length in Chapter Eight, that some large

corporations have implemented effective workplace policies and are ensuring that their

employees are given the best in tenns of education and medical assistance to help curb the

spread of the virus. However this is not the same in the case of the smaller companies.

Only 17% of smaller companies have implemented HIV/ Aids policies. This shows that

smaller companies still lack a strategic response to the pandemic (Ellis and Terwin,

2004:25).

The preceding section discussed the model and its significance to the South .\frican

situation. The researcher believes that it is also important to discuss the significance of the

model to the international context.

THE POSITION OF HIV/ AIDS IN AFRICA

Sub-Saharan African business leaders are far more concerned about the threat of

HIV/ Aids to their businesses than their counterparts in other parts of the world. Kenya,

Tanzania and C ganda have been struggling \vith the problem of HIY/.\ids for at least two

decades. The table below presents the HIV prevalence rates for these countries. It is

evident that Tanzania has the highest prevalence rate and absolute number of HIV positive

persons, followed by Kenya, and Cganda. .\11 three countries ha,·e mounted public

campaigns to fight AIDS; these campaigns ha,·e increasingly been supplemented bv pri,·are

sector efforts (UN.\IDS, 2004).
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Kenya Tanzania Uganda

Adult (15-49) HIV prevalence rate 6.7 8.8 4.1

Adults and children (0-49) living with 1.2 1.6 0.53

HIV/ AIDS (millions)

Adults (Ages 15-49) living with 1.1 1.5 0.45

HIV/ AIDS (millions)

Source: (UNAIDS 2004: Center for HIV Infonnation, University of California)

Table 3: HIV Prevalence in East Africa

According to Weforum Qrttp:// ,vww.weforum.org/site/homepublic.nsfl

Contentl Global+Health+Initiative) a study in 2004 used a different approach to

understanding the impact of HIV on the private sector. It focused on examining manager

and worker perceptions on HIVI Aids, and how firms in the private sector responded to

HIVIAids through various measures. However, the study acknowledges that while there is

a large literature on the problem of HIVIAids in Africa, there is relatively little rigorous

analysis of private sector activity. A global survev in 2003 revealed that the private sector is

not doing enough about AIDS.

In surntrulrizing the findings of their paper, Bloom et al. (2004) argue that firms have taken

little action regarding HIY in Africa. They write that the largest discrepancy between finn

perceptions and actual data is to be found in Africa, where 45 percent of finns report less

than 1 percent prevalence, despite data from UN"-\IDS that shows only 10 percent of

respondent firms in Africa are located in low-pre,-alence countries. They argue that as of

2003-04, the response to AIDS bv the private sector has been piecemeal ,vith only a few

firms having HI\'I Aids policies; the response is limited even where firms are quite

concerned about HIY. This response is even more sanguine, they argue, in countries which

are relatively well-gm·erned. In these cases, businesses seem to rely more on the public

sector to deal with the problem.
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In Rosen's analysis of Nigeria, she also argues that managers are doing little about AIDS

(Rosen, 2001). Survey data used in this paper in 2001 showed that AIDS was not yet a big

problem in the Nigerian workplace and most managers have had little experience dealing

with it. In addition to the high cost of doing business that keeps companies from

addressing HNI Aids, the general health infrastructure is weak, and lack of clean water is a

real concern in many parts of sub-Saharan Africa (Bloo1ll, 2004; Taylor et aL 2004).

According to Rockey (2003:217), from a South African point ofview government has been

criticized for its stance on the HIVI Aids front. It was thought that business would take

the lead in this approach however, a study by the University ofWitwaterstrand's Centre for

Health policy in 2003 found that South African businesses are failing to prepare for its

impact. Some of the large corporations have very impressive programmes in place and

have gone as far as to offer ART drugs to employees (and in some cases their families).

Most other corporations only have an awareness and education policy in place.

An interview with Zackie Achtnat, TAC Chairperson, Samie (2004) uncovered the

government's role in HNI Aids interventions. In South Africa it is estimated that

approximately 600 people die of Aids-telated illnesses each day, while it is estimated that a

further 1500 to 1600 people are infected with the HN-virus. The first objecti\-e of the

TAC is to get crucial, and affordable, medicines out to these people; the reality is that the

longer they wait, the more people will succumb to the disease. The second objective is to

prevent and eliminate new HIV infections. The third objective is to take to task the

pharmaceutical companies that are made wealthy by the chronic absence of HN generic

drug manufacturing in the country, so that the quality of healthcare for all can be improved.

Finance Minister Tre\-or Manuel has allocated R2.1 billion to HIVIAids m-er the next

three years. Achmat believes that the budget is adequate; howewr he declares that the

implementation is problematic. He further adds that the provision between the public and

private sector is problematic and needs tackling". Aids, he savs, "gives us the perfect

opportunity to do just that". He adds that in the public health sector, resources are m-er

stretched, over-burdened and under-funded. "There is a lack of funds and political

leadership, and a failure to deal with excessiw pricing in the private sector" (Samie, 2004)
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According to Samie (2004) comments such as these and the high prevalence of RN/Aids

put a strain on President i'vIbeki and pose major challenges for government.

Much of the reporting on HIV/ Aids in South Africa has centred on the fact that President

i'vIbeki has in the past questioned the link between HIV and Aids. However, the

government has massively increased the budget for its HIV/ Aids and Sexually Transmitted

Infections Strategic Plan for 2000-2005, a five year plan in line with international trends in

fighting the disease that has been lauded as among the best strategies in the world. The

plan has four priority areas:

•
•
•
•

Prevenriog further HIV infections;

Providing treatment, care and support for those infected and affected by HIV;

Researching an AIDS vaccine;

Asserting the human and legal rights of all affected by the disease.

The amount of R350 million budgeted for spending by the Department of Health, Social

Development and Education for the 2001/2 financial year was increased to R1.8 billion for

2004/2005. In January 2000 a partnership Against HIV/ Aids was formalized by the

formation of the South African National Aids council Given that there is no cure for

HIV/Aids, the government's strategy focuses on prevention by promoting public

awareness and delivering life skills and HIV/ Aids education. The manv Aids awareness

campaigns run by government and NGO partners such as LoveLfe and Soul City are now

bearing fruit. There is now a high level of awareness among youth on HI"/ Aids, which is

around 90% (bm>:/ /W\Vw.southafrica.info/essinfo/saglance/health/aids.htm).

Awareness of HI"/Aids in the workplace has called for business to ensure that integrated

communication strategy/policies exisr. According to the Department of Labour, No. R.

1298, 1 December 2000, all companies must adhere to the Code of good practice on kev

aspects of HIV/ Aids and employment.

A WORKPLACE HIV AND AIDS POUCY/ STRATEGY

According to the Department of Labour, No. R. 1298 (2000), even" workplace should

develop an HIV and AIDS policy, in order to ensure that employees affected by HI" and
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AIDS are not unfairly discriminated against in employment policies and practices. This

policy should cov"r: the following.

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

The organisation's position on HN and AIDS;

An outline of the HN and AIDS programme;

Details on employment policies (e.g. position regarding HN testing, employee

benefits, performance management and procedures to be followed to determine

medical incapacity and dismissal);

Express standards of behaviour expected of employers and employees and

appropriate measures to deal with deviations from these standards;

Gtievance procedures in line with item 12 of this Code;

Set out the means of communication within the organisation on HN and AIDS

lssues;

Details of employee assistance available to persons affected by HN and AIDS;

Details of implementation and coordination responsibilities;

Monitoring and evaluation mechanisms

All policies should be developed in consultation \vith key stakeholders within the

workplace including trade unions, employee representatives, occupational health staff and

the human resources department. The policy should reflect the nature and needs of the

particular workplace.

According to the Department of Labour, No. R. 1298 (2000), policy development and

implementation is a dynamic process, so the workplace policy should be:

• communicated to all concerned;

• routinely reviewed in light of epidemiological and scientific information; and

• monitored for its successful implementation and evaluated for its effectiveness.

DEVELOPING WORKPLACE HIV AND AIDS PROGRAMMES

The Department of Labour, No. R. 1298 (2000) recommends that everv workplace should

work towards developing and implementing a wor1.l'lace HIY and AIDS programme

aimed at preventing new infections, providing care and suPPOrt for emplovees who are
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infected or affected, and managing the impact of the pandemic in the organisation. The

nature and extent of a workplace programme should be guided by the needs and capacity

of each individual workplace. However, it is recommended that every workplace

programme should attempt to address the following in cooperation with the sectoraI, local,

provincial and national initiatives (htt;p:llwww.healthinsite.net/healthl

healthProfile.dlllCareArticle).

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

Hold regular HIV and AIDS awareness programmes;

Encourage voluntary testing;

Conduct education and training on HN and AIDS;

Promote condom distribution and use;

Encourage health seeking behaviour for STIs;

Enforce the use of universal infection control measures;

Create an environment that is conducive to openness, disclosure and acceptance

among all staff;

Endeavour to establish a wellness programme for employees affected by HIV and

"-\IDS;

Provide access to counselling and other forms of social support for people affecred

by HIV and AIDS;

Maximise the performance of affected employees through reasonable

accommodation, such as investigations into alternative sick leave allocation;

Develop strategies to address direct and indirect costs associated ",ith HIV and

AIDS in the workplace,

Regularly monitor, evaluate and review the programme.

Employers should rake all reasonable steps to assisr employees ",ith referrals to

approprulre health, welfare and psycho-social facilities ",ithin the community, if such

selTIces are not provided at the workplace (htt;p:/ Iwww.healthinsite.net/health/

healthProfile.dll/eCareArticle).

CONCLUSION

The results reported in this chapter help one understand the difficulties faced b,· the

private sector when dealing ",ith the problem of HI\·/ .-\ids.
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They may also help us undersumd wMt we can realistically expect the private sector to do

to address the problem of HIV/ Aids.

In relation to Mersbam (1995), the study indicates that the model reveals itself to be

underpinning the campaigns, programmes and strategies implemented by corporate South

Africa. Although this is not done explicidy with the knowledge of the model itself, the

study MS shown so far that the basic principles and practices are applied.

In summary, it is clear that the mining sector and large corporations are leading the way in

responding to HIV/ Aids. However, it is also clear that much more can be done with the

assisumce of gove=ent and other stakeholders. It has become apparent that many

corporations due to ignorance and myth, have not put in place programmes and are not

delivering in this area.

With the increase in HIV infection figures and the clear evidence of the lack of business

support for the fight against the pandemic ir is concerning to note that small companies

and other seerors have had little progress towards developing effective programmes to

combat the pandemic.

In the next chapter the emphasis falls on the empirical perspectives of the stud;-. Chapter

Si" will discusses the research design and methodologr used in this stud;- and will explain

how the respondent sample was drawn. It includes a detailed discussion of the collection

of the primary data for the empirical stud;-. The chapter will also aim to discuss the

reliability and validit;- of this stud, and the importance thereof.
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Chapter 6

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY RELATED TO THE STUDY UNDER
INVESTIGATION

INTRODUCTION

This chapter provides an insight into the methodological techniques and methods used

during this study. VariOllS aspects relating to the specific research methods are

investigated to determine whether the techniques would be adequate and sufficient within

the broad framework of this research study. TIlls chapter also provides a better

understanding of what the empirical part of this study entails.

The empirical investigation focuses on the role of business in supporting HIV/ Aids

programmes in the South Africa. The study has therefore surveyed the extent to which

organizations have implemented HIV/ "-\ids programmes into their corporate social

investment programmes.

The literature review identified concrete strategies and plans of action available for the

effective management of HIV/ Aids in the workplace and placed emphasis on

governmental legislation and the input of other role players, which is critical for a

transparent, political, economic and just social order in South Africa.

Aspects and concepts such as methods of data collection, sample frame, sample size, and

validity and reliability of the research study, ",-ill be discussed. Attention ",-ill also be give to

questionnaire design, evaluation of results, analysis and data processing.

The term "methodolog>" requites clarification. Wellman and Kruger (2000: 2) define it as

follows: "The application of various methods, techniques and principles in order to create

scientifically obtained knowledge bv means of objectiw methods and procedures within a

particular discipline". This leads us to the question of, what research design (methods used

to collect, analyse and interpret data) is the mosr appropriate to im-estigate communication?
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RESEARCH PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES

The problem or question is the axis around which the whole research effort revolves. The

statement of the problem must first be expressed with the utmost precision; it should then

be divided into more manageable sub-problems. Such an approach clarifies the goals and

directions of the entire research effort (Leedyand Ormrod, 2001: 49).

The major problem identified in this smdy is the need for business to become more

actively involved in the tnarulgement of HNIAids in the workplace. In tandem with this

problem, is the need for sufficient structured policies and action programmes to be put in

place. It is also important to determine the level of commitment displayed by the top

management of corporate organizations towards addressing the issue of HNI Aids for the

future.

As in the case of any business related risk, HNI Aids must be proactively managed. In

order to assess and manage the risk effectively, it is essential to have adequate information

regarding both the nature and extent of the risk. The hesitancy of many companies to

invest in comprehensive HIVIAids workplace progranunes may be due to a lack of

reliable data to show the economic impact of the pandemic. Sustainable private sectot

responses to the pandemic ,,-ill only be achieved if senior management is convinced of the

business rationale for action (Ellis and Terwin, 2004: 1).

It is clear that there is a need for business to become more activelv invoked in the

management of HIYI Aids in the workplace. It has recendy become a priority for all

South African business to implement policies and strategies to tnarulge and minimize the

pandemic \vithin the workplace. There is an ever-present need to actually im-estigate this

aspect bv means of applied research in the industry, in order to determine if management

is committed or simply reluctant in respect of the whole issue of HIVI_\ids within the

workplace (Welman and Kruger, 2000: 22).

The purpose of this smd,- is, therefore to investigate and e,aluate whether suirable and

effectiYe strategies and policies ha,e been implemented to manage and minimize the

impact of HIYI"\ids on the workplace.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The central objective of this study is:

To highlight the role of business in supporting HIV/ Aids programmes in the South

African society where evolving, social and economic issues are of significance.

Specific objectives are:

• To establish the scope of the HIV/ Aids pandemic and provide a chronological

outline of growing awareness of the problem in the business sector;

• To describe the development of Corporate Social Responsibility in South Africa

and its specific characteristics in the context of the country's social, political and

economic development;

• To describe how HIV/"\ids programmes initiated by the business sector are

situated in the context of their CSR programmes;

• To examine how CSR has become incorporated into TBL and therefore how

HIV/ "\ids programmes are included in TBL reporting.

THE SAMPliNG PROCEDURE

The sampling procedure entails drawing a representative sample which includes all the

fundamentals of the universe, which can be endless. According to il.Ialhotra (1996 : 359),

"a population or universe is the aggregate of all the elements, sharing some common set of

characteristics, that comprise the universe. The target population is the collection of

elements or objects that process the information sought by the researcher and about which

inferences are to be made. The sampling unit refers to the entity which is the focus of the

A sampling frame is required for the selection of sampling units. Data could be obtained

from membership lists, census lists, telephone directories, maps, and from various

organizations. The sampling frame comprises the complete list of all the units from which

the sample is drawn.
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A question most often asked by most researchers is: How can we determine that the

sample actually represents the population parameters? According to Stacks and Hocking

(1992: 180), three factors influence sample accuracy:

•

•

•

The population parameters;

The size of the sample; and

The standard error of measurement.

A homogeneous population - one that shares several common characteristics (parameters)

will require a smaller sample size than does a heterogeneous population. Depending on

the goal and the objectives of the research, if a population of people represents differences

in socio-economic status, occupation, educational level, language preferences and

geographic disrtibution of dwellings, then a larger sample would have to be drawn to

accommodate these differences. A method that can be used to estimate the accuracy of

the sample is to calculate the standard error. This can be done in different ways, depending

on the type of sample drawn (Du Plooy, 2002: 102).

According to 1\Ialhotra (1996: 359), "a sample is a subgroup of the population selected for

participation in the study. Sample characteristics, called statistics, are then used to make

inferences about the population parameters. The inferences that link sample

characteristics and population parameters are estimation procedures and tests of

hypotheses. The selection of a sample can be atrtibuted to various factors, the most

important being, that it is simply not possible to study every element in the population or

to engage in a difficult exercise to collect data from the entire population". Malhotra (1996:

359), points out that the population parameters cannot be determined preciseh' in a sample

survey since not every element in the target population is included in the research design.

However, the basic premise when choosing a good sample is that it should be

representative of the target population.

The sample size according to .\Ialhotra (1996: 363) is also an important factor and refers to

the number of elements to be included in the studv. Important factors that are considered

in determining the sample size include:
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• The imporumce of the decision;

• The nature of the research;

• The number ofvariables;

• The nature of the analysis;

• Sample sizes used in similar studies;

• Incidence rates;

• Completion rates; and

• Resource constraints.

The most important reqwrement of a good sample is that each unit ill the target

population should have an equal chance of being included in it. When making inferences

about the target population, most researchers use a probability sampling procedure.

Sampling methods can be divided into two broad categories: probability and non

probability sampling.

Non-Probability Sampling

In non-probability sampling, no inference regarding the target population can be made and

the sampling error cannot be estimated. According to Malhotra (1996: 365), non

probability sampling relies on the personal judgment of the researcher rather than on

chance to select sample elements. The researcher can arbitrarilv or consciously decide

what elements to include in the sample. Non-probabilin· samples may yield good estimates

of the population characteristics, but they do not allow for objectin evaluation of the

precision of the sample results. Commonly used non-probability sampling techniques

include com-enience sampling, judgmental sampling, quota sampling, and snowball

sampling.

Probability Sampling

Sampling units are selected by chance. It is possible to pre-specifv every potential sample

of a given size that could be drawn from the population as well as the probabilin- of

selecting each sample. Everv potential sample need not have the same probabilin- of

selection, but it is possible to specifl- the probability of selecting anv particular sample of a

given size 0faIhorra, 1996: 365).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TARGET POPULATION

The target population of the companies for this survey included top companies which

were ranked in the FinancialMail "Special Survey of Top Companies", 2004 (Financial Mail,

2004: 23-32). The list was checked against and compiled from McGregor's: Who OW11S Whom

in South E1frica, 2004.

Criteria for the selection of the sample

The target population comprised 100 top companies which were extracted from the list of

the 'Special Survey of Top Companies' (Financial Mail, 2004: 23-32) and which met the

following criteria for inclusion:

•
•
•

•

Companies whose employee composition was over 500;

Financial performance of companies;

Other factors such as, corporate governance, empowennent, commitment; and

strength of management;

Investability (value buy and tradability).

The list of the special survey supplement of the Financial Mail (2004) included a total of

100 top companies in South Africa which were ranked in order of financial performance.

Tbis list was compared to l\IcGregor's W'ho Own,. W'hom (2004 : 126-571) to determine

which of the top companies were listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, for

inclusion in the target population. The predetermined selection criteria were applied when

the 100 companies were outlined to form the target population.

On the basis of the selection criteria, a composite schedule of the 100 companies verified

by the JSE listing was then typed in numerical sequence. In compiling the typed

composite schedule, each company belonging to the target population was numerically

tabulated, indicating the name of the company, its physical address, the postal code,

telephone number, fa.x number and lastly, the nature of its business activity, depicting the

sector to which it was categorised Therefore, the target population, in the fonn of the

composite schedule of listed companies, also met the following criteria:
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•

•

•

Complete and accurate information was detailed

No duplications were recorded

Only those listed companies which met the selection criteria were included.

GEOGRAPlllC LOCATION OF THE TARGET POPULATION

An analysis of the 100 companies comprising the target population was conducted to

determine the geographic location and spread of the companies. Table 4 depicts the

number of listed companies in each geographic area.

Location Frequency Percentage

Dutban 25 25

Johannesbutg 44 44

Pretoria 5 5

Cape Tuwn 23 23

Port Elizabeth 3 3

TOTAL 100 100%

Table 4: Geographic Location of the Target Population

The choice of the target population was not based on regional effect or selection by sector.

A small number of companies were found in the Pretoria region and consequendy the five

companies ftom the Pretoria region, were then clustered with Johannesbutg..\s a result,

three major geographic areas were identified for the research sun-ey in relation to the

location of the target population. As reflected in Table 4, the major concenrration of the

top companies was located in the Johannesbutg area. A further breakdown of the listed

companies by corporate sector was undertaken (fable 5).
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SECTOR TOTAL %

1 Financial Services 23 23

2 Parastatals 3 3

3 "'fining 10 10

4 Oil 2 2

5 Technology 19 19

6 Pharmaceuticals 1 1

7 Retail 9 9

8 Automotive 8 8

9 Beverages, Hotels and Leisure 5 5

10 Other 4 4

11 Agricultural 1 1

12 Chemical 3 3

13 Forestry 1 1

14 Manufacturing 6 6

15 Medical 2 2

16 Paper 1 1

17 Shipping 1 1

18 Sport 1 1

TOT\L 100 100%

Table 5: Analysis of the Target Population of Companies Per Sector

Sampling Methods

A random sample of 100 listed companies on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange aSE),

which met the selection criteria, "as drawn from the identified target population for the

research study. Onlv those companies ranked as top companies and listed on the JSE were

selected because the," constituted the major corporate organizations in South Africa

employing a large workforce. They were also perceived to be more proacm"e with regard to

their HIV/ Aids policies and strategies.

Companies in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban, comprised the target population of

the top companies in each pro\-llce, with the bulk of the companies concentrated in the
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Johannesburg area. This was considered representative of the scope for the study of major

corporate organizations in South Africa. The location of the companies comprising the

target population was also established to determine the spread of the companies in the

various geographic areas, and to facilitate the task of the field research assistant.

PROCEDURE FOR DRAWING A SAMPLE

Various sampling methods are higWighted, namely, simple random sampling, sttatified

random sampling, cluster sampling, quota sampling, convenience sampling, judgmental

sampling and randomization using numbers from tables. It is contended that the essence

of selecting an unbiased sample which is representative of the population, can best be done

by a computer programme. According to Malhotta (1996: 381), microcomputers and

mainframes can make the sampling design process more effective and efficient than other

methods. These computers may be employed to select the sample needed, using either

non-probability or probability techniques.

According to Leedy and Ormrod (2001: 211), in probability sampling, the researcher can

specifY in advance that each segment of the population will be represented in the sample.

Tbis is the distinguishing characteristic that sets it apart from non-probability sampling.

Generally the components of the sample are chosen from the larger population by a

process known as random selection. Random selection means choosing a sample in such a

way that each member of the population has an equal chance of being selected.

SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE

According to Leedy and Ormrod (2001: 279) many general-purpose spreadsheets can be

used to describe and analyze sets of quantitative data. Several staristical packages exist, e.g.

S_\S, SPSS, SYSTAT, ;\finitab, Statview, Srntistica. The analysis of data is done mainl)' b,

means of reliable staristical techniques and methods aimed at investigating ,-ariables and

their effect, relationships and patterns of intent, ,,-ithin the particular area of study

(Wellman and Kruger, 2000: 201). For the purpose of this study the computer program

using SPSS for Windows version 13, was used to produce outputs respectiyely.
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The target population of 100 companies was listed in a table format for each company.

The assigned numbers were matched to the corresponding computer generated numbers

on the composite schedule and ringed accordingly. This allowed the researcher to acquire

the sample for the survey.

According to Bless and Higson-Smith (1996: 96), an important issue in field surveys is

determining an optimal sampling size which impacts on the research design. While a large

sample may be more representative but very costly, a small sample could be less accurate

but more convenient. They maintain that "the major criterion to use when deciding on

sample size is the extent to which the sample is representative of the population".

For this study the sample SlZe compnsmg 100 comparues (>50%) generated by

computerized random numbers from the target population of 100 is greater than the level

required to be significant. It also allowed for a built-in factor for non-refusal on the part of

some respondents. Reasonable returns were expected and the scientific probability

sampling procedure ensured that accurate statistical inferences could be made.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

According to Du Plooy (2002: 147), in addition to usmg quesuons, scales, self

administered questionnaires and interview schedules, researchers who want to collect

infonnation by means of observations can use different instruments, or even design their

m.vn. Providing infonned consent is obtained from the subjects, hardware (mechanical or

electronic devices) can be used, such as audiotape recorders, stopwatches, infrared

photography and one-way mirrors. Simon and Burstein (1985: 185) state that the choice

from among self-administered mail sun-evs, personal and telephone inten"iews is a

judgmental process.

Sampling Methods

Due to the nature and scope of this particular stud,", it was decided that a questionnaire

would be sent to the ,arious respondents and that personal interviews would be conducted

on a random basis. In this case, conceptuallv random sampling was the most amacti'"e

type of probabilirr sampling used (\Vellman and Kruger, 2000: 52). _\lthough personal

inrerriews can be a ,ery effecti'"e means of gathering infonnation theY are also ,"erv costly.
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The greatest value, however, lies in the depth of infonnation and detail recovered (Cooper

and Schindler, 1998: 291).

Data collection using personal interviews

Personal interviews were used in the data collection method. Qualified research assistants

were to administer the instrument to each selected respondent. According to Shanna (1995:

137), when compared to mail surveys or telephone inrerviews, the personal interview

method enjoys potential advantages as listed below:

•
•
•
•
•
•

It is most accurate;

It generates the most amount of data;

It obtains the highest response rate;

It is the most flexible method;

It provided maximum control over sample tespondents;

There is an optimal questionnaire return rate.

In evaluating the data collection technique used for the survey, Shanna (1995) suggests that

no method can be taken as being the best, although personal interviews enjoy maximum

advantage compared to others. The method therefore selected also depends on the

research project undertaken, the geographic spread of the target population and the length

of the questionnaire.

Interviews selected for the survey design

The personal interviews were used to collect infonnation in this survey. A trained and

qualified research assistant was employed in the Johannesburg and Pretoria region to

administer the questionnaires to the senior CSI!PR managers or the group Human

Resource Manager in each of the selected companies. The research assistant was employed

on the basis of the geographic locations identified. As more than 50% of the companies

were located in the Johannesburg/Pretoria area, the research assistant was employed on a

full-rime basis to administer and collate the questionnaire. The researcher undertook

interviews telephonically and personallY in Durban, Cape Town and Port Elizabeth.
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•

•

Criteria for the selection of the research assistant

The Research Assistilllt was a previous Public Relations Consultilllt who was both qualified

and experienced in the area of research. The cost of the survey was bome by the

researcher, who was funded by the National Research Foundation (NRF). The survey was

controlled by the researcher from its inception. The main criterion for the selection of the

research assistilllt was that she would be:

An expert in the research field;

Familiar with conducting interviews and the administration of pre-coded

quesnonn.atres;

• Bilingual, including the ability to converse in Afrikaans and Zulu;

• In possession of sound communication and inter-personal skills.

The research assistant administered the quesnonnau:es, arranged the meenngs and

collected all the questionnaires. The assistant was from the area and therefore familiar

with the street addresses and locations of the selected companies. The assistant was

constillldy supervised by the researcher for the duration of the sun-ey. It was stressed that

the questionnaire was to be fully completed in every respect and that no question was to be

left unanswered.

Administration of questionnaires

The research assistant was properly trained in setting up appointments and carrying out the

inte",'iew. She was required to telephone the company concemed, ascertain the name of

the senior CSI/PR manager or group human resource manager, personaIIv speak to the

respondents, briefly explain the importance of the sun"ev, and secure the meeting. This

exercise was to be done for each company in the selected sample. A fa.x or email was then

sent, identifving the research assistant by name and confirming a meeting on the scheduled

dav, at a date, time and venue convenient to the respondent. The return fax/ email from

the respondent was then acknowledged by the research assistilllt with a courteous

telephonic call and formal introductions, to confirm the ime",'iew and administration of

the questionnaire.
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Given the respondents' busy work commitments, proper procedures needed to be

followed in order to solicit the support of the respondents and to confirm the meeting. A

great deal of the success of the personal interview and the administration of the

questionnaires was dependent on sound organizational skills and the professional manner

in which the research assistant executed her duties.

Orientation of the Research Assistant

The researcher ensured that the research assistant was properly qualified to administer the

questionnaires. To ensure that the questionnaires would be properly administered to the

selected respondents in a professional manner an in-depth orientation meeting was held to

lay down specific guidelines for conducting the survey.

Although the construction of the questionnaires avoided sensitive questions, it was felt

that if such a situation arose, it would be left to the discrerion of the research assistant to

handle and accordingly report in the findings.

A short summary of the study was given to the research assistant to enhance her

understanding of the nature of the investigation. The orientation meeting ,vith the research

assistant was necessary to ensure effective administration, and to expedite timeous returns.

Although the questionnaire design was not complex, the orientation session with the data

collection co-ordinator was necessary to ensure proper data collection.

Because the personal interview method was used, the researcher envisaged that most

questionnaires would be completed and that possibly all 100 selected respondents

comprising the sample would participate in the survey. The main advantage of personal

contact was that all questionnaire returns would be collated, checked for completeness and

tallied by each field research assistant, ensuring timeous and efficient administration of

returns. This exercise also saved ,-aluable time and facilitated data capturing.

Care was taken over the financial cost, time expended, serring up of meetings, and travel to

the physical location. Although the cost implications were of significance given the limited
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operating budget, the importance of this study, connected with the need for complete and

accurate data collection, outweighed other factors.

QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGN

According to Newsom and Carrell (2001: 82) the questionnaire is a research workhorse.

They further believe that the questionnaire is a sound means of getting information from

people.

The questionnaire was developed to extract information from the sample, and was later

used by the research assistant to collect the primary data from the respondents for the

study.

Parasuraman (1991: 363) defines a questionnaire as a set of questions designed to generate

the data necessary for accomplishing a research project's objectives. Equally important, is

to evaluate the questions being asked. Orna and Stevens (1995: 21) believe that this can be

achieved by asking the following questions:

•

•

•
•
•

•

Are the questions reallv necessary Ul new of the objectives for the particular

research studv?

Will the respondents be willing and able to provide adequate infonnation on the

subject?

Do the questions cover the content area for which it was designed?

Wnat does the research questionnaire seek to find out?

What limits must be set to the breadth and depth of the particular questions asked?

W'hat are the potentially useful wavs in applying the research questiounaire

(methodological options)?

According to Ma!hotra (1996: 319) any questionnaire has three specific objectives:

•

•

Field work procedures such as UlStruCtiOns for selecting, approaching, and

questioning respondents;

Some reward, gift, or payment offered to respondents; and
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• Communication aids, such as maps, pictures, advertisements, and products (as in

personal interviews) and return envelopes.

The above questions and objectives were taken into consideration in the construction and

design of the questionnaire. The initial questionnaire went through several drafts and

finally the questionnaire was designed according to the stated objectives of the study.

Sound criteria were considered in the design of the instnunent. These included relevance

to the study objectives, intellectual level of the respondents, the mechanism used to

administer the instnunent and the application of the various types of statistical techniques

to be employed. The data collection method in turn influences the question wording, the

order or sequeneing of the questions, the fonnat of the responses, the questionnaire layout

and the complexity of the questionnaire irself.

The questionnaire for this survey was designed to include a mix of structured questions,

closed-ended questions and open-ended questions. The questions were phrased to focus

on a specific area in order to generate accurate data which would facilitate statistical

analysis. In using structured questions with structured answers, the respondents were given

various alternatives to choose from. Hence, to achieve this aim the follm,ving type of

questions which according to Loubser (1996: 221) could be useful to any study were used:

•

•

•

•

•

Open ended-questions, which require the respondents to pro\-ide their own

personal opinions and answers to the questions.

Multiple choice questions, which require the respondent to choose an answer or

alternative answer from a list prm-ided within the questionnaire.

Dichotomous questions which are the opposite from multiple choice questions and

which allow the respondent only one or two responses such as ''l''es" or "No".

A standard five-point liken-scale, which is used in most questions in order to

ensure consistency and which is also easy to complete b,' the relevant respondent.

A nominal scale, which is used for questions relating to demographics that can be

completed b, the respondent b,' means of a multiple-choice fonn.

Some of the key elements in a sound questionnaire design are listed bv "'lalhotra (1996:

321).
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•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Specify the infonnation needed;

Specify the type of interviewing method;

Detennine the content of individual questions;

Design the question to overcome the respondent's inability and unwillingness to

answer;

Decide on the question structure;

Detennine the question wording;

Arrange the questions in proper order;

Identify the form and layout;

Reproduce the questionnaire;

Eliminate bugs by pre-testing.

Consideration was given to all the elements, including proper phrasing of the questions to

avoid vagueness and to facilitate with ease the questionnaire administration to achieve

active respondent co-operation.

Validity and Reliability

Neuman (1998: 164) mamtams that reliability and validity are central issues in all

measurement. Both concern ho",~ concrete measures are connected to constructs.

Reliability and validitv ate salient because constructs in social theory are often ambiguous,

diffuse, and not directly obsetyable.

Neuman (1998: 164) further maintains that reliability means dependabilitv or consistency.

Reliability suggests that the same thing is repeated or recurs under the identical or ,-ery

similar conditions. On the other hand Neuman (1998: 165) argues that ,-alidity suggests

truthfulness and refers to the match between a construct, or the way a researcher

conceptualizes the idea in a conceptual definition, and a measure.

According to Leedy and Orrnrod (2001: 98), the validitv of a measurement instrument is

the extent to which the instrument measures what it is supposed to measure. Validity takes

different forms, each of which is impOrtant in different situations:
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• Face validity - is the extent to which, on the surface, an instrument looks like it is

measuring a particular characteristic. Face validity is often useful for ensuring the

cooperation of people who are participating in a research study;

• Content validity - is the extent to which a measurement instrument IS a

representative sample of the content area (domain) being measured. Content

validity is often a consideration when we want to assess people's achievement in

some area;

• Criterion validity - is the extent to which the results of an assessment instrument

correlate with another, presumably related measure (the latter measure is called the

criterion);

• Construct validity - is the extent to which an instrument measures a characteristic

that cannot be directly observed but must instead be inferred from pattems ill

people's behaviour (such a characteristic is called a construct).

Internal versus External validity

Leedy and Orrnrod (2001: 103), ask two basic questions when considering the validity of a

research study. First, does the study have sufficient conrrols to ensure that the conclusions

we draw are truly warranted by the data? And second, can we use what we have observed

in the research situation to make generalizations about the world beyond that specific

situation? The answers to these two questions address the issues of internal validity and

external validity, respectively.

The Internal Validity of a research study is the extent to which its design and the data

that it Yields allow the researcher to draw accurate conclusions about cause-and-effect and

other relationships within the data.

The External validity of a research study is the extent to which its results applY to

situations beyond the study itself - in other words, the exrent to which the conclusions

drawn can be generalized to other contexts.

The questionnaire developed for this study focused on the theoretical scope of the srody

and ensured that the variable items were relevant to the research objecti,-es.
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Description of the construction of the questionnaire

The instrument used for this survey consisted of a pre-coded questionnaire which was

carefully constructed to facilitate maximum response and at the same time, obtain more

detailed information. The corporate organization questionnaire was directed to anyone of

the following senior managers, the Corporate Social Investment Manager, Public Relations

Manager, Marketing or Communications Manager.

The corporate organisation questionnaire

The corporate organization questionnaire for this study comprised the following sections:

• Section A Corporate Social Investment

• Section B HIV/Aids

The questionnaire was structured to obtain the following information for each section:

• SectionA

Data in connection with organizational information, indicating the biographical

profile, its operation of effective CSI strategies, communication of these strategies

to the internal and external publics, media used to serve CSI needs and CSI budget

etc.

•
•

Section B

Data in connection \vith HI\'/Aids policies and practices, indicating methods of

training and communication media used to conrey messages about the virus both

internally and externally, the role of the organization in supporting HI\'/"\ids

within the organization, methods of care and support for emploYees and the

amount budgeted for each compan~-'s HI\'/Aids programme.

The questionnaire comprised 44 structured questions which elicited detailed information

from the tespondents selected for the sut\-ey.

Wnen designing such a questionnaire, attention needs to be giren to wording the items,

and the types of items formulated, including the formatting and pre-coding. The first page

of a self-administered questionnaire must contain an introduction. This normally takes the
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form of an introductory letter that identifies the sponsor, institution or person who is

undertaking the survey, and is aimed at persuading the respondent to fill in and return the

questionnaire by a specified date (Du Plooy, 2002: 172). The introduction letrer was

written by the researcher and outlined the importance of the study, the aim of the survey

and the value of participation. An incentive in the form of m"iling the summary findings of

the survey was included to obtain co-operation and support from the respondent. The

return rate was further reinforced by assuring the confidentiality and anonymity of

respondents. The covering letter was prepared and typed by the researcher and formalized

reflecting the designation of the researcher. It was also counter-signed by the supervisor of

this study, to validate its legitimacy and solicit co-operation from the respondents. This

was deemed necessary to stress the importance of the study and solicit a response for the

study.

The covering letter contained all the instructions necessary. The questions were structured

with the literature review and the research objectives in mind. They were also directed

towards applying the ,-arious descriptive and inferential statistical tests which generate the

quantitative analysis using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS).

PRE-TESTING

According to Malbotra (1996: 341), pre-testing refers to testing the questionnaire on a

small sample of respondents to identify and eliminate potential problems. Even the best

questionnaire can be improved by pre-testing. All aspects of the questionnaire should be

tested, including question content, wording, sequence, form and layout. The respondents

in the pre-test should be similar to those who will be included in the actual surver in terms

of background characteristics, fam:iliar:ity with the topic, and attitudes and beha,;ours of

mterest.

Pre-tests are best done by personal interviews, even :if the actual sut\-ev is to be conducted

bv mail or telephone, because interviewers can observe respondents' reactions and

attitudes.

The questionnaire was given to two colleagues in the Facult\- of Commerce at the Durban

L'niversiIT of Technology, and the statistician, to ascertain a constructive critique with a
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view to further amendments. All these individuals were familiar with the nature of the

survey and the aims of the research stndy, and made valuable comments. These comments

were important in the subsequent editing, phrasing and wording of the questionnaires.

These co=ents were taken into account and the changes were made.

PILOT TEST

Pilot testing involves trying out a questionnaire or other research on a small group of

individuals. Before using a questionnaire for substantive rese-u:ch, it is essential to obtain

information by pilot testing the questionnaire on persons similar to those who will be

asked to complete it as part of the substantive research (Schwab, 1998: 63).

A pilot test involves a trial run conducted on a small scale. It assists in determining the

population characteristics and also indicates the feasibility of the sample. The objective of

the pilot test was to detemtine the validity and reliability of the questionnaires, \vith a view

to making necessary changes in the procedure for the interviews before undertaking the

actual survey.

As a precautionary measure, the subjects chosen for the trial run should be representative

of the target population in terms of intellectual ability, knowledge of the subject matter and

attitude towards it. The questionnaire was administered to a sample of ten companies who

were drawn from five cities in South Africa. Two companies in Kwazulu Natal, two in

Johannesburg, two in Port Elizabeth, two in Cape Town and two in Pretoria. This test

was carried our to identifv any problem areas. One question was rephrased and two

ranking-type questions required clarity.

EDITING AND CODING OF DATA

According to Oma and Stevens (1995: 177) the final responsibility of the researcher is to

edit his/her own work and check for completeness and accuracy.

In the case of this smd, the editing of the data was conducted by the researcher with the

assistance of the research assistant. Each completed rerum was scrutinized, and carefully

edited to ensure that the questionnaire was accurately and fully completed.
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The construction of the questionnaire enjoyed the advantage of including the precoded

questions in the sequence of alternatives given. Coding of structured questions is relatively

simple, because the response options are predetermined. The researcher assigns a code for

each response to each question and specifies the appropriate record and columns in which

the response codes are to appear (Malhotra, 1996: 477). In order to simplifY the capruring

of data every answer was coded.

Pre-coded questions make data capruring easier. Coding frames were used for the post

coded open-ended-questions. Most questions were pre-coded and required the respondent

to circle the numeric code on the questionnaire to facilitate easy data capturing directly

onto the computer. The questionnaires were printed on single sheets and not back to back,

to facilitate easy data capturing.

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

A large number of statistical techniques are available for analyzing data and the researcher

is often confronted with the problem of selecting the most appropriate technique. The

relevant data must be interpreted, so that results can be obtained against the fonnulated

research problem (hypothesis). The analysis of data is done mainly by means of reliable

statistical techniques and methods aimed at investigating variables and their effect,

relationship and patterns of intent, within the particular area of srody (Wellman & Kruger,

2000: 201).

The technique therefore selected to analyse the data III this srodv was the computer

program using SPSS for Windows version 13.

According to Malhotra (1996: 487), data analysis is not an end in itself. Its purpose is to

produce information that will help address the problem at hand. Ir is imPOrtant to take

into account the properties of the Statistical techniques, particularly their purpose and

underlying assumptions. Some statistical techniques are appropriate for examining

differences in ,ariables, others for assessing the magnitudes of the relationship between

the ,ariables.
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Statistical techniques can be classified as univariate or multivariate. Univariate techniques

are appropriate when there is a single measurement of each element in the sample.

Multivariate techniques are suitable for analyzing data when there are two or more

measurements of each element and the variables are analysed simultaneously (Malhotta

1996: 489). A tabulation plan specifying the precise counts must be obtained and prepared

so as to eliminare errors in the raw data. The researcher would have to choose between

univariate and multivariate tabulations when counting the data.

According to Du Plooy ( 2002: 202), data analysis (in quantitative research) that includes

the use of statistical techniques usually involves two categories: statistics for descriptive

purposes and statistics for inferential purposes. Descriptive statistics make it possible to

provide a summary of certain characteristics of the units of analysis, such as annual income,

age or educational level. Inferential statistics can be used to draw inferences beyond

behavioural descriptions. The appropriate statistical test depends on manv variables,

including:

•

•

•

•

The level of measurement of the independent variable and of the dependent

variable. (Different statistical tests are used when these variables are nominal,

ordinal, interval ot ratio);

The number of independent variables that co-vat}" with the dependent Yariable.

(Bivariate statistical tests are used when only one independent ,-ariable is invoh"ed.

Multivariate statistical tests are requited if mote than one variable is invoked);

The type of hypothesis that is formulated and has to be tested (comparative nrsus

relationship hypothesis), together with the research design used;

Whether the study involves comparing two populations, or comparing a sample

,vith a population, ot whether comparisons are made between two or more

samples (Du Ploo" 2002: 203).

CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS AND ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

Data that are tabulated in column or row forms and that are representative of different

categories, can significandy differ from one another. Differences attributed to sampling

variations can make use of the following techniques.
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Chi-square analysis

According to Malhotta (1996: 521) the chi-square statistic Xl is used to test the statistical

significance of the observed association in a cross tabulation. It assists us in determining

whether a systematic association exists between the variables. The null hypothesis, Ho is

that there is no association between the variables. The test is conducted by computing the

cell frequencies that would be expected if no association were present between the

variables. In applying this method, the following must be taken into consideration:

•

•
•

Calculating a statistic (called the Chi-square statistic) that summarises the difference

between the two sets of data;

Determining the degrees of freedom associated with the data set;

Using these two values and a table of the Chi-square distribution so as to

determine whether the calculated Chi-square statistic falls within the range which

may easily have occurred by chance, as a result of sampling variation (Boyd,

Westfall & Stasch, 1981:432-438).

Calculation of the Chi-Square statistic is therefore, to determine if the difference between

the observed frequency distribution and the expected frequency distribution can be

arttibuted to sampling variation. The steps according to Zikmund (2000: 471) are as

follows:

• Formulate the null hypothesis and determine the expected frequency of each

answer;

• Determine the appropriate significance level;

• Calculate the x" value, using the obsernd frequencies from the sample and

expected frequencies;

• Make the statistical decision by compacing the calculated Xl value with the critical

Xl value.

To calculate the Chi-Square statistic the following simple formula can be used ~[alhotta,

1996: 521).
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f nn
e = r C

n

where n, = total number in the row

n, = total number in the column

n = total sample size

According to Sharma (1992: 236), in developing hypotheses the researcher's first task is to

set up two statements, namely:

• Ho - this is called the null hypothesis (void or invalid or meaning nothing), which

is a statement of no true difference in the sample and the population. The null

hypothesis must be developed in such a way that its rejection leads to the

acceptance of the other statement called the alternative hypothesis;

• Hl - this is the alternative hypothesis, which is different from the null hypothesis.

The two hypotheses are developed in such a manner that if one is true, the other

happens to be false and vice versa.

The use of statistics in the present stud,~ was to test the null hrpotheses. The statistical

tests applied in the study included the chi-square, the chi-square goodness-of-fit, the

Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance, and the :-'lann-Whitner l' tesr.

DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS

The researcher undertook the editing, cleaning and capturing of data for the statistical

analrsis, once the questionnaires had been adminisrered. The questionnaires were also

collated, checked for completeness and numericallv referenced to facilirate the process of

dara capturing. The relevant sratistical techniques were then applied to test the various

hypotheses. The quantirative analysis of the data was undertaken b,- a sratistician from the

Cniversitv of KwaZulu Natal.
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The results section of this study, which follows in the next chapter, features two branches

of statistics, descriptive and inferential statistics. Desctiptive statistics, namely, frequencies

and percentages and non-p:u:ametric tests (chi-square, Mann-Whimey U test, and KruskaI

Wallis test) are used. The statistical program used for the analysis of the data is the

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 13.0 for Windows. Microsoft

Excel, a spreadsheet program, is used to present the graphics.

To determine the appropriate statistical tools applicable, ir is necessary to formulate the

main hypotheses impacting on the study that focus specifically on the research instrument.

FORMULATION OF THE HYPOTHESES

The objective of the study is to highlight the role of business in supporting HIV/ Aids in

the South African societ)" where evolving, social and economic issues are of significance.

The empirical investigation also aims to evaluate the commitment of the top management

of corporate organizations towards HIV/ Aids strategies and policies and workplace

progranunes.

CONCLUSION

This chapter described the research design, the objectiYes of the SUlye)", the description of

the targer population and how the sample was drawn. It also highlighted the sampling

technique emplo)"ed, the description of the questionnaire and how it was be administered.

The universum was identified from which a suitable sample frame was derived. The next

step was to draw up a preliminarY questionnaire in order to finalise the research

questionnaire. The relevant data were captured b,- means of statistical programmes, edited,

coded and finall)" analysed. The various methods, techniques and steps used were clearly

discussed within the scope of this particular chapter. Various tests were also applied in

order to determine the yaliditj" and reliability of the research questionnaire and final results

of the study.
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A questionnaire was drawn up, pre-tested and pilot tested. The finalized questionnaire was

then forwarded to the sample of the top 100 companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock

R'<change (TSE), via email, and personal interviews. 80 respondents successfully

completed the questionnaires. This means that an 80% success rate was achieved. This

method of data collection ensured proper collection of the questionnaires and justified the

imperatives of accuracy, speed, and completeness of data. The relevant data were captured

on computer, edited, coded and finally analysed and interpreted.

The analysis of the questionnaire responses was conducted by a specialist based at the

University of KwaZulu Natal, and guided by the supervisor. The data was analysed with

the aid of the SPSS program, which allows for the application of the appropriate statistical

tests.

The analysis of results will be discussed in Chapter Seven.
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Chapter 7

PRESENTATION OF ANALYSIS

The data for this study have been oblJlined from the research instrument, the questionnaire,

which was distributed to various Corporate Social Investment Managers, HIVIAids

Practitioners, Public Relations Practitioners and Health Managers within the various

corporations under investigation.

The statistical program used for the analyses and presentation of data in this study is the

Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 13.0 for Windows. Microsoft

Excel, a spreadsheet program, is used to present the graphics.

The analysis of results is presented in two sections. Section A consists of descriptive

statistics which provide information on key demographic variables in this study. Section B

is based on the application of inferential statistics. The preliminary presentation and

analyses of results begins with Section A, which uses descriptive statistics to discuss the

sample profile and key demographics. In order to enhance the quality of the study,

significant trends emerging in the data are also higWighted and further discussion takes

place in chapter eight.

SECTION A; DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

This section concentrates on statistics which provide an overview of the demographic

profile of the sample attended to in this study. It must be noted that although the original

sample comprised of 100 companies, only 80 companies completed the questionnaire for

the study. The statistics were therefore calculated on a frequency of 80.
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Executives Frequency Percentage

Corporate Social Investment Manager 35 35

CEO 5 5

HIVI Aids Manager 4 4

HR Manager 9 9

Corporate Affairs Manager 27 27

Foundation 10 10

Company Secretary 3 3

Public Relations Practitioner 7 7

TOTAL 100 100

Table 6: Position of Executives

According to Table 6, the majority of respondents were Corporate Social Investment

Managers and Corporate Affairs Managers responsible for the policy fonnulation

representing 35 percent and 27 percent respectively. Other ateas that were equally

responsible for policy fonnulation and implementation were the Foundation Managers and

HR Managers who represented 10 percent and 9 percent. It is evident from this study that

the CEO (5 percent), the HI\'IAids Manager (4 percent), and the Public Relations

Manager (7 percent) are marginally represented. It is clear then that the Corporate Social

Investment Manager and the Corporate Affairs ;\lanager play an important role to ensure

that HIV/ Aids is successfully and effectively managed and controlled in the otganisaton.

Location Frequency Percentage

Durban 25 25

Johannesburg 44 44

Pretoria 5 5

Cape Town 23 23

Port Elizabeth 3 3

TOTAL 100 100

Table 7: Location of organisation

Table 7 illustrates the various locations of the different organizations under investigation

and clearh- indicates that these organizations are almost evenly distributed within the area
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of study. Durban (25 percent), Johannesburg (44 percent) and Cape Town (23 percent)

were representative of the top 100 listed companies in the area of study, while the opposite

is evident in respect ofPretoria (5 percent) and Port Elizabeth (3 percent).

SECfOR TOTAL %

1 Financial Services 23 23

2 Parastatals 3 3

3 Mining 10 10

4 Oil 2 2

5 Technology 19 19

6 Pharmaceuticals 1 1

7 Retail 9 9

8 Automotive 8 8

9 Beverages, Hotels and Leisure 5 5

10 Other 4 4

11 Agricultural 1 1

12 Chemical 3 3

13 Forestry 1 1

14 Manufacturing 6 6

15 Medical 2 2

16 Paper I I

17 Shipping 1 1

18 Sport 1 1

TOTAL 100 100%

Table 8: Sector of orgamsatIon (N - 100)

Table 8 discloses that the largest percentage (23 percent) of respondents represented the

financial services sector, followed by the technology sector (19 percent). This is consistent

with the analysis of the selected sample, which reveals that the major concentration of the

18 identified sectors, were in the financial sector and the technology sector.
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SECTIONB INFERENTIAL STATISTICS

This section uses inferential statistics for rhe presentation and analysis of rhe empirical <kta,

\Virh rhe aid of rhe Statistical Package for rhe Social Sciences (SPSS) Version 13.0.

No
5.0"1,

Yes
95.0%

Figure 20: Operation of a sttategic Corporate Social Investment Programme

The figure abo,e clear!, indicates rhat 95 percent of the companies claimed the,· were in

possession of a strategic CSI programme, while fu'e percent did not ha,e programmes in

place. This indicates rhat a large percenrage of corporations are taking the issue of

corpora re social in,esrmem ,err seriousl,. The C I policr/programme has become

integrated into rhe mainsrream acnnties of rhe compam and objectiws are set and aligned

to rhose of rhe business. The binomial tesr indicated a significant difference in

proportions (p<O.OOl).
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Resoonses Percent of
N Percent Cases

How do you Newsletters,reports 58 24.0% 75.3%
communicate a Website 28 11.6% 36.4%
the strategies? Email 16 6.6% 20.8%

Press releases 29 12.0% 37.7%
Internal communication (telephone,notice 47 19.4% 61.0%
CSI handbook 23 9.5% 29.9%
Meetings & forums 33 13.6% 42.9%
Formal policy 3 1.2% 3.9%
Foundation 5 2.1% 6.5%

Total 242 100.0% 314.3%

Table 9: Communication of strategies internally and externally

Table 9 clearly shows tlun 75.3 percent of the cases used newsletters and communicated

their strategies to the internal public, while 36.4 percent used the website as both internal

and external communication and 29.9 percent used the CSI handbook as an external

means of communication. Greater transparencY has forced the corporate sector to

communicate their CSI strategies to both the internal and external audience. Those

companies who do not have resourceful and proficient strategies in place are enlisting the

services of corporate strategists to assist with adapting new strategies to their core business

programme.

Freauency Percent
Valid Yes 72 90.0

No 8 10.0
Total 80 100.0

Table 10: Linking CSI Programmes to national priorities

In Table 10, a significant 90 percent of the sample indicated that their CSI programme is

linked to national priorities. Ten percent indicated otherwise. The binomial test produced

a significant result in this regard (p<O.OOl). The South .4-fi:ican Gm'emment has identified

priority needs and the corporate secror is ensuring that these needs are supported by way

of their CSI programmes.
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Resp nses Percent of
N Percent Cases

CSllinked Education 42 32.1% 71.2%
to nationaL Health 26 19.8% 44.1%
priorities? Environment 10 7.6% 16.9%

Art & culture 5 3.8% 8.5%
Sport 3 2.3% 5.1%
Community development 37 28.2% 62.7%
Technology 6 4.6% 10.2%
Safety & security 2 1.5% 3.4%

Total 131 100.0% 222.0%
- -

Table 11: Programmes Linked to national priorities

Table 11 shows that the majority of programmes (71.2 percent) were linked to education

and (62.7 percent) to community development. This shows that Education and community

development have been selected because there is a vested interest and a sound business

case for corporate in·mlvement in this area.

Freouencv Percent
Valid Yes 46 57.5

No 34 42.5
Total 80 100.0

Table 12: Use oleSI to contribute to enhancing company's brand and unage

Table 12, illustrates that 57.5 percent of companies indicated that they ensured that CSI be

aligned to the corporate brand and image, while 42.5 percent did nor. The results of the

binomial test showed that these differences were not significant (p>O.05). ;\lost corporates

have come to realise that CSI is a valuable mechanism for demonstrating issues that are

close to their hearts. It has therefore become necessary for the corporate sector to

communicate their CSI programmes to the general public. This in rum shows assurance of

the company's brand and image.
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Respanses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$AS' Media 16 33.3% 53.3%
Contribute to country 2 4.2% 6.7%
Annual Report 15 31.3% 50.0%
Stakeholder's forums 10 20.8% 33.3%
Internal publications 3 6.3% 10.0%
Foundation 1 2.10/0 3.3%
Website 1 2.1% 3.3%

Total 48 100.0% 160.0%
- -

Table 13: Responsibility for two-way communication between the company and
the community?

Table 13 revealed that 53.3 percent of the comparues ensured that there was two-way

co=umcation and particularly communicated via the media (53 percent). while 50

percent used the Annual Report and 33.3 percent did so via stakeholder forums. Todar it

is no longer just good enough to be doing good - a company must also be seen to be

doing well. The corporate sector is therefore pressurised to deli,-er meaningful

co=umcation to gove=ent and the general public.

Freauencv Percent
Valid Yes 67 83.8

No 13 16.3

Total 80 100.0

Table 14: Availability of CSI Strategy

Table 14 illustrates that 83.8 percent indicared mar ther were in possession of a specific

CSI strategr. while 16.3 percent where not. The results of the binomial test showed thar

these differences were significam (p<O.OOI). Respondents were extremely positive about

the potential value of their CSI programmes.
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Resconses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$A6' Unked to core business strategies 16 34.0% 35.6%
Via the foundation 13 27.7% 28.9%
Bursaries and training programme 2 4.3% 4.4%
Annual reports 2 4.3% 4.4%

Community needs or Development 11 23.4% 24.4%
Part of performance management system 2 4.3% 4.4%

Healthcare sector 1 2.1% 2.2%
Total 47 100.0% 104.4%

Table 15: CSI programmes linked to Core Business Strategy

Table 15 revealed that 35.6 percent of their strategies were linked to core business

strategies while 28.9 percent were taken care of via foundations and 24.4 percent through

community needs or development. Those companies, who linked their CSI programmes

to their core strategies, ensured that the underlying principles of the CSI programme did

not run contrary to their vision and mission.

Frequency Percent
Valid Extremely important 52 65.0

Very important 21 26.3
Average importance 3 3.8
Not at all important 1 1.3
Don't know 3 3.8
Total 80 100.0

Table 16: Communication of CSI Activities internally

Table 16 reveals that 65 percent of the companies believed that it was extremely important

to communicate CSI activities internally. 26.3 percent believed that it was verI' important,

3.8 percent believed that it was of average importance and 3.8 percent did not know. It

was interesting to note that there was a higher skew towards recognising the value of

internal communication. This is certainh- a new trend.
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Freauencv Percent
Valid Extremely important 47 58.8

Very important 22 27.5
Average importance 8 10.0
Not at all important 1 1.3
Don't know 2 2.5
Total 80 100.0

Table 17: Communication of CSI Activities externally

In tenns of extemal communication (table 17), 58.8 percent believed that this was

extremely important while 27.5 percent thought it was very important and ten percent

thought it was of average importance. 2.5 percent did not know the importance. It is

interesting to note that internal communication far outweighs external communication.

ResDonses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$A!¥' Corporate social investment 38 37.6% 48.7%
Public relations 12 11.9% 15.4%
Corporate communication 25 24.8% 32.1%
Marketing 7 6.9% 9.0%
Csi committee 4 4.0% 5.1%
Foundation 12 11.9% 15.4%
HR 1 1.0% 1.3%
Sustainable development dept 2 2.0% 2.6%

Total 101 100.0% 129.5%

Table 18: Department responsible for the communication of CSI messages

Table 18 reveals that 48.7 percent of companies indicated that the CSI department was

responsible for communication, while 32.1 percent indicated that the Corporate

Communication department was responsible, 15.4 percent indicated that it was the

Foundation thar was responsible and 15.4 percent indicated that the Public Relations

department was responsible.

The Marketing (9 percent), Human Resources (1,3 percent) and Sustainable Development

department (2.6 percent) also played a significant role in communicating CSI messages to

the relevanr publics. This strongly suggests that from a fonner philanthropic offshoot:, CSI

is now being forced to uncover and create synergies with the marketing, HR and other

divisions ",'ithin the organization.
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Extremely Very Fairly Not
im IOrtant im ortant im)()rtant im)()rtant

"E ~# "E ~# "E ~# "E ~#:::J :::J :::J :::J
0 ~z

0
~z

0 ~z 0 ~zu u u U

A9a CEO 55 71.4% 17 22.1% 5 6.5% 0 .00/0
A9b Une managers 38 50.7% 27 36.0% 10 13.3% 0 .0%

A9c Public affairs 45 61.6% 22 30.1% 5 6.8% 1 1.4%

A9d Employees 29 38.2% 43 56.6% 4 5.3% 0 .0%

Age Local government 12 16.2% 41 55.4% 18 24.3% 3 4.1%

A9f Customers 11 14.7% 48 64.0% 16 21.3% 0 .0%

A9g Provincial government 9 12.0% 49 65.3% 15 20.0% 2 2.7%

A9h Shareholders 17 22.4% 46 60.5% 12 15.8% 1 1.3%

A9i Suppliers 8 10.4% 36 46.8% 28 36.4% 5 6.5%

A9j Distributors 3 4.1% 36 48.6% 29 39.2% 6 8.1%

A9k Trade unions 6 8.1% 48 64.9% 17 23.0% 3 4.1%

A91 General public 17 22.7% 44 58.7% 13 17.3% 1 1.3%

Table 19: Importance ofCSI to different audiences

The analysis of the above Table 19, of the frequency distributions, on the importance of

CSI to the different audiences, revealed divergent responses. Corporations were requested

to select the main reason from a list of coded qualitative responses given for the

importance of CSI to different audiences. With regard to the extremely important category,

respondents cited the CEO as extremely important (71.4 percent), followed bv the Public

Affairs department (61.6 percent). For the very important category, most respondents

gave Provincial Government (65.3 percent) as very important, followed by Trade Cnions

(64.9 percent). For the fairly important category, respondents selected Distributors (39.2

percent) followed by Suppliers at (36.4 percent).
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ResDonses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$A1Cl' CSI managers! CSI Dept 33 37.5% 47.1%
Area/Environment managers,Community

12 13.6% 17.1%engagement facilitators

Exploration managers 1 1.1% 1.4%

Foundation 17 19.3% 24.3%
Corporate communication division 19 21.6% 27.1%

HR manager 1 1.1% 1.4%

Project management 1 1.1% 1.4%
All stakeholders 4 4.5% 5.7%

Total 88 100.0% 125.7%

Table 20: Two-way communication between Company and Communities

Table 20 illustrates that 37.5 percent of compames believe that CSI Manager or

Department is responsible for such communication while 21.6 percent believe that the

responsibility lies with the Corporate Communication Division. South African

organisations have come a long way in~terms of CSI, most companies now have their own

CSI department which often falls within the ambit of corporate affairs.
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Responses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$All" Television 16 2.5% 20.5%
Radio 17 2.7% 21.8%
Newspapers 49 7.7% 62.8%
Magazines 38 5.9% 48.7%
House journals 67 10.5% 85.9%
Internet 66 10.3% 84.6%
Public website 61 9.5% 78.2%
Newsletters 60 9.4% 76.9%
Electronic forums 20 3.1% 25.6%
E-mail 67 10.5% 85.9%
Annual reports 72 11.3% 92.3%
Workshops 32 5.0% 41.0%
Face to face forums 50 7.8% 64.1%
Small group communication 19 3.0% 24.4%
Other 5 .8% 6.4%

Total 639 100.0% 819.2%

Table 21: Media used to serve CSI Communication needs?

The results in Table 21 indicate that 11.3 percent of companies rely on Annual Reports to

communicate their CSI message. A further 10.5 percent of companies use house journals

and e-mail as a means to communicate CSI activities. Companies are now taking the

communication initiative very seriously and are concerned with the most appropriate ways

to communicate and these both effectively and sensitively.

Freauencv Percent
Valid Frequently 42 52.5

OCcassionally 33 41.3
Rarely or Never 5 6.3
Total 80 100.0

Table 22: Publishing of Company's CSI Programme

In Table 22, 52.5 percent of the respondents frequendr publish their commitment to social

investment, while 41.3 percent occasionallv do and 6.3 percent rarelv or never publish at all.

Communication has become imperative, and publishing of CSI progra.tntnes has increased.

The mediurn used to communicate such programmes is discussed in Table 23.
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ResD nses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$A12' Website 8 10.1% 18.6%
Annual reports/Journals 35 44.3% 81.4%
Newspaper articles 8 10.1% 18.6%
JSE sustainability index 1 1.3% 2.3%
CSI handbook 20 25.3% 46.5%
Internal newsletters,bulletins/lntranet 6 7.6% 14.0%
BEE Policy documents 1 1.3% 2.3%

Total 79 100.0% 183.7%
. .

Table 23: Means of Publishing Company's CSI Programme

Table 23 reveals that 44.3 percent of companies publish frequently in annual reports, while

25.3 percent often publish the company's CSI response in the CSI handbook. The

corporate sector has become more accountable for their CSI programmes and are using

every meaDS of communicating this to the various publics. Apart from the annual report

companies are now ensming that measurable results are reported in other publications, one

of them being the armual edition of the CSI Handbook which is published by Trialogue.

VariOllS companies use the media to show off their good programmes. More and more

comparues are taking the opportunity to present their CSI programmes using these

approaches.

Freauencv Percent
Valid Yes 61 76.3

No 19 23.8
Total 80 100.0

Table 24: Guidelines for general business ethics

Table 24 shows that 76.3 percent of the sample was in favour of general business ethics,

while, 23.8 percent were not. The results of the binomial test indicate a significant result in

this regard (p<O.OOl).
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ROOD< nses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$A13li' Equal opportunities 73 20.4% 93.6%
Health and safety 72 20.1% 92.3%
Employee development 73 20.4% 93.6%
Employment strategy 71 19.8% 91.0%
HIV/Aids atrategy 69 19.3% 88.5%

Total 358 100.0% 459.0%

Table 25: Responsibility towards employees

In Table 25, 2004 percent of respondents were in support of equal opportuoities and

employee development, while 19.8 percent were in support of the employment strategy.

Corporates were asked about their responsibility towards their employees and it is evident

that they convey corporate compassion and 'inject soul into the working environment',

which in turn satisfies their employees.

Resoonses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$A13C' Education and schools liaison 71 28.9% 93.4%
The arts 23 9.3% 30.3%
Health and welfare 62 25.2% 81.6%
Research 19 7.7% 25.0%
Seeding community activities 70 28.5% 92.1%
Women and child abuse 1 .4% 1.3%

Total 246 100.0% 323.7%

Table 26: Responsibility towards the broader community

Table 26 reveals that 28.9 percent of respondents indicated responsibility towards the

education and schools liaison programme and 28.5 percent towards seeding community

activities. This shows evidence that companies are de'-oted to their communities and use

CSI as a synergistic company-community balance.
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Reso nses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$A13d' Pollution 30 21.7% 50.0%
Energy usage 34 24.6% 56.7%
Use of non-renewable

39 28.3% 65.0%resources
Urban renewal 33 23.9% 55.0%
Other 2 1.4% 3.3%

Total 138 100.0% 230.0%

Table 27: Responsibility towards the environment

In Table 27, 28.3 percent of respondents indicated that they support use of non-renewable

resources in the environment, while 24.6 percent support energy usage. Business has taken

a keen interest in the responsibility towards the environment and is quite concemed about

environment degradation.

Critical CSI Projects
2.9%

Percentage of post
tax profits

56.5%

Percentage of pre
tax profits

40.6%

Figure 21: Budget

Figure 21 indicares that 56.5 percent of budgets are determined from a percenrage of post

ra:" profits, while 40.6 percent are determined from pre-tax profits. The amount spent is

proportioned to the size of the busioess and its profitability. Corporate spending on

CSI/CSR is often kept in line with iodusay norms and spending panems of the corporare
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peers. The most co=on formulae are percentage of pre - and post-tax profitability.

These formulae are used by nearly one quarter of companies.

Responses Percent 01
N Percent Cases

$Al8' Critical CSI projects 10 11.8% 14.5%
Increased need to preserve and enhance

4 4.7% 5.8%corporate image
Support 01 marketing activities 9 10.6% 13.0%
Long-standing corporate philosophy 60 70.6% 87.0%
Financial services charter 1 1.2% 1.4%
Social responsibility 1 1.2% 1.4%

Total 85 100.0% 123.2%

Table 28: Growth of CSI budget in the last five years

Table 28 reveals that 70.6 percent of companies believe that their CSI budget has grown in

the last five years as a result of their long standing corpotate philosophy, while 11.8

percent believe that it is due to their critical CSI projects. Corporations also revealed that

other reasons were in keeping with profitability and inflation rules.

Resp nses Percent 01
N Percent Cases

$A16 a At board level 39 43.3% 49.4%
Public relations 3 3.3% 3.8%
Social investment 19 21.1% 24.1%
CSI committee 12 13.3% 15.2%
Foundation 17 18.9% 21.5%

Total 90 100.0% 113.9%

Table 29: Responsibility for the allocation of CSI funds

Table 29 reveals that 43.3 percent of companies allocate funds at board le,-e! and in 21.1

percent of companies the responsibilitv lies with the CSI Department. Foundations also

play a major role in the tesponsibility of allocating funds (21.500). This once again proves

the importance of the CSI department in an organisation.
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ResD< nses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$A17" Community needs/Community based projects 51 56.0% 75.0%

Project funding proposals evaluated by committee 5 5.5% 7.4%

CSI policy documents 2 2.2% 2.9%

Health care 10 11.0% 14.7%

Education 19 20.9% 27.9%

National food security 1 1.1% 1.5%

% Of profits 2 2.2% 2.9%

Corporate strategy 1 1.1% 1.5%
Total 91 100.0% 133.8%

Table 30: Principles adopted to detennine the allocation of CSI funds?

Table 30 reveals that 56 percent of companies believe that community based projects

deserved the highest funding opportunities, while 20.9 percent thought that the education

sector was most deserving. Companies are adopting a holistic developmental approach.

CSI funds are predominandy used to support community upliftment initiatives.

N

Valid Mode Minimum Maximum
A18a Education 67 50 5 100
A18b Training 17 20 1 50
A18c Job creation 23 20 5 75
A18d Health 39 25 7 80
A18e Welfare 25 10 1 50
A18f Sperts and recreation 8 20 1 40
A18g Community development 52 25 5 100
A18h Environment 16 10 5 25
A18i Arts and culture 12 25 2 50
A18j Housing 1 4 4 4
A18k Safety and security 6 Sa 2 25
A181 Technology 5 25 10 25
A18m Corporate membership & Publicity 2 sa 5 7

a. Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown

Table 31: Percentage of how CSI funds are spent

In Table 31, 67 out of the 80 companies have a budget fot education. The percentage of

funds spent ranges from a minimum of 5 to a maximum of 100 percent. Companies most

frequendy spend at least 50 percent of their funds on education. Findings reveal that

education remains the priority sector for CSI funding, v..ith community based projects

following suit.
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Does your company
promote education and

prevention programmes for
employees?

Does your company have a
HlV/Aids poJicylsbategy in

place?

Is management aware of the
HIVlAids prevalence in your

company?

Figure 22: Operation of an HIV/ Aids Strategy/Policy

Figure 22 clearly indicates that the majority of companies (97.5 percent) have a policy or

strategy in place, while 2.5 percent do nor. The binomial test indicates that these

differences are significant (p<O.OOl). Although 97.5 percent indicated that they have such

a policy in place the question arises, are these policies or strategies effective enough to

manage and control the impact of HIV/ Aids on the company? Most companies recognise

the threat posed to both the health of employees and the interests of the companv. In so

doing the company is committed to the structure of an effective HIV/ Aids strategy or

policy. The aim of the study lies in determining and investigating whether these companies

have the necessary suppon to control the impact of the disease. The next table attempts to

determine this.
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Resp nses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$82' Communication to internal & external stakeholders 45 18.8% 56.3%

Aids awareness training 32 13.4% 40.0%

Voluntary Counselling & Testing 32 13.4% 40.0%

Education 36 15.1% 45.0%

Care and Support 36 15.1% 45.0%

Prevention 12 5.0% 15.0%

Monitoring and evaluation 21 8.8% 26.3%

Access to information and advice 25 10.5% 31.3%

Total 239 100.0% 298.8%

Table 32: Internal Support of HIV/ Aids

Table 32 indicates that the emphasis is on internal support of HN/ Aids. Companies

spend 18.8 percent of their time in communicating the various challenges related to

HN/ Aids to their internal stakeholders and 15.1 percent on education, care and support.

1 2 3 4 5

C E E E E
:::l ;f. :::l "" :::l ;f. :::l ;f. :::l ;f.0 0 0 0 0 0
() () () () ()

83a Education 28 39.4% 31 43.7"10 6 8.5% 4 5.6% 2 2.8%

83b Community based
34 47.9% 19 26.8% 12 16.9% 2 2.8% 4 5.6%assistance

83c Health care
8 11.6% 14 20.3% 39 56.5% 6 8.7% 2 2.9%programmes

83d Counseting services 0 .0% 5 7.6% 9 13.6% 47 71.2% 5 7.6%

B3e Testing services 1 1.6% 1 1.6% 4 6.3% 5 7.9% 52 82.5%

Table 33: External Support of HIV/ Aids

The table above reveals that enormous support is given to education and awareness

programmes in the community (39.4 percent) and community based initiatives (43.7

percent). The results suggesr that corporations are taking their commionent to communi!)·

based initiatives very seriously.
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Freauencv Percent
Valid Yes 59 73.8

No 21 26.3

Total 80 100.0

Table 34: mv/Aids and Corporate Governance

Table 34 reveals that 73.8 percent of companies indicated that HIV/ Aids had an influence

on Corporate Governance, while 26.3 percent did not. The binomial test was significant in

this tegard (p<O.OOl). The guidelines and principles in the King Report provide a sound

basis for the successful running of an organization.

Resoonses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$65 a Own workplace
36 10.0% 45.0%programme

Newsletters 44 12.2% 55.0%
Ryers 46 12.8% 57.5%
Posters 51 14.2% 63.8%
Policies 26 7.2% 32.5%
Presentations 35 9.7% 43.8%
Talks,training sessions 43 11.9% 53.8%
1 December - Aids Day 15 4.2% 18.8%
Occupational Nurses 5 1.4% 6.3%

Industrial theatre 16 4.4% 20.0%
Muitimedia approach 17 4.7% 21.3%
Internet/Intranet 8 2.2% 10.0%
Prevention campaigns 11 3.1% 13.8%
Health helpline 7 1.9% 8.8%

Total 360 100.0% 450.0%

Table 35: Communication methods employed to raise awareness for HIV/ Aids

Table 35 reveals that 14.2 percent of companies used posters as a method of awareness for

HIV/ Aids, while 12.8 percent used flyers as a commuoication method. Results reveal that

a basic means of awareness is used to commuoicate the message of HIV/ .-\.ids to the

internal and external publics. Manv efforts are made to concentrate on awareness

campaigns that bring the target audience into debate and engage them imeractiveh'.
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Reso nses Percent 01
N Percent Cases

$B6" CSI.CSR Dept 38 42.7% 52.1%

PR 1 1.1% 1.4%
HR 18 20.2"/0 24.7%
Occupational Nurses 3 3.4% 4.1 %
Foundation 7 7.9% 9.6%
Wellness Manager 2 2.2"/0 2.7%
Hiv.Aids Manager 3 3.4% 4.1%
Hiv,Aids Steering

2 2.2% 2.7%Committee

Planning and
5 5.60/0 6.8%

Development

Marketing
1 1.1% 1.4%DirectorlManager

Trust 2 2.2% 2.7%
Corporate

7 7.9% 9.6%communication dept

Total 89 100.0% 121.9%

Table 36: Responsibility for monitoring community needs

Table 36 reveals that in 42.7 percent of the comparues the CSI/CSR department was

responsible for monitoring community needs. On the other hand 20.2 percent of the

companies revealed that the Human Resource division was responsible. This is interesting

to note as one would imagine that CSI would be handled by the PR <ill'ision if a CSI

division did not exist

Responses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$Bi'" Peer educators 514 59.1% 650.6%
Industrial theatre group 355 40.9% 449.4%

Total 869 100.0% 1100.0%

Table 37: Methods of training and Communication media used

Table 37 reveals that 59.1 percent of the responding companies used peer educarors to

train fellow employees, while 40,9 percent used industrial theatre groups. Findings revealed

that companies used the more com'entional education methods. Employees were willing

to discuss their status ",'ith peer educators as opposed to outside trainers.
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InesONoI

Peer education
O"'9'2'"mes

Support and care to the
infected employees

Voluntary counseling

Testing

Fig B8. What services are provided by company to employees

Figure 23: Support provided to employees

Figure 23 indicates the suppon provided to employees. A wide range of suppon is

provided, however, 92.5 percenr of the respondents indicared thar the more popular means

of provision was voluntary counselling to employees, while 85.0 percent indicated that peer

education programmes were provided.

Frequency Percent
Valid Yes 79 98.8

No 1 1.3
Total 80 100.0

Table 38: Promotion of education and prevention programmes

In Table 38, 98.8 percent of companies promote education and preyention programmes ro

employees as opposed to 1.3 percent who do nor. These results are significant according

to the binomial test (p<0.001). Education and prevention of HIVIAids appears to be a

priority to the corporate sector, and most companies are making an effon to ensure that

their employees are properly educated in-terms of prevention programmes. Efforts are
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now concentrated on awareness campaigns that bring the target audience into the debate,

are more interactive and engage with audiences.

Resoonses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$890 Voluntary testing and
36 14.3% 48.0%

counseling

Distribution of condoms 40 15.9% 53.3%

Talks and seminars 38 15.1% 50.7%

Video presentations 20 7.9% 26.7%

Training sessions 30 11.3% 40.0%

Peer educators 35 13.9% 46.7%

Posters 14 5.6% 18.7"10
Prevention and

19 7.5% 25.3%
awareness campaigns

Clincs 10 4.0% 13.3%

Induction programmes 4 1.6% 5.3%
Wellness management 4 1.6% 5.3%
24 Hour health helpline 2 .8% 2.7%

Total 252 100.0% 336.0%

Table 39: Promotion of educational & prevention programmes

Table 39 clearly identifies the various educational and prevention programmes anilable to

employees. 15.9 percent of companies distribute free condoms in·house while 14.3 percent

ensure that '·oluntary testing and counselling is used as a pre,-ention programme.
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Counselling & Testing

ARVs

Financial assistance

Medical assistance

~

Employee Assistance
Programme

Wellness and Management
guidance

Educational and awareness
support

Home Based Care .5.6percent

33.3percent

31.9percent

3O.6percent

25.0percent

2O.8percent

5O.0percent

o o o o o
percent respondents

Figure 24: Methods of care and support given to employees

Figure 24 reflects on the methods of care and suppOrt given to employees. 63.9 percent of

respondents indicate that they efficiendy carry OUt counselling and testing services in

house. On the other hand 50 percent indicate that they issue ARVs. Effecti"e counselling

sessions are held to allemte the emotional trauma faced by Aids affected employees. A

number of methods of care and support are offered by the corporate sector, this shows the

commitment to employees.

Frequencv Percent
Valid Yes 20 25.0

No 60 75.0
Total 80 100.0

Table 40: Effects of pandemic on profits

Twenty five percent of companies indicated that the pandemic has had an ad,erse effect

on me company's profit while 75 percent indicated otherwise (refer to table 40 abm-e).

These results are significant accotding to the binomial test (p<0.001). Business has
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adopted a new consciousness, and has accepted that the struggle against HIV/ Aids is a

reality to them.

Responses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$811" Costs of recruitments, deaths
3 75.0% 75.0%

and disability

Lost time 1 25.0% 25.0%

Total 4 100.0% 100.0%

Table 41: Which key areas mostly affect yo:u company?

The cost of recruiting new employees due to the death or disability of the current

employees is a cost that affects most corporates (75 percent). Lost time amounts to 25

percent, and this is due to the emploYee not being fit enough to attend work (table 41).

These areas are cosdy and put a strain on the company. The corporate sector is facing

substantial cost increases resulting from HIV/ Aids that threaten their viability.

Responses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$812" Counselling & testing 29 33.3% 56.9%

ARVs 41 47.1% 80.4%
HIV/AIDS management program 11 12.6% 21.6%
Occupational Health services 2 2.3% 3.9%
Employee assistance programme 1 1.1% 2.0%

VCTs 1 1.1% 2.0%
Treatment for STls 1 1.1% 2.0%
Condoms 1 1.1% 2.0%

Total 87 100.0% 170.6%
-

Table 42: Treatment provided to employees

Table 42 reflects that 47.1 percent of respondents provide ARYs to employees, while 33.3

percent settle on counselling and testing as a means of prm-iding treatment to employees.

~Iany forms of treatment are available to employees. Companies ha,-e an important

advocaev role to play when it comes to their employees and they ensure that they do this

effectiveh-. .\Iost companies endea,'our not to discriminate against am' emploYee on am'

unfair or arbitrarr ground.
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The company recognises the provisions of the Constitution, the Labour Relations Act,

Occupational Health and Safety Act and the Basic conditions of employment Act.

813 Amount in millions

Cumulative
Freauencv Percent Valid Percent Percent

Valid .1 1 1.3 5.6 5.6
.1 1 1.3 5.6 11.1

.3 1 1.3 5.6 16.7

.5 2 2.5 11.1 27.8

.7 1 1.3 5.6 33.3

.8 1 1.3 5.6 38.9

1.2 1 1.3 5.6 44.4
1.4 1 1.3 5.6 50.0

1.7 1 1.3 5.6 55.6

1.8 1 1.3 5.6 61.1
2.0 2 2.5 11.1 72.2

2.5 1 1.3 5.6 77.8
3.0 2 2.5 11.1 88.9
3.9 1 1.3 5.6 94.4
5.0 1 1.3 5.6 100.0
Total 18 22.5 100.0

Missing System 62 77.5
Total 80 100.0

Table 43: Budget for HIV/ Aids programmes

Table 43 illustrates that onh- 18 compames responded to the question relating to the

budget for HI\'I Aids programmes. The budgeted amounts nried from 0.1 million rands

(i.e. RI 00 000) to 5 million rands. Of those who responded, 39.1 % budgeted less than 1

million rands. ?7.4% budgeted between 1 and 2 million rands and 39°0 budgeted 2 million

rands or more for their programmes. ;\[ost of the companies that were inten-iewed showed

commitment to budgeting for HI\'IAids programmes.
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Res" nses Percent of
N Percent Cases

SB14a HR 35 44.9% 50.0%
Corporate affairs 7 9.0% 10.0%

Medical department 7 9.0% 10.0%
PPC projects & secretariat 1 1.3% 1.4%

CSI 14 17.9% 20.0%
Foundation 9 11.5% 12.9%

Alexander Forbes 1 1.3% 1.4'%

Rnance Dept 3 3.8% 4.3%

Signature trust 1 1.3% 1.4%

Total 78 100.0% 111.4%

Table 44: Department that administers Budget

Table 44 indicates that in most companies the corporate affairs department (44.9 percent)

administers the budget, while in othet companies the CSI department (17.9 percent) is in

charge of adininisrering the budget.

100%--

91.2%

0%--

Does your company have an in-house medical Does your company's medical aid scheme
aid scheme'? provide an Aids management programme?

20%

• 60%C 55.0%•
"c0
0.•
~

i' 40%

Figure 25: In-house Medical Aid Scheme
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In figure 25, 55 percent of companies have an in-house medical scheme while 45 percent

do not. These results are not significant according to the binomial test (p>O.05). Most

Medical Aid Schemes sees to the provision of ARV's and run Aids Management

programmes.

Freauencv Percent
Valid Yes 73 91.3

No 7 8.8
Total 80 100.0

Table 45: Provision ofAids Management Programme by In-house Medical Aid
Scheme

91.3 percent of companies indicated thar the company's medical scheme provides an Aids

management programme (table 45). These results are significant according to the binomial

test (p<O.OOl).
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Figure 26: Key areas that affect the company

The results in Figure 26, suggest that there is increased absenteeism (57.7 percent) due to

HIV, followed by Aids absenteeism (54.9 percent). Sick leave seems to lead the way

(64.4percenr). These factors severely affecr the production side of the company.

FreQuencv Percent
Valid Yes 71 88.8

No 9 11.3
Total 80 100.0

Table 46: Management Awareness of HIV/ Aids

Table 46 reveals that the management of 88.8 percent of the companies are aware of the

HIV/ Aids prevalence in their company while in 11.3 percent of the companies are nor

aware. These results are significant according to the binomial test (p<O.OOl)
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Res'" nses Percent of
N Percent Cases

$B1ga Formal training sessions 65 16.5% 85.5%
Group discussions 61 15.5% 80.3%
Treatment for HIV/AIDS 52 13.2% 68.4%
Counseling 71 18.0% 93.4%
Condom distribution 73 18.5% 96.1%
Poster awareness 72 18.3% 94.7%

Total 394 100.0% 518.4%

Table 47: Preventative Action

In Table 47,18.5 percent of companies use condom distribution as a preventative measure,

while 16.5 percent make use of formal training sessions. The corporate sector is ensuring

that they do as much for their employees in order to prolong their lives and productivity.

Freouencv Percent
Valid Medical aid 14 17.5

Funded/Subsidised
13.8by company 11

Total 25 31.3
Missing System 55 68.8
Total 80 100.0

Table 48: Allocation of funding towards treatment

Table 48 reveals that companies provide medical aid assistance (17.5 percent) and also

fundi subsidise their employees towards the treatment of HI\'IAids. This seems to be the

nann \\;.th most companies.
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FreQuencv Percent
Valid 25000 3 3.8

30000 1 1.3
400000 1 1.3
500000 1 1.3
700000 1 1.3
1200000 1 1.3
3000000 1 1.3
Total 9 11.3

Missing System 71 88.8
Total 80 100.0

Table 49: Allocation of funding towards treatment

Only 25 out of the 80 companies have funding initiati,-es in place for ARV trearment. Of

these 25, 14 companies ha,-e specified that their Medical Aid offers ARV trearment and 11

indicated that ARVs are funded or subsidized by the company.

Nine out of the 80 companies indicated the funding allocated to trearment. The allocated

amount ranged from R25 000 to R3 million. Three companies spent R25 000 and the othet

si., allocated between R30 000 and indicated that they spent between R25 000 and

R3million on trearment.
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822 % employees who are HIV positive

FrElQuencv Percent
Valid 1.0 3 3.8

2.0 5 6.3
3.0 1 1.3

3.3 1 1.3

3.4 1 1.3
4.0 3 3.8
4.2 1 1.3
4.8 1 1.3
5.0 5 6.3
5.9 1 1.3
6.0 1 1.3
7.0 2 2.5
9.4 1 1.3
9.6 1 1.3
10.0 3 3.8
12.0 2 2.5
13.0 2 2.5
15.0 1 1.3
17.5 1 1.3

20.0 3 3.8
Total 39 48.8

Missing System 41 51.3
Total 80 100.0

Table 50: Estimation of HIV positive employees

The percentage of employees who are HI\' positive ranges from 1 percent to 20 percent

(table 50). Three companies have indicated that 1 percent of their employees are HI\'

posmve. Three companies have also indicated that 20 percent of their employees are HI\'

posmve. 33 of the 80 companies indicated that the percentage of emploYees who are HI\'

positive ranges from 2 to 17.5 percent. The findings indicate that a large percentage of

companies are not aware of their employees HI\'/Aids status or do not want to dinuge

such infonnation.
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Freauencv Percent
Valid Expect serious impact 7 8.8

Expect some impact 70 87.5
No response 3 3.8
Total 80 100.0

Table 51: Current and future impact oflllV/ Aids on the Company

Table 51 illustrates that 87.5 percent expect some impact on their companies. This shows

that companies do not believe that HIV/ Aids is a threat to them, while a small petcent (8.8

percent) expect serious impact.

ProdUctivity and
absenteeism 82.4%

Medical expenses 50.0%

Death 42.6%

Funeral expenses 27.9%

Disability _16.~.

Recruitmentand .11.8%
Training expenses

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

% respondents

Figure 27: Severity of HIV/ Aids on business

In Figure 27, 82.4 percent of the surveyed companies indicated thar producriviry and

absenteeism affected their business the most. 50 percent belie'"ed thar medical expenses

were high, while 42.6 percent indicared that death was also a major factor and threat.
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Minimal impact
5.0%

Some impact
63.8%

Serious impact
31.3%

Figure 28: Current and future impact of HIV/ Aids on Community

In Figure 28, 63.8 percent of the surveyed companies indicared thar HTV/ Aids had already

had some impacr on their business, while 31.3 percent believed that there was serious

impacr and 5 percent reported minimal impact. The corporare sector is endeavouring to

work closely ,,>ith their communities by introducing peer education programmes and

assistance by way of medical responsibiliries.
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In Figure 28, 63.8 percent of the surveyed companies indicared thar HTV/ Aids had already
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Yes
80.0%

Figure 29: Adequacy of company's policies and programmes

In Figure 29, eighty percent of respondents indicated that they were satisfied with their

existent policies and programmes. Twenty percent re\'ealed that they were not satisfied.

These results are significant according to the binomial test (p<O.OOl)

The results show that large companies are indeed leading the way, howe\'er there is clearly

much more that can be done and it is important that business takes up the reins alongside

go,emmenr and other srakeholders in a proactive, multifaceted and comprehensive

response to HN/ Aids. Business can be the driver for change.
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Figure 29: Adequacy of company's policies and programmes

In Figure 29, eighty percent of respondents indicated that they were satisfied with their

existent policies and programmes. Twenty percent re\'ealed that they were not satisfied.

These results are significant according to the binomial test (p<O.OOl)

The results show that large companies are indeed leading the way, howe\'er there is clearly

much more that can be done and it is important that business takes up the reins alongside

go,emmenr and other srakeholders in a proactive, multifaceted and comprehensive

response to HN/ Aids. Business can be the driver for change.
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SECTION C: CROSS TABULATION AND CHI-SQUARE TEST

For the purpose of this study, cross tabulations were included as a method of descriptive

statistics within the scope of this chapter, to identify and explain important comparisons,

and the effect they have within the scope of this study.

According to Zikmund (2000: 439) cross tabulations are "a technique organizing data by

groups, categories or classes, thus facilitating comparisons; a joint frequency distribution of

observations on two or more tests of variables". The purpose of categorization and cross

tabulation is to allow for the inspection (analysis) of differences among groups to make

relevant comparisons.

The following cross-tabulations were completed and will be discussed further:

•

•

•

To establish whether the company operates a strategic corporate social investment

programme and whether the company uses CSI to contribute to enhancing its

corporate brand and image;

To establish if there is two-wav commumcanon between the company and the

communities that it invests in and to establish the percentage of employees who

are HIV positive;

To establish the importance of the communication of CSI activities internally and

the communication of CSI activities externallv.
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Crosstab

Count

Does your company
use CSI to contribute to

enhancing its
corporate brand and

ima e?

Yes No Total
Does your company Yes

44 32 76
operate a strategic
corporate social No

2 2 4investment programme

Total 46 34 80

Chi-Square Tests

I-P-e-a-rso-n-C-h-i--sq-u-a-re-- ,-_v_al_U~_9_7"_I--df--1-1::::~P~:.7~5~6:1

Table 52: Comparison between CSI contribution to enhancing the brand and
image and the Operation of a strategic CSI Programme

A Cross tabulation and Chi - square test was done to determine if the company operates a

strategic corporate social im-estrnent programme and whether the company used CSI to

contribute to enhancing its corporate brand and image (table 52). From this study it was

determined that only 44 out of the 80 companies who have a CSI program indicated that

they do use CSI to enhance the corporate brand and image. Thirty two companies who do

have this program do not use it to enhance the brand and image.
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Is there two-way communication between the company and the communities
that you invest in • B22grp Crosstabulation

Count

822qrp

<5% 6%-10% >10% Total
Is there two-way Yes
communication 13 13 7 33

between the company
Noand the communities 3 1 2 6

that you invest in

Total 16 14 9 39

Is there two-way communication between the company and the communities
that you invest in • % employees who are HIV positive Crosstabulation

Count

% emolovees who are HIV Dositive

<5% 6% - 100;0 >10% Total
Is there two-way Yes
communication 13 13 7 33

between the company
Noand the communities 3 1 2 6

that you invest in

Total 16 14 9 39

Chi-Square Tests

I~~=::-t-~valu~eI-df-I~p::-:::-:-1
_p_ea_rs_o_n_C_h_j-_S~qu_a_r_e-L __1_._19;...3_ ..--='--""2"' ....;.:.5.=5;...1_

Table 53: Comparison between two-way communication between the company
and the communities and employees that are HIV positive

\'Vith reference to table 53, there is no significant relationship at the five percent lenl

between a company having two-wav communication and the percentage of employees who

are HIV positive (p>0.05)

Thirty three companies indicated thar there is two wav communications between the

companv and the community. Thirteen companies indicated thar less than 5 percent of

their employees are HIV positive. Thirteen Out of the 33 have indicated that berween 6

and 10 percent are HIV positi,-e. Seven our of the 33 companies have indicared that there

are 10 percent who are HI\- posim-e.
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Code of the sector to which your organisation belongs•• How important is the
communication of CSI activities internally Crosstabulation

Count

How important is the
communication 01 CSI

activities intemal~

"E '" "E0

'" "E <:: '"t:: '" t::
~0 '" t:: 0 ;.a. t:: 0 a. 0

.£ 0 a. .£ <:: f-
a. .£ "">. .£ ~CD '" a;

E 2:- Ol a; 0

l!! '" l!! 0
> '" (5x > zw «

Code 01 the Financial Services 11 2 0 0 0 13
sector to Parastatals 1 1 0 1 0 3
which your Mining 6 1 1 0 0 8
organisation

Oil 2 0 0 0 0 2belongs.
Technology 6 4 0 0 1 11
Pharmaceutical 1 0 0 0 0 1
Retail 7 2 0 0 0 9
Automotive 6 2 0 0 0 8
Beverages,Hotels,Leisure 3 2 0 0 0 5
Other 1 3 0 0 0 4
Agricunural 0 1 0 0 0 1
Chemical 1 2 0 0 0 3
Forestry 0 1 0 0 0 1
Manufacturing 4 0 1 0 1 6
Medical 1 0 0 0 1 2
Paper 1 0 0 0 0 1
Shipping 1 0 0 0 0 1
Sport 0 0 1 0 0 1

Total 52 21 3 1 3 80

Table 54: Comparison between communication of CSI activities internally
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Code of the sector to which your organisation belongs•• How important is the
communication of CSI activities e_rnally Crosstabulalion

Coun

How important is the
communication of CSI

activities extemall

C (I)
C"'" c c: '"to '" to

~0 '" to 0 ;:a. to 0 a. 0
5 0 a. .5 c: f-

a. 5 ~

>. .5a; (I) a; C
E ~ Cl a; 0

i!! (I) e! 0
> (I) (5x :> Zill «

Code of the FinanciaJ Services 9 3 1 0 0 13
sector to Parastatals 1 1 1 0 0 3
which your Mining 7 0 1 0 0 8
organisation

Oil 2 0 0 0 0 2belongs.
Technology 6 3 1 0 1 11
Pharmaceutical 1 0 0 0 0 1
Retail 5 2 1 1 0 9
Automotive 5 3 0 0 0 8
Beverages,Hotels,Leisure 2 2 1 0 0 5
Other 1 3 0 0 0 4
Agricultural 0 1 0 0 0 1
Chemical 0 2 1 0 0 3
Forestry 0 1 0 0 0 1
Manufacturing 5 0 1 0 0 6
Medical 1 0 0 0 1 2
Paper 1 0 0 0 0 1
Shipping 1 0 0 0 0 1
Sport 0 1 0 0 0 1

Total 47 22 8 1 2 80

Table 55: Comparison between communication of CSI activities externally

Further analysis in terms of the croSs tabulations within the sector ha,e revealed that of

the 13 companies in the financial sen"ices sector, 12 ha\'e indicated the importance of

communicating externally and 13 internally. Of the 11 companies in the technology sector,

nine indicated the importance of communicating externally and ten indicated the

importance of communicating internally.
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CONCLUSION

This chapter discussed the relevant data by means of descriptive statistics. The analyses of

the data under the relevant themes were presented in a tabular format which provided an

integrated and holistic overview of the study as a whole. The final presentation and analysis,

of the empirical data, points to the emergence of some significant trends.

Chapter Eight presents an integrated discussion of the results, which links the relevant

findings with the literature review.
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Chapter 8

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

The theoretical perspectives of Corporate Governance, an overview of corporate social

investment and the impact of HN/ Aids in South Africa were discussed within the scope

of Chapters Two, Three and Four. Tbis study investigated the corporate social investment

programmes of the top 100 companies listed on the JSE to determine what the role of

business was in supporting HN/ Aids in South Africa through their existent CSI

programmes. The data collected were obtained through the questionnaire designed for

this study, which was distributed to all CSI, PR, Marketing and Communication Managers

in the top 100 listed companies.

Tbis chapter includes an examination of appropriate themes, which are discussed at length

in Chapter Eight. Theme one examines the availability of CSI programmes among the top

100 listed companies in South Africa. Theme two looks at the communication of CSI

activities internally versus externally. Theme three focuses on the media used to serve

communication needs. Theme four investigates the responsibility and allocation of CSI

funds. Theme five investigates the availability of an HIY/Aids policy/strategv. Theme six

examines the support for HIY/ Aids internally and externally. Theme seven examines the

relationship between HN/ .\.ids and corporate governance. Theme eight looks at the

communication methods used to raise awareness about HIY/ ~\.ids. Theme nine

investigates the responsibility for monitoring communin· needs. Theme ten investigates

the methods of training and communication media used to convey message about the virus.

Theme eleven focuses on the prmision of support, care and treatment to employees.

Theme m-eke identifies the effects of HIY/ c\.ids on the company profit. Theme thirteen

investigates the administration of the budget and how much is allocated towards an

HIY/ .\.ids programme. Theme foUrteen investigates the effects of absenteeism and sick

leave on the company. Theme fifteen in,-estigates the effects of prevalence rates on the

company. Finally, theme si."teen examines the anti·retrm-iral treatment and the funding

thereof.
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The central hypothesis is discussed under specific themes, with a brief summary of the

main findings after each theme.

SECTION A - CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT

Availability of a strategic CSI programme/policy

The findings reveal that 95 percent of the companies claimed they were in possession of a

strategic CSI programme. Five percent did not have programmes in place. The binomial

test indicated a significant difference in proportions (p<0.001).

Du Toit (2001) reports that the notion that successful businesses have a responsibility to

contribute to sustainable development is already championed from within CSI

departments of Illilny South African companies. She adds that CSI contributes to

sustainability if its policy and planning is founded on strategic alignment between business

and social goals. Rockey (2001) supports this ,-iew by adding that corporations are

keeping in line with international trends and are increasingly recognizing the benefits of

having a CSI programme. She further agrees that as CSI becomes increasingly recognised

for its valuable role, corporates are stri,-ing ro ensure that their programmes comprise 'best

practice' principles. Mape (2001) comments that CSI strategies in a number of companies

includes a strong emphasis on measuring the impact of the companies inputs. She further

comments that a well-defined CSI strategy is valuable because it has become increasingl,

critical that CSI is ,-iewed as a yalue-adding department that meaningfully contributes

towards the company's corporate strategy as whole.

It is evident that big business is becoming committed to CSI and is linking policy to

implementation, so that practical lessons assist in informing polic' changes. CSI has taken

a new stance and has now become integrated in the mainstream activ-ities, where objectives

are set and aligned to those of the business.
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I ,inking CSI programmes to National Priorities

A significant 90 percent of the sample indicated that their CSI programmes are consciously

linked to national priorities. Ten percent indicated otherwise. The binomial test

produced a significant result in this regard (p<0.001).

Rockey (2002) concurs that acknowledging the national priorities within the CSI

programme is useful when corporate grant makers are working joindy with government,

and contributes positively to building public-private partnersbips, especially when engaging

at provincial and local levels. She further says that one can differentiate between those CSI

programmes that are 'closely aligned to national priorities' by default, from those

programmes that actually seek opportunities for linkages with national priorities by

undertaking a more scientific approach.

Evidence suggests that corporations are clearly making a more conscious attempt to align

their CSI programmes to national priorities.

Communication of CSI activiries internally versus externally

Table 16 revealed that 65 percent of the cases belie,-ed that it was extremely imponant to

communicate CSI acm-ities internally using newsletters and repons to communicate their

strategies to the internal public, while 58.8 percent believed that external communication

was extremely important and particularly used the website as both internal and external

means to communication. The CSI handbook was used as an external means of

commumcatlon.

While some companies have alwa,'s blown their corporate social investment trumpet b,

making their acts of public good known as widely as possible, others have (purposely or

inadvenendv) downplaved such gestures of philanthroPY, But in a world in which

srakeholders increasingly demand corporate accountability and social responsibility, co

ordinated communication of CSI initiatives is becoming a more pressing imperative

(Rockey,2002: 115),
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Ractliffe (2004) reveals that CSI is now an important communication function. This move

has been brought on by pressures to demonstrate corporate commitment to social

responsibility, to justify their 'licence to operate', or to show a 'return' on CS!.

This is supported by the trend toward triple-bottom line reporting, the King 11 report on

corporate governance and industry charters.

It is evident from this study that corporations today increasingly publish dedicated social

responsibility or corporate citizenship reports, or promote their CSI expenditure not only

through newsletters and reports but through public relations campaigns, awards

ceremonies and through the media, including the CSI Handbook, published by Trialouge

annually. CSI used to be seen solely as goodwill in the past, and was rarely tracked or

measured. However, today companies are increasingly ttying to measure the impact of

their community involvement, using information and figures to compare and measure their

efforts with those of other companies. Communicating their activities internally or

externally has become a necessity.

Media used to serve communication needs

The results in Table 21 indicate that 11.3 percent of companies rely on annual reports to

communicate their CSI message. A further 10.5 percent of companies use house journals

and emai1 as a means to communicate CS! needs.

According to Morgan (2004:269) as CS! 'came out of the closet', so the media and

public relations machines 'fired up'. Initially, it was fashionable to parade company

executives at cheque hand-over ceremonies, and to boast pictures of congratulatory

handshaking and oversized cheques in the company newsletter. But it wasn't long before

CSI became big news for the external media too, and supplements focusing on CS! began

appearing regularly in the business press. Companies also began producing their own

social repons. The earliest ones were generally public relations exercises, with more spin

than substance, but while such reports still prevail, there has been a discernible trend

toward real accounrabilirr.

It has become evident thar mam companies have began integrating CSI into their core

marketing message, drawing on these activities for corporate image-building exercises. It is

also interesting to nore that companies hav-e come a long way from just publishing in
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Annual reports and the Corporate Social Investment Handbook; one is now able to locate

their programmes on the company website.

Responsibility for the communication of CSI messages

Table 18 reveals that 48.7 percent of companies indicated that the CSI Department was

responsible for communication, while 32.1 percent indicated that the Corporate

Communication Department was responsible, 15.4% indicated that it was the Foundation

that was responsible and 15.4% indicated that the PR department was responsible. Where

and how the CSI programme is situated in the company plays a significant role in the

approach the company takes to community giving.

Rockey (2001) claims that due to the diversity of approaches undertaken by companies in

South Africa to CSI, the CSI programme continues to be one of those functions that does

not have a clearly designated home or formula. She further suggests that as CSI is

becoming more strategic and incorporated into the overall corporate citizenship

philosophy of the company, it is attracting a greater proportion of the company

communications budget. This is a trend that is likely to continue gathering momentum.

According to Skinner et aL (2001:281) effective communication of CSI activities plays an

important role in the projection of the company as a caring citizen and is often gi,·en the

priority it deserves. Rockey (2002: 116) reports that conununication is impetative and that

it is no longer good enough to be doing good, but a companY must be seen to be doing

good. The pressure to deliver and communicate meaningful CSI progranunes is coming

not only from government but from the general public.

The statistics prove that CSI is a relatively unstable area in terms of corpotate structuring

and there is continual reshuffling of how and where it fits into the company. It is endent

though that there is a significant and encouraging trend towards the creation of a

foundation to house the CSI activities of the company, especialh- b, larger corporations.

This appears to be in line ,vith the trends in most of the developed countries, particularly

in the CS~\ where man, multinationals haw created foundations.
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Responsibility and allocation of CSI funds

Figure 21 indicates that 56.5 percent of budgets are detennined from a percentage of post~

tax profits, while percent are detennined from pre~tax profits. Table 29 reveals that 43.3

percent of companies allocate funds at board level while in 21.1 percent of the companies,

allocation is taken care of by the CSI Department.

Chrisman & Carroll (1984:61) suggest that there is an obvious need for strengthened

training and capacity building for communities. They further add that organizations have a

moral duty to be socially responsible and that corporations are rooted in real communities,

therefore they have an implicit obligation to be good citizens of these communities.

A survey done by Top Companies 2004, in association with the Finandal Mail, reveals that

companies are increasingly applying more formality and structure to the way they

detennine the size of their CSI budget. This is driven by the fact that CSI is now regarded

as a valuable tool for transfonnation, and expenditure levels. In this survey 35% of the

responding companies indicated that they now use either pre~or post~tax profit as a

formula for determining their social investment budget.

Evidence suggests that this more structured approach means fewer companies now base

budget size predominantly on company or board approval.

SECTION B - HIV/ AIDS

Availability of HIV/ Aids Policy/Strategy

Figure ?? dearly indicates that the majority of companies (97.5 percent) have a policy or

strategy in place, while 2.5 percent do not.

"\ccording to Ellis and Terwin (2004) an HI\'r\ids policY is a written document that sets

out an organization's position and practices as they respond to HI\' and "\ids. Nor only

does the policy provide guidelines as to how a business should respond to HI\' positin

employees, but it should also pro'-i.de a framework for action to reduce the spread of

HI\' / "\ids and manage its impact. ~\lthough the researched companies showed e,-i.dence

that ther hare policies in place, the real challenge is whether ther are translating the policr
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into practice. Respondents indicated that they were satisfied with their existent policies and

programmes. This shows that large companies are indeed leading the way, however there is

clearly much more that can be done and it is important that business take up the reins

alongside government and other stakeholders in a proactive, multifaceted and

comprehensive response to HNI Aids (Ellis and Terwin, 2004: 29).

The aim of the study lies in detennining and investigating whether these companies have

the necessary support to control the impact of the disease. The support for HNI Aids

internally and externally attempts to determine this.

Support for HIV/ Aids internally and externally

Table 32 suggests that the emphasis is on internal support of HNIAids. Companies

spend 18.8 percent of their time in communicating the various challenges related to

HNIAids to their internal audience and 15.1 percent on education, care and support.

External support is acknowledged mainly in the educational arena. 39.4 percent of support

is allocated to education, while 43.7 percent is allocated to community based initiatives.

Rockey (2002:182) reports that it is not possible to influence unless awareness of the

disease is first broadcast. Awareness is not all; people must learn to accept that

communication about HIVIAids is not propaganda designed to instil certain moral

behaviour, but they must understand the deadly consequences of contracting the clisease,

and must change their behaviour accorclingly.

Relationship between HIVI Aids and Corporate Governance

In Table 34, 73.8 percent of companies indicated that HIVIAids had an influence on

corporate governance, while 26.3 percent did not. The guidelines and principles in the

King Report provide a sound basis for the successful running of an organization (Ferreira,

2003: 59).

According to Metcalf (2004) comparues are being pressurized bv a wide range of

stakeholders, inclucling current and potential investors, their emplOYees and the labour

unions, as well as government and the community, to report on the effects of HIV I"\ids in

the workplace, the costs invoked and the strategies implemented to manage the issue.
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This trend is echoed by the 2002 King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa,

which underscored the importance of annual corporate reporting on HIV/ Aids and said

that companies should detail the policies implemented to manage the effect of HIV/ Aids

on their businesses, regularly monitor performance and report on all these issues to

stakeholders.

It is evident that strategic planning is another challenge faced by companies in South

Africa and in the global economy and is an urgent priority for top management.

Communication methods used to raise awareness about HIV/ Aids

Table 35 reveals that 14.2 percent of companies used posters as a method of creating

awareness about HIV/ Aids, while 12.8 percent used flyers as a communication method.

According to ElIis and Terwin (2004) in order to achieve significant and sustainable results,

business has to put comprehensive HIV/ Aids programmes in place. Any workplace

HIV/ Aids programme should consist of two basic elements, namely programmes that aim

to prevent or reduce new HIY infections (eg. voluntary counselling and testing and

HIV/ Aids awareness programmes) and programmes that provide treatment, care and

support to employees and their families who are infected or affected by HIY/ Aids.

Evidence suggests that a number of companies use the more com-entional method of

communication to make employees aware of the dangers of HIV/ _\ids, ie. posters and

fivers.

Responsibility for monitoring community needs

Table 36 reveals that in 42.7 percent of the companies the CSI/CSR department was

responsible for monitoring community needs. However, 20.2 percent of the companies

revealed that the Human Resource cfuision was responsible.

CSI programmes are taking on real development challenges, drinn by an understanding of

the need to address existing inequalities and an awareness of the benefits that flow from

successful social de,-elopment (Rockev 2002). Joseph (2002) suggests that such strategies

should ensure a proper process of consulration and planning with srakeholders to ensure

the ,ubilitv, monitoring and eYaluation of social denlopment.
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Evidence suggests that companies are actively engaging with communities in which they

do business. The main purpose of some big businesses is to improve the quality of life of

the commuttities in which they exist, since it is the Foundation, CSI, or Human Resource

departments that are responsible for communities needs.

Methods of training and cOlDIIlnnication media used to convey messages about the
virus

Table 37 reveals that 59.1 % of the responding companies used peer educators to train

fellow employees, while 40.9% used industrial theatre groups.

Rockey (2002) suggests that it is not possible to influence employees unless awareness of

the disease is first broadcast. She says that awareness is not all. One must learn to accept

that communication about HIV/ Aids is not propaganda designed to instil certain motal

behaviour, but that employees must understand the deadly consequences of contracting

the disease.

It is evident from this study that most companies are putting a lot of effort into in-house

awareness programmes and ensuring that employees rake heed of the dangers of

HIY/Aids.

Provision of support and care and treatment

Figure 23 indicates the support proyided to employees. A wide range of support is

provided; howe"er, 92.5 percent of the respondents indicated that the more popular means

of provision was Yoluntary counselling to employees, while 85.0 percent indicated that peer

education programmes were provided.

Businesses can help their employees living w-ith HIY/ Aids to contribute to production

levels for as long as possible, by prm-iding a range of care and support sen-ices through

company clinics or in partnership w-ith other healthcare providers. For some this is an

e,,-rension or an expansion of existing provision, whether in-house or through health

insurance, to employees and their immediate families. Semces extended to the treatment

of opportuttistic infections, particularlY TB, psycho-social support, palliati'·e care, home

based care and HIY treatment through antirerrm-iral therapy (2006:

hrw:/ /www.redribbon.co.za).
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Effects ofmv/Aids on company profit

In Table 40, 25 percent of companies indicated that the pandemic has had an adverse

effect on the company's profit and 75 percent indicated otherwise. These results are

significant according to the binomial test (p<0.001).

Stover and Bollinger (1999) report that most smdies reveal, that the HIV/ Aids epidemic

causes an increase in costs of production and a decrease in revenues. Bloom and Mahal

(2002), argue that the loss of a staff member through sickness has theoretical effects on (a)

a company's stock of ''know·how'' and (b) the morale of other workers, as well as

imposing recruitment costs. Rising mrnover due to AIDS deaths, and resulting pressure

on recruitment, is only one example of the potential impact of AIDS on the workforce.

Administration of the budget

Table 44 indicates that in most companies the Human Resources department (44.9 percent)

athninisters the budget, while in other companies the CSI department (17.9 percent) is in

charge of administering the budget. The table also reflects other departments that may

athninister the budget.

According to Metcalfe (2004), companies ",i.II face increased costs in other, related areas.

The costs of, for example, medical aid and health insurance, group life and disability

msurance, employee benefits and pension fund contributions, funeral expenses and

se,erance pay, will increase as the effects of HIV/ .\ids is felt in both the company and the

economy. Further costs relate to management and staff resources and direct costs involved

in planning, implementing and participating in HI\'/.\ids prevention, training and

treatm.ent.

Effects ofabsenteeism and sick leave on company

The results in Figure 26 suggest that there is increased absenteeism (57.7 percent) due to

HI\', followed by .\ids absenteeism (54.9 percent). Sick lea,e seems to lead the way (64.4

percent). These factors se,-erely affect the production capabilities of the company.

According to Metcalfe (2004), as HI\'r\ids sufferers begin to see the effects of the disease

in their lives, companies are likely to be faced with an increase in sick leave and
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absenteeism. Additional leave days will be required even for employees who are not

infected, as the} attend funerals, take compassionate leave and care for family members

who may be infected. He further reports that this places additional pressure on the rest of

the employees to fill in for and carry the workload of those not at work. The resulting

overtime, exhaustion and stress could lead to reduced job satisfaction and a reduction in

productivity.

Such effects on the company could lead to a very sttessful environment that can damage

staff morale and lead to further decreases in productivity, which could potentially damage

the corporate environment.

Effects ofprevalence rates on company

Twenty five percent of companies indicated that the pandemic has had an adverse effect

on the company's profit and 75% indicated otherwise. These results are significant

according to the binomial test (p<0.001).

Anti Retroviral treatment and funding

Table 49 reveals that only 25 out of the 80 companies have funding initiatives in place for

ARV treatment. Of these 25, 14 companies have specified that their Medical Aid offers

ARV treatment and 11 indicated that ARYs are funded or subsidized by the company.

Nine out of the 80 companies indicated that the funding allocated to treatment, ranged

from R25 000 to R3 million. Three companies spent R25 000 and the other 6 allocated

between R30 000 and indicated that thev spent between R25 000 and R3 million.

According to the Policy Project in Ellis and Ternin (2004), the argument that ARY

programmes are too eXl'ensive is losing ground - various studies bave shown convincing

evidence that it is cost effective to in"est in an ARY treatment programme. The way in

which an organization incorporates .\R\'s into their policy and workplace programme

depends on factors such as the size of the organization; its proximity to health sen·ices

(and accredited .\RV sites); the in·house occupational health infrasrructure; health

insurance policies, human resource infrasrructure; profitability and financial status; and

HIV/ .\ids prevalence in the organization.
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The study reveals that a small percentage of companies offer ARVs to their employees.

Some have in-house medical aids that offer the treatment while others sub-contract to

HNI Aids health management services. The reason for a small percentage offering the

treatment is due to the high cost associated with the treatment. A suggestion would be to

include ARYs as part of the overall workplace strategy. ARY treatment programmes

should ideally run parallel alongside prevention and education programmes.

Current and future impact of lllVI Aids on the Company and Community

Table 51 reveals that, 87.5 percent of the surveyed companies indicated that HNIAids

had already had some impact on their business, while 8.8 percent believed that there was

serious impact.

Rockey (2003) reports that in many cases, companies' management, employees,

shareholders and other stakebolders are not aware of the impact of HNI Aids on long

term sustainability. It is probably no exaggeration to conclude that the 'going concern'

principle might potentially be compromised for many businesses. Companies have a

responsibility to report on the status quo and on the future potential business risks of the

disease.

The findings provide eY:idence rhat HIVI Aids has had some impact on corporations.

HIVI Aids 'will continue to impacr the on the bortom-line of a company unless proper

measures are put in place ro conscientise its employees.

CONCLUSION

EIlis and Terwin (2004), report thar the global spread of the Aids pandemic and increasing

evidence of the economic impact of HIVI _\ids has highlighred the need for business to

take action against the pandemic.

The findings arising from the empirical evidence have been contexruaJized within the

broader framework of the srodv. "Uthough the companies surveyed provided support for

effecffi-e HIVI_\ids policies, the question arises, are these policies or straregies effective

enough to manage and control the impact of HI\'I_\ids on the companY'
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While most of the companies across all the sectors surveyed indicated that they produce

some form of statutory document, few seem to report on the impact ofHNI Aids on their

business. However, large companies (and those in the financial services and mining

sectors) appear to be leading the way in this regard.

Chapter nine highlights the conclusions of this study and makes recommendations for the

future.
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Chapter9

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

In this final chapter, the researcher presents the conclusions and recommendations

regarding Corporate Social Investment and HIV/ Aids in South Africa.

It is no longer optional for a South African business organization to have an HIV/ Aids

programme that works to address the challenges of the pandemic for its own people, its

customers and the communities in which it operates ( Green, DailY NewJ, 1 December

2006: 20). Companies have now recognized that they are uniquely positioned to

implement programmes that could directly and indirectly touch the lives of many people

infected or affected by HIV/ Aids.

LITERATURE REVIEW OF THE STUDY UNDERTAKEN

Chapter Two presented an overview of how corporate social responsibility and corporate

social investment became incorporated into tripple bottom line reporting and therefore

how HI\'/ Aids programmes were included in nipple bottom line reporting. This chapter

therefore discussed the importance of corporate governance, nipple bottom line reporting

(TIlL) and the socially responsible investing index (SRI) and their impact on South African

business. Since the JSE Securities Exchange in South Africa launched its first Socially

Responsible Im-estment (SRI) Index, the index has aimed at increasing awareness and

management of sustainable business practices, in particular through adopting the nipple

bottom line, as a way of doing business. The process invoh-ed a detailed assessment

against criteria relating to participants' policies, strategies and activities in respect of

corporate goYemance, the en\-ironment, the economy and society. Evidence suggests that

South _\frican companies are under the influence of senral ambiguous pressures.

Monitoring and reporting of HI\' / _\ids is one area where powerful plaYers outside the

organisation (e.g. JSE) advocate for disclosure. This de\'elopmenr has certified that mam'

top South African companies are competent for inclusion in the Index and ha\'e teceived

recognition for their commitment and performance to date.
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Chapter Three reviewed and examined the broad development of the ideas behind

corporate social investment (CS!)/corporate social responsibility (CSR) in South Africa

and its specific characteristics in the context of the country's social, political and economic

development. The chapter also discussed the findings in respect of corporate social

investment programmes in all companies. Data in connection with organizational

information, its operation of effective CSI strategies, communication of these strategies to

the internal and external publics, media used to serve CSI needs, and the CSI budget were

discussed. The trends reported in this chapter provide strong evidence to suggest that CSI

is gammg in importance in companies. The benefits for the company are becoming

apparent and the drive towards business sustainability is adding impetus to the case for CSI.

Business has successfully positioned itself as s leader in corporate social investment. With

different existing approaches to corporate social investment, many corporations have

opted for a results-driven approach of developing, implementing and monitoring corporate

social investment programmes in partnership with their host communities. Evidence also

suggests that companies are committed to sound corporate governance. Their approach is

in compliance with the King Reporr's (2002) code of Corporate Governance and Conduct

for South Africa.

Chapter Four discussed all relevant information relating to HIV/ Aids in the listed

companies. Data in connection ,,~th HIV/ Aids policies and practices, indicating methods

of training and communication media used to com'ey messages about the virus both

internally and extemally, the role of the organization in supporting HIV/ Aids ,,~thin the

organization, methods of care and supporr given to employees, the amount budgeted for

each company's HIV/ .-\ids programme were discussed. The chapter revealed that

companies with aggressive HIV/ ~-\ids policies/strategies enjoy a surge in employee morale.

Therefore effective management of HIV/ ~-\ids in the workplace requires effective

policies/strategies that will ensure that there are both long and shorr term measures in

place that will reduce the impact of the virus on employees. Education is a key component

of many programmes and the srudy has revealed that most corporations hav-e co

ordinators or clinics that deal specifically with the pandemic. Thev hav-e internal

HIV/ _-\ids committees consisting of employees from various departments in the

orgaruzauon, union representativ-es and management to monitor implementation of

actrnOes.
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ACHIEVEMENT OF THE STUDY'S OBJECTIVES

The central objective of this study was to highlight the role of business in supporting

HN/ Aids in the South African society where evolving political, social and economic

issues are of significance. In the initial chapter of specific research questions were posed:

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Does the company have a strategic corporate social investment programme ill

place and if they do what is the nature of the programme?

What percentage of the budget is allocated to HN/ Aids?

Does the company have an HN/ Aids policy in phce and what is the nature of

such a policy?

How are the policies and activities communicated to stakeholders?

What is the proportion of corporate business support for HN/ Aids awareness?

What is the proportion of corporate business support towards HIV/ Aids

treatment for its employees?

What are the other funding initiatives of the company?

What general and specific theoretical conclusions can be drawn from the Mersham

et aL (1995) model for corporate social investment and development

communication?

The findings ill respect of each question are highlighted and discussed further in the

conclusions.

CONCLUSIONS

Existence of strategic corporate social investment programmes

Rockey (2002: XIV) reports that corporations are keeping in line with international trends

and are increasingly recognising the benefits of having an advanced CSI programme. CSI

programmes have taken on real development challenges, driven by an understanding of the

need to address existing inequalities and an awareness of the benefits that flow from

successful social development. Leading companies in South Africa treat CSI as a strategic

and not as a superficial, feel-good form of charitable giving. Evidence from this study

suggests that large corporations are leading the wa\' in terms of broad development

challenges, Business plans ha,-e now become impossible to consider CSI without the
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inclusion of HIV/ Aids. Additional pressure has been placed on the CSI practitioner to

deliver in the area of HIV/ Aids.

The study highlights several factors that are important and relevant for CSI and HIV/ Aids

in the South African society.

Percentage of the budget allocated to HIV/ Aids

There is ample evidence in this study which indicates that business has successfully come

to realize the importance of CSI. Companies have shown a desire to see genuine and

sustainable social upliftment. According to Rockey (2004: 77), companies are increasingly

applying more fonnality and structure to the way they determine the size of their CSI

budget. This is driven by the fact that CSI is now regarded as a valuable tool for

transformation. The CSI health-spend of a large number of companies is targeted at

HIV/ Aids and companies are channelling some of their development funding accordingly

and seem to acknowledge that dealing with the virus requires a concerted effort and

investtnent across a broad front.

Existence of an HIV/ Aids workplace policy

Nilsson (2005: 94) comments that 'business is admittedly making serious efforts as regards

the pandemic, both internally as well as in the broader community'. Strong ev-idence from

this study suggests that the South African corporate sector han accepted the problem of

HIV/ Aids and have realised that the problem can be addressed and have adopted the

approach that community equals workplace_ Business is now actively supporting the issue

of HIV/ Aids in South Africa. Companies hav-e begun to recognise the seriousness of

HIV/ Aids and the impact it has on the workplace as well as the social and economic life of

employees_ Evidence also reflects the degree of conunittnent displayed by large

corporations towards the development of policies on HIY/ Aids. Companies are therefore

conunitted to addressing HIV/ _\ids in a positive, supportive and non-discriminatory

manner, with the informed support and cooperation of all employees. 0:ew companv

strategies hav-e a two-pronged approach, 'With the focus on prevention and positive liv-ing.

The prevention aspect invol,es the av-oidance of new infections by encouraging emploYees

to make informed choices and decisions and take responsibility for their own lives. Pan of

this strategy includes training and dev-elopment, awareness campaigns, information and
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knowledge sharing. Some companies have elected HIV/ Aids committees representing staff,

members of management, human resources st<lff, ttade unions and peer educators. These

strategies also extend to the broader community, and in most cases are facilitated by a

Foundation.

Communication of HIV/ Aids policies and activities to stakeholders

There is ample evidence from this study to suggest that education is a key component of

many programmes. Education and awareness programmes enjoy strong support. Relevant

education that is accessible in terms of language and literacy levels is disseminated on an

ongoing basis. Awareness activities include exhibitions and campaigns linked to World

Aids Day, National Condom Week and Aids Memorial Day, etc. Since 1994, education

programmes within the workplace and surrounding cotntnunities have been presented by

nominated employees who have been trained as peer educators. In addition to targeting

high-risk groups through education programmes, peer educators also distribute condoms

in their specific zones and refer high-risk patients for treatment at clinics. ESt<lblishing

levels of infection is essenrial both in ascertaining the effectiveness of education and

awareness programmes and in planning reaction to the disease. Against this backdrop it is

evident that corporations have promoted volunrary counselling and resting programmes

(VCTs) as part of their health care sen~ces. This has proved positive as results show that a

number of employees have t<lken to utilising the VCT programme.

Proportion of corporate business support towards HIV/ Aids treaunent for its
employees

Evidence suggests thar a small number of companies haYe funding initiatives in place for

ARV treatment. Some have specified that their medical aid offers ARV treatment and

others indicated that ARVs are funded or subsidized by the company. The focus on

positive living aims ro extend life expectancy and the qualirr of life of emplorees li,~

,,~th HI\'/ Aids. Such approaches aim at reducing absenteeism and a lengthened period of

economic activity and productivitr for indi\~dualemployees.
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Conclusions on the Graphic Commnnication Model for Development

One of the most significant findings arising from the empirical evidence presented in

Chapter Five confinns the application of Mersham's Graphic Communication model

(1995) which analyses the message components in the triptych, drawing attention to the

codes and symbols of content as a vital area in the process of understanding. All of these

factors have particular relevance with the organisations interviewed in contemporary South

Africa. The conclusions on the application of the model also relates to the other two

components of the triptych, namely the communicator and the recipient.

• Findings suggest that the current prevalence of the virus in South Africa proves to

be a major challenge for corporations and the government. Although no reliable

data of HIV infection per sector or per skills category are available, it is believed

HIV prevalence is significandy higher among semi- and unskilled workers than

among highly skilled and white-collar workers. However, it is becoming apparent

that the mining, transport, building, construction and manufacturing sectors could

be vulnerable to the HIVIAids pandemic (Ellis & Terwin, 2004). i\Iany

corporations in Africa subscribe to the same means of ensuring that their

employees are kept regularly informed, educated and up to date on HIVI Aids

related issues.

• The form of messages has taken on a different format. Communities are now

accepting explicit messages as opposed to the past subde messaging system of

billboards and posters, etc. Approaches to communication have changed from

sensitive and subde to hard, cold and direct messages. Ferreira (2003: 60), asks

"does simply telling people about HIVI Aids through posters, pamphlets, ,'ideos

and other media get people to actually change their behaviour"? His answer is,

"we must begin to realize that education does not take place within a vacuum, that

there are social, political, and cultural barriers that influence the ability of am'

particular sub-group of people to assimilate the messages being communicated. As

long as these barriers remain underplayed, the efficacy of HIV pre,-ention

education programmes will remain disappointing".
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•

•

Evidence suggests that the model draws attention to the importance of the way in

which the communicator manifests his or her ideas, and its importance to the

success of the communication process. The central position in the communication

ttiptych is the message. In order to ttansfer thoughts, information, feelings and

attitudes Mersham et aL, (1995), argue that we need to consciously ensure that the

form in which these ideas are manifested is decodable by the partners in the

communication process. The model further suggests that the interpretations

attached to messages by partners in the communicatiQn process should consciously

be monitored. The audience are now able to engage themselves in this instance, in

that they are able to debate, enquire and expect feedback. The message is clear and

not ambiguous.

Evidence suggests that Mersham's model can be seen to work in practice especially

as far as the recipient is concerned. Employees are engaging with the issue at hand

and asking pertinent questions which tend to affect their immediate lifestyle. From

the companies interviewed it is evident that the message has become the medium.

For example in some companies top management encourage the test of the

company, by being the first to be publicly tested and counselled within the

company. This shows that the issue of confidentiality is of paramount importance

to these companies. HIY positive employees are treated in the clinic as all othet

employees, which temoves any potential stigma that could arise. Famous

personalities are used to relate experiences, e.g., Hlubikazi i\lbbo\"O who takes the

role of Nandipha in Isidingo. The 'Know your status' drive is so vital in breaking

down the HIY/ Aids stigma. People who know they are HIY negam-e are

encouraged to stay that way. People who are HIY positive are helped by wellness

programmes that aim to delay the onset of full blown Aids. This makes a distinct

diffetence to understanding the problems associated with HIY/ Aids. Employees

are also able to encode and decode the message. From the findings various

examples come to mind. One that is most common is that on \X'odd Aids Day (1

December) South African fellow employees who have lost the fight to HIY/ .\ids

are temembered by a candle lighting ceremonY in their memoty.
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•

•

The findings from the study suggest that the medium is now thought of as a

message receptacle or that which provides the platfonn for the signs, symbols

and codes of meaning to be conveyed. Mersham adds that each medium has its

own set of encoding possibilities and structures, drawing on McLuhan's (1967)

observation that 'the medium is the message'. The communicator has skills in

encoding messages in the mother tongue of the communication partners and skills

in the technology and techniques of the medium in question e.g., hillboards,

pamphlets and brochures in the different languages attract people to the message,

e.g. the Love Life campaign, which is one of South Africa's most ubiquitous

brands with a wide range of awareness and educational approaches, from

controversial billboards and Love Life painted taxis ('how safe was your ride last

night'), to newspaper inserts and well equipped youth centres. The model implies

that all partners must have the skills for decoding the mediated message. The

message should ideally be suitable to the different language groups in that these

groups should have the capacity to decode and interpret the message. To be really

effective education and awareness programmes need to be understood by the

target audience and should ideally bring the audience into debate, by being

interactive ,vith them.

Significant findings suggest that South African companies have well-established

communications media in different languages which include intemal staff

magazines, electronic communications, videos and posters, and comprehensive

HI\'/Aids intranet sites and including the use of industrial theatre and workshops

as a method of constantly reinforcing the educational messages around HI\'/Aids.

Billboards, radio spots and other material ranging from calendars. stickers,

posters ,flvers, ,ideos, slide shows, photographs, displa,-s, murals audio tapes and

CDs were used to get the message across to ,~arious audiences.

Prevention strategies emploved bv corporations include:

• Cse of conventional media (T\', radio, print and outdoor media) and

Popular media (theatre, drama, posters, leaflets and booklets) are utilized to

promote general knowledge and awareness;
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Promotion of condoms and distribution of free condoms through in-house clinics,

community clinics, hospitals and commercial networks;

Education and awareness of SIDs.

As far as the communicator 1S concerned the development communication

scientist (and public relations practitioners involved in community and social

investment programmes) was ahle to 'prompt' the community to initiate the

messages about their development needs. The public relations practitioner or CSI

practitioner was seen as the development communication scientist in this study,

and was able to scan the environment and actively monitor the internal and

external community for messages/information related to HI\'/Aids.

Findings reveal that corpotations also run other related HIV/ Aids programmes

that confront ignorance by providing facts, reducing prejudice through

demonstration of posirn-e attitudes, and fighting discrintination through the use of

affinnatin role models and practices. Findings reveal that the ultimate objectin is

to reduce stigma, discrintination and ptejudice against people liv-ing with and

affected bv HI\'/.\ids. Campaigns are carried out and expected to help encourage

people to use v'oluntarv counselling and testing (\TT) setvices. Considerable

progress is made to create a supporrive em'ironment for effectiv'e implementation

of other H IV prev-ention, care and treatment programmes, Companies ate proud

to be pan of llnm'ative behav-iour-change and communication programmes to

reduce the incidence of new infections and further promote stigma reduction,

Evidence illustrates that programmes and campaigns have been implemented in

which the skills of the communicator were of great significance. The

communicator (in most cases a trained public relations practitioner or corporate

social investment practitioner), normally has the skills to encode messages,

Findings suggested that communicators had a thorough understanding of the

various audiences that they were communicating HI\'I_lids messages to,

Another conclusion relating to the medium is that the signs and symbols were

effectivek used. The meaning of a sign depends nor onh' on personal
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interpretation, but also on collective agreement that may vary across space, time

and culture. Logos and symbols offered a way to create unity among a wide range

of communication messages, allowing the target audience to build up

interpretations and meanings over time (parker, et 01., 2000). A good example of

this is the red beaded ribbon that symbolizes the international struggle against

HIV/Aids. The beads denote a South African passion towards the struggle for

HIV/Aids.

Most of the companies targeted in this study have been actively involved in HIV/ Aids

pre"ention and awareness programmes using frequendy used media. Some companies

engage in behanour-change communication through the "arious projects that take

cognizance of compassion, tolerance, and sensitivity. Such programmes confront

ignorance bv providing facts, reducing prejudice through demonstration of positin

attitudes, and fighting discrimination through the use of affirmative role models and

pracnces. The ultimate objective is to reduce stigma, discrimination and prejudice against

people living with and affected b,' HIV /.-\ids.

Such campaigns are expected to help encourage people to use "oluntarv counselling and

testing (\'eT) sen'ices, and make considerable progress ill creating a supportIng

em·ironment for effective implementation of other HIV prevention, care and treatment

programmes.

Mersham's (1992b) graphic communication model for development prm'ides a basis for

evaluation of the corporate social mvestrnent opportumtIes and HIV/ .-\ids

strategies/policies of the sample. Strong evidence suggests that the findings support

Mersham's graphic communication model for development. Mersham's model reveals

itself to be underpinning the campaigns, programmes and strategies implemented by

corporate South Africa..-\lthough this is not done e'.-plicidv with knowledge of the model

itself, the study has shown that the basic principles and practices are applied. \Yhat the

model proposed is substantiated by the results of this study.

Findings also re,eal that the South .-\frican business community is serious about HIV and

thev are serious about educating their staff and are therefore guided b,' South .-\frican
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legislation which provides srtier instructions on HIV/ Aids testing procedures. The results

reported in this study help South Africans understand the stimulus faced by the private

sector when dealing with the problem of HIV/ Aids. Many large corporations have

implemented effective workplace policies and are ensuring that their employees are given

the best in terms of education and medical assistance to help curb the spread of the virus.

However, this is not so in the case of the smaller companies, where only a small percentage

of SMEs have implemented HIV/ Aids policies. This shows that smaller companies still

lack a strategic response to the pandemic. Although most of the large companies indicate

they have policies/strategies in place, it is not certain whether employees have seen or are

aware of these policies. It is also not certain exactly how much is being done in terms of

communication, care and assistance to employees.

A summary of the conclusions in response to the model are represented in figure 30 below.

Observations regarding the communicator, medium and recipient are indicated under the

respective sections of the modeL
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Communicator
PR practitioner/
HR practitioner/
Development
specialist

Medium
Message
Signs and symbols:
Message receptacle

Recipient
Employees &
communities

The communicator has The message becomes the The recipient engages with
HI\' / Aids issues:

the ability to: medium:

Encode and decode • Is decodable by The programme adds value
• by:

messages reClp,ents
• Clear and• Prompt recipient • Establishing le,'e1s of

• Scan and accurately unambiguous
infection

tnap environment message • Receives education• Used in education• Deal \1,ith different and treannent e.g.
language and cultural and awareness

programmes Signs, VCTs, counseling,
groups

logos and symbols workshops, etc
• Reduce stigma and • Connects the effects

discrimination are effectively used
& dangers 0 f the virus

• Deal with in this instance

confidentiality • Peer educators, role

• Cater for different models, billboards,

language
signs, ,ideos &

groups/le"els of
other media

• Format is: explicit,education
cold and direct

Figure 30: Observations on the Communicator, Medium and Recipient

In summary, it is clear that the mining sector and large corporations are leading the way in

responding to HIV/ ,lids. Howeyer, it is also clear that much more can be done with the

assistance of government and other stakeholders.

It has become apparent that some corporations, due to ignorance and mrth, have not pur

in place programmes and are not dem'ering in this area.

The results of this study can also help us undersrand whar we can realistically e"pect from

the printe sector as far as addressing the problem of HIV / ,·\ids.
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RECOMMEl'.'DATIONS

In 2000, UNAIDS along with the Prince of Wales Business Leaders Forum and the Global

Business Coalition on HIV/ Aids compiled a series of lessons leamed from various

corporate responses to the pandemic. From this, a number of key lessons wete distilled

which provide guidance for business in their approach to addressing HIV/ Aids. It is

envisaged that these lessons could be employed within the South African business sector.

Eight corpotate lessons in response to HIV/Aids are adapted from UNAIDS Business

response to HIV/Aids, Daly (2000:14):

9.3.1 Ensure a committed leadership (CEO, board and managemenr) and understanding

at all levels of the workforce, particularly through demonstrating the business case

for addressing HIV/ Aids.

9.3.2 Go beyond the workplace and address issues ,,~thin the local community to ensure

real effectiveness (e.g., by commemorating World Aids Day on December 1" ,,~th

the wider community).

9.3.3 Demonstrate business costs and benefits and human resoutce implications of

HIV/ .\ids initiatives.

9.3.4 Undertake a consultatn~e approach ,,~th all stakeholders ro ensure that initiatives

are appropriately directed.

9.3.5 Emer into partnership ,,~th other businesses, NGOs, gowrnmenral and

intergovernmental organisations to provide the necessary expertise and knowledge

of HIV/"\ids issues and to enable the scaling-up of responses.

9.3.6 Involve the use of peet educators/leaders from the target groups in dissemination

of education and prevention information.

9.3.7 Utilize low cost creatiw tools ro ensute sustainabilirr and replicabilin·.

9.3.8 Undertake continual monitoting, and renew the effectiveness of HIV/ "\ids.

In the context of this study the follo\\~ tentati\~e tecommendations can be made:
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• Companies should start within

They need to recognise the problem, factot the risks and potential implications,

banish the stigmas, and develop strategies that address the problem: not only with

their own employees, but also in the communities from which they draw their

labour source.

• Corporations should gather information from joint ventures and

collaborations

Information should ideally be sourced from local, national and international

collaborations. Such collaborations can be useful in developing proper strategies

etc.

• Involve other stakeholders in Policy and Program development

Seek feedback from local and international stakeholders

• Create an HIV/ Aids Policy with assistance from affected employees

Involve infected and affected people in the creation of such a policy. Describe

company policies on issues such as confidentiality, lack of harassment, benefit

plans, etc.

• Design workplace HIV/ Aids programmes to fit local cultures

Design programmes to address circumstances of HI\'IAids prevalence and

cultural norms by taking into account local cultures.

• Ensure that the policy is a living document

The policy should be understood and used as a key tool by all lenls within the

company. The company should demonstrate that the policY is a commitment to

protecting employees and should publish the poliev at all rimes.

• Ensure legal compliance

A specific policy legal compliance should be incorporated into the company

alongside the HI\'I ~\ids poliCY. Such a poliCY would help to focus on pteventing

future disputes and allegations of discrimination on the basis of the employee's

HIVI.\ids status.
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• Collaborate with other organizations

Companies should build levernge in support for the disease using national and

international examples to assist.

• Follow best practice

Due to ignorance, myth, and misinfonnation, many compames have followed

unsustainable HN/ Aids programmes, delivering little in the way of value. Those

companies that have an HN/ Aids strategy, but do not follow best practice, should

endeavour to strengthen their programmes by looking at what has been done

nationally and internationally.

liMITATIONS

The limitations to this smdy were as follows:

The sample frame that was utilised within the scope and nature of this

smdy, included only the top 100 listed companies on the Johannesburg

Stock Exchange (JSE), because they represented the more competitive

pnvate sector compames.

The sample did not allow for the inclusion of non-listed companies.

AREAS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Further work and analysis could be done in areas allied to the present topic. Several

aspects were encountered during the course of this smdy that did not necessarily fit in with

the research at the time but are certainly important issues for further research.

Future research could explore the following:

• Comparative perceptions of unlisted companies to determine the progress made

towards tackling HI\'/ Aids problems in this sector;

• A smdy on gender specific approaches would be beneficial as they ha,·e prm·en to

be effective in curtailing the spread of HI\'/_-\.ids and sexually transmitted diseases.

Companies should incorporate strategies into their HI\'/c-\.ids programmes and

policies that are sensim·e to the specific needs of female and male workers;
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• Research into possible community involvement In the development of the

HIV/ Aids programmes/policies of companies ;

• An investigation of the involvement of employees In the formulation of

policies/strategies or programmes and procedures within companies for HIV/ Aids

prevention;

•

•

•

To determine what coalitions are available to companies for networking purposes,

which will allow discussion on issues relating to HIV/ Aids;

Interventions on HIV/ Aids problems will have an impact on branding and

reputation for the company. A study on such impact will be beneficial to

compames.

To explore the strategies used by the international business sector in combating the

HIV/ Aids problem, as well as related risk areas.

The reality of the HIV/ Aids problem is affecting all facets of our South African Society

and has especially challenged the corporate world. The investment in human resources has

come to the forefront, and why not? If collectively the corporate world does not take

responsibility for its manpower, it will not only be detrimental to the company, but also to

innocent affected employees that assist the corporate sector in achieving its many

commitments.

The absence of investment in mitigation will result in labour becoming a non-renewable

resource. The challenge is to effectively link corporate social investment and HI\'/Aids

policies, in order to optimise impact, both for business and for the communitv.
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22 Nowmber 2004

To: The Senior ManagerI CorpoIate Social ,/IV8Slment Manager

Dear SirlMadame

CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT AND H'V/AlDS SURVEY

As a senior representalive of one of the top 100 companies listed on the JSE in South Africa, I
woukIlike to invite you to participate in this very ilTlplJ1ant study on Corporate Social Investment
and H'v/Aids.

The aim of this survey is to investigate and examine the corporate social investment
programmes 01 the top 100 listed lXIITIpllllies on the JSE and to determine the extent to which
their lJI09iai.dllElS strategically include a HlV/Aids component.

IlXlI1firm that I am a registered studenl with the University of ZuluIand studying towards the
Doctor of Philosophy in Commuricatioo SCience.

It would be greatly appreciated if you will kindy participate in the sur.<ey by sharing your
expertise in the compIetioo of the questionnaire. The information that you will provide will make
an illlpOi tall contribution to the success of this study.

Your input will be treated as strictly con1identiaI and you can be assured that it will not be
diwIged to arTY third party. A summary of the findings will be puIllished at the end of this study
and you can be guaranteed that a copy will be sent to you for your information.

Your co-operation in this study is highly appreciated.

Yours sinceIeIy

Ms Renitha Rampersad
Head of Department
Depabnent of Public Relations Management
Durtlallnslitute of Technology

Prof. Gary Mersham
Supervisor
Department of
Communication
Science
University of ZUIuIand

Doctor ofPhilosophy: Communication Science (Student No. 024416)
UnNersity 01 Zululand

I
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ADDENDUM2: QUESTIONNAIRE
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CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT AND H1V1A1DS IN SOUTH AFRICA

Name: _

Designation: _

E-Mail: _

Name of organization: _

Address : _

Tel. No.: Fax. No.: _

SECTION A

CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT

1. Please circle the code of the sector to which your organisation belongs.

a Financial selVices 1
b Parastatals 2
c Mining 3
d Oil 4
e Technoloav 5
f Pharmaceutical 6
g Retail 7
h Automotive 8
i Beverages. Hotels, Leisure 9
i Other (please specify) 10

2. Does your company operate astrategic corporate social investment programme? Please circle the relevant
numeric code.

1
2

3. How do you communicate these strategies internally and externally?

4. Is your CSI programme linked to national priorities? If yes. please elaborate.
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1
2

5. Does your company use CSI to contribute to enhancing its corporate brand and image? How is this
communicated to the various publics?

2

6. Do you have aspecific strategy for enhancing your organisation's social investment performance?
If yes please elaborate.

1
2

7. How important is the communication of CSI activities internally versus extemally? Please tick the relevant
answer.

Internally Extemally
a Extremely imoortant
b Very imoortant
c Averaae importance
d Not at all imoortant
e Don't know

8. Which department is resoonsible for the communication of CSI messages?
Circle

a Corporate social investment 1
b Public Relations 2
c Corporate Communication 3
d Marketing 4
e CSI Committee 5
f Other 6
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9. How important is CSI communication to the following audiences? Please tick the relevant answer.

Extremely Imp. Very Imp. Fairlv Imp. Not Imo.
a CEO
b Une Manaaers
c Public affairs
d Employees
e Local Government
f Customers
a Provincial Government
h Shareholders
i Suooliers
i Distributors
k Trade Unions
I General Public

10. Is there two-way communication between the company and the communities that you invest in. Who is
responsible for such communication links?

11. What media do you use to serve your CSI communication needs to the internal and external audiences?

CIRCLE
a Television 1
b Radio 2
c Newsoaoers 3
d Maaazines 4
e House ioumals 5
f Internet 6
a Public Webs~e 7
h Newsletters 8
i Bectronic Forums 9
i E-mail 10
k Annual reoorts 11
I Workshops 12
m Face to face forums 13
n Small aroup communication 14
0 Other 15

12. Is your commitment to social investment published at all? Please state where such information is published.

Circle
a Freauentlv 1
b Occasionally 2
c Rarely or never 3
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13. Does your organization have any specific guidelines on the following issues? Please lick those appropriate and
please state where such guidelines are published.

Yes No
A General business ethics
B Responsibility towards employees

- equal opportunities
- health and safety
- employee development
- employment strategy
- HIVIAids Strategy
- Other (please specify)

C Responsibility towards the broader community
- education and schools liaison
- the arts
- health and weHare
- research
- seeding community activities (crime

prevention, health, homelessness,
small business development, etc.

- other (please specify)

D Responsibility towards the environment

- pollution
- energy usage
- use of non-renewable resources
- urban renewal
- other (please specify)

14. Please indicate how your corporate social investment bUdget is determined, please circle one of the following:

Circle

a Percentage of pre-tax profits 1
b Percentage of post tax profits 2
c Percentage of dividends 3
d Percentage of pavroll 4

15. Has your budget grown more in the last five years? If so, what have been the main reasons for doing so?
Please circle the correct option.
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Circle
a increased need to preserve and enhance coroorate imaae 1
b support 01 marketing activities 2
c pressure from the general public 3
d competitive pressure 5
e lona-slandina coroorate philosophy 6
I recovery from a maior public relations disaster 7

a other (please specify) 8

16. Where does the responsibility lor the allocation 01 CSI funds lie?

Circle

a At board level or at board committee level? 1
b Through apublic relations department 2
c Throuah asocial investment department 3
d Throuah astaff committee 4
e Throuah a CSI committee 5
I Other (please specify) 6

17. What principles are adopted to determine the allocation 01 corporate social investment funds? (please specify)

18. Please provide a percentage 01 how CSI funds are spent across the various deVelopment areas within your
company:

Percentaae
a Education
b Training
c Job creation
d Health
e Wellare
I Soorts and recreation
a Community development
h Environment
I Arts and culture
j Housina
K Salety and security
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SECTIONS

HIVlAlDS

1. Does your company have a HIV/Aids policy/strategy in place? Please circle the correct answer.

1
2

2. What is the role of your company in supporting HIVIAids within the company?

3. What is the role of your company in supporting HIV/Aids externally? Please rank each in ordered form with 1
being of high priority to 5 being of low priority on a scale of 1to 5. (i.e. 1,2,3,4,5).

Rank
a Education 1
b Community based assistance 2
c Health care prOQrammes 3
d Counselinq services 4
e Testina services 5

4. Does the issue of HIV/Aids have any bearing on corporate governance, if yes, how do you see the relationship
between the two.

2

5. What communication methods does your company employ to raise awareness about HIV/Aids

6. Who is responsible for monitoring community needs?
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7. What methods of training and communication media do you use to convey messages about the virus both
intemally and externally? Please tick.

Circle

a Peer educators 1
b Industrial theatre groups 2
c Print and electronic media 3
d Communitv workshops 4
e Internal workshops 5
f Internal staff magazines 6
g Billboard campaigns 7
h Posters 8
i Intranet sites 9
j Industrial theatre 10
k Other 11

8. Does your company provide the following to its employees:

Yes No
a Testino
b Voluntarv counseling
c Support and care to the infected employees
d Peer education proQrammes

9. Does your company promote education and prevention programmes for employees? If yes please elaborate.

2No
IYes

10. What methods of care, support and involvement is given to employees living with HIV/Aids? Please elaborate.

11. Has the epidemic had adverse effects on the profits of your company? If your answer is yes, please state how
this has affected the company.

1
2
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12. Whallrealmenl is provided 10 employees infected oraffected hy the virus?

13. Whal amount is hudgeted for your company's HIV/Aids programme?

14. Which department administers the budget?

15. Does your company have an in-house medical aid scheme?

1
2

16. Does your company's medical aid scheme provide an Aids management programme?

1
2

17. Which key areas mostly alfect your company.

Circle
a HIV absenteeism 1
b Aids absenteeism 2
c Funeral leave 3
d Sick leave 4
e Sickness related Droductivitv decline 5

18. Is management aware of the HIVIAids prevalence in your company?

1
2
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19. Does the company take any preventative action?

Circle
a Fonnal trainina sessions 1
b Group discussions 2
c Treatment for HIVIAids 3
d Counselino 4
e Condom distribution 5
f Poster awareness 6

20. Briefly describe what funding initiatives are in place for Antiretroviral treatment?

21. How much of funding is allocated towards this treatment?

22. What percentage of your employees would you estimate to be HIV positive?

23. How serious do you consider the current and future impact of HIVlAids on your company?

Circle
a Exoectseriousimpact 1
b Expect some impact 2
c Do not exoect impact 3
d No response 4

24. How severely is the HIV/Aids epidemic currently affecting the following aspects of your business?
Please circle the most applicable response codes only.

Circle
a Death 1
b Disabilitv 2
c Funeral exoenses 3
d Medical exoenses 4
e ProductivitY and absenteeism 5
f Recruitment and treinina exoenses 6
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25. How serious do you consider the current and future impact of HIVIAids on your community?

Circle

a Serious impact 1

b some impact 2

c Minimal impact 3

d No response 4

26. Do you believe that your company's current policies and programmes are sufficient? If yes, please state what
further measures are necessary.

2

Thank you for your assistance.
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205
transfonnarion. 31,32,47,51,63,69,73,75,215,

226,241
treattnentl2, 17,22,25,26,27,78,81,82,85,87,

91,98,100,102,112,114,115,116,118,120,
125,133,138,194,200,211,217,218,219,
220,225,227,231,232

trends41, 74, 84, 95,121,130,131,137,168,210,
212,224,225

triptych 123,124, 131,228,229

Trust l\fanager 127
validity 29, 141, 142, 157, 158, 159, 161, 167
vcr 25,26,28,101,125,132,227,231,232
virus 3, 10, 11, 14,20,22,37,64,77,79,80,82,

84,86,87,88,98, 101, 103, 105, 115, 116, 121,
125,127,128,132,135,137,160,211,218,
224,226,228,233

workers .. 11, 12,13,25,31,47,48,67,77,78,82,
91,94,96, 106, 107, Ill, 113, 114, 120, 132,
228,238

workforce33, 53,55, 103, 104, 105, 106, 110, 113,
150,235

workplacelO, 11, 12,25,26,27,32,42,53,54,77,
78, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 120, 121,
1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~

217,220,~21,224,226,227,233,235,236
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